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Preface 
The Climate Ethics and Future Generations project has now completed its fifth 
year. It is hosted by the Institute for Futures Studies in Stockholm, and is generously 
financed by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (the Swedish Foundation for Humanities 
and Social Sciences). The program is led by PI Gustaf Arrhenius, and co-PIs Krister 
Bykvist and Göran Duus-Otterström. It is interdisciplinary, involving philosophers, 
sociologists, economists and political scientists. The program aims to provide 
comprehensive and cutting-edge research on ethical questions concerning future 
generations in the context of climate change policy. It runs 2018–2023, and has now 
come to its final. 

The project has three broad themes: Foundational questions in population ethics, 
which concerns how we should evaluate future scenarios in which the number of 
people, their welfare, and their identities may vary; Climate justice, which concerns 
the just distribution of the burdens and benefits of climate change and climate policy, 
both intra- and intergenerationally; and From theory to practice, which concerns 
how to apply normative theories to the circumstances of climate change, in light of 
both normative uncertainty and practical constraints. For more information about 
the program, visit climateethics.se.  

The three themes are duly represented in this fifth volume of the program’s pre-
print series, consisting of eleven papers in total. The first five represent the third 
theme: From theory to practice.  

The volume’s opening paper is the prize winning "How to feel about climate 
change?”, co-authored by Julia Mosquera and Kirsti Jylhä. It examines the appropri-
ateness of our different emotions in the face of climate change. The authors examine 
a number of normative criteria, and argue that what is appropriate to feel depends in 
part on the specific object of the feeling. It may be appropriate to feel anger about the 
emissions that cause climate change, while appropriate to feel appreciation of the 
warmer summers it causes. They also discuss instrumental reasons, e.g., to feel hope 
despite the unlikelihood of preventing climate change entirely. One key point of the 
paper is that a better understanding of the complex nature of climate emotions can 
help us handle the obstacles that our emotional disagreements pose for the coopera-
tion that climate action requires.  

The second paper, “How to value a person’s life” by John Broome, compares two 
different strands in which economists typically value human life. On the first, which 
aims at being suitable for use in cost-benefit analysis, human life is valued on the 
basis of people’s willingness to pay to reduce risks to their lives. On the second, 
which aims to be used for cost-effectiveness analysis in health care, human life is 
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valued on the basis of the length of the life and a measure of its quality. Broome 
argues that both strands are problematic, for either theoretical or practical reasons, 
but that they can nevertheless be reconciled into a method that has a defensible 
theoretical foundation and is of high practical relevance. 

In the volume’s third contribution, “DALYs and the Minimally Good Life”, Tim 
Campbell discusses the related question of how to measure health impacts. The 
standard practice is to use Disability-Adjusted Life-Years (DALYs) as a proxy for 
health losses due to all disease causes, where one DALY represents the loss of the 
equivalent of one life year at full health. A natural thought is that governments 
should use their resources in such a way as to maximize expected DALYs averted per 
dollar spent. But this may conflict with a sufficientarian view that our priority 
should be to come as close as possible to a state in which every person can lead a life 
that is sufficiently good. Campbell’s contribution draws attention to this conflict, 
and gives some reasons for being skeptical about sufficientarianism.  

The volume’s fourth paper, “Uncertainty Attitudes as Values in Science” by Joe 
Roussos, discusses whether and how science can be objective while realistically 
acknowledging and managing the impact of values in the production of scientific 
information. Although previous discussions have identified a great many locations 
where value judgements occur, they have focused on a particular kind of evaluation. 
The paper argues that philosophers interested in values and science ought to 
consider scientists’ attitudes to uncertainty, which are evaluations of decision 
situations. Roussos’ main claim is that if you are concerned about inductive risk in a 
particular part of science, then that concern should include uncertainty attitudes 
alongside the more commonly considered moral, social, or political values. 

In “Sex Selection for Daughters”, Karim Jebari and Martin Kolk discuss an issue 
related to population size: sex selection. Sex selection reflecting a preference for 
male children is a well-known ethical issue, but Jebari and Kolk focus instead on the 
newly emerging issue of sex selection reflecting a preference for female children. 
Current technologies make it possible for parents to choose the sex of their off-
spring. Jebari and Kolk consider the possible demographic consequences of the 
adoption of these technologies, in light of an emerging trend of parents preferring 
female children. They argue that female-biased populations are likely to grow faster 
than male-biased populations and populations with an equal sex ratio; and they 
predict that cultural norms promoting female-biased populations will be self-rein-
forcing.  

The next two papers represent the second theme of the research program: 
Climate Justice. In the first of these papers, “Inducement-Based Emissions Ac-
counting”, Olle Torpman argues that a just distribution of climate burdens must be 
based at least in part on considerations of who has emitted how much. In order to 
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settle that, he argues that a reliable emissions-accounting method is needed. Torp-
man moreover argues that existing emissions-accounting methods fail to identify 
the appropriate responsible-making feature of agents, and that they are therefore 
implausible. He proposes a new emissions accounting method – inducement-based 
emissions accounting – aimed at avoiding the problems faced by the current methods.    

In the second paper on climate justice, “The Ethical Risks of an Intergenera-
tional World Climate Bank”, Stephen Gardiner delivers some criticisms against the 
idea of a World Climate Bank, that has been proposed by John Broome and Duncan 
Foley, among others. Gardiner argues not only that there are certain injustices built 
into such an institution that must be addressed, but also that there are a variety of 
problems with the assumptions that underlie the argument in favor of such a solu-
tion to climate change. This, Gardiner argues, also affects the pragmatic relevance 
of the idea. Instead of a world climate bank that shifts all the burdens of climate 
action to the future, Gardiner proposes a Climate Justice World Bank that respects 
principles of global and intergenerational ethics. 

The volume’s final set of papers are the most theoretical, all representing the 
first theme of the program: Foundational issues. Katie Steele’s “Longtermism and 
Neutrality about More Lives” is an important contribution to a current debate about 
whether we have moral reason to reduce the risk of futuristic threats to humanity’s 
survival, even if doing so would involve considerable opportunity costs for present 
people. Some argue that the claim that we have such moral reason depends on a kind 
of totalist utilitarianism; and they argue that we should reject totalism in favor of 
the view that the addition of worthwhile lives to the world does not make the world 
better or worse, but is inherently neutral. Steele shows that these philosophers are 
mistaken, since conclusions about futuristic threats of any kind are not greatly 
dependent on totalist utilitarianism, or on what she calls “totalist moral mathe-
matics”. According to Steele, our predictions about those who may or may not exist 
later inevitably matter for the purpose of determining the strength of our moral 
reasons to act in ways that will affect the present generation. 

Next, in “Population, Existence, and Incommensurability”, Melinda A. Roberts 
defends an approach to population ethics that captures the intuition that leaving a 
person out of existence altogether doesn’t make things morally worse. Her guiding 
idea is person-affecting: you can make things morally worse only if you make things 
worse for a person who does or will exist. She gives a precise statement of the 
principle she thinks captures this central intuition, and asks whether there is a 
tension between this principle and certain theoretical assumptions, such as Transi-
tivity–that the relation ‘better than’ is transitive–and what she calls Trichotomy–
that the relations ‘better than’, ‘worse than’ and ‘as good as’ exhaust the possible 
value relations. Roberts argues that her approach is compatible with both assump-
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tions, and that therefore the person-affecting idea requires neither value incom-
mensurability nor betterness cycles.  

In the volume’s tenth paper, “Do We Owe the Past a Future?”, SJ Beard and 
Patrick Kaczmarek defend a view they presented in a previous paper. This view 
consists primarily of two claims: (i) that by preventing human extinction, we can 
render the sacrifices that past people made to benefit those who would come after 
them more worthwhile, and (ii) that by squandering their sacrifices, we wrong these 
past people. In particular, the paper responds to some criticisms that Elizabeth 
Finneron-Burns has raised to these claims.   

In the volume’s eleventh and final paper, “Scanlonian Contractualism and 
Future Generations”, Emil Andersson, Gustaf Arrhenius, and Tim Campbell con-
sider different problems in population ethics from the point of view of Scanlonian 
Contractualism. There are features of this view that make it difficult for its propon-
ents to reach seemingly obvious conclusions in cases where we are to choose which 
population to bring about. The authors discuss different interpretations of Rahul 
Kumar’s idea of “standpoints”, but argue that it runs into trouble with regard to the 
individuation of standpoints. Scanlonian Contractualism cannot, it seems, avoid the 
aggregation problems that standard “impersonal” theories face without running 
into other problems that are even worse.  
  
We are pleased to be able to share this new work from the Climate Ethics and Future 
Generations project. As with previous volumes, the authors of these papers would 
greatly appreciate any comments, questions, and objections that you wish to share 
with them. Contact information is found at the front page of each paper. We would 
also like to thank Gustav Hedlund for helping out with formatting most of the papers 
in this volume.  

Tim Campbell & Olle Torpman 
Editors 
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Julia Mosquera1 & Kirsti Jylhä2 

How to Feel About Climate 
Change? An Analysis of the 
Normativity of Climate Emotions3 
 
Climate change evokes different emotions in people. Recently, climate 
emotions have become a matter of normative scrutiny in the public debate. 
This phenomenon, which we refer to as the normativization of climate 
emotions, manifests at two levels. At the individual level, people are faced 
with affective dilemmas, situations where they are genuinely uncertain 
about what is the right way to feel in the face of climate change. At the 
collective level, the public debate reflects disagreement about which 
climate emotions are appropriate to feel. The aim of this paper is to 
examine the normative reasons in favour of different climate emotions by 
combining normative criteria from philosophy and psychology. We 
conclude that these criteria provide partial reasons for or against different 
climate. Emotional disagreement in climate contexts may generate 

 
1 IFFS, julia.mosquera@iffs.se 
2 IFFS, kirsti.jylha@iffs.se 
3 A version of this paper is published in the International Journal of Philosophical Studies: Julia 
Mosquera & Kirsti M. Jylhä (2022) How to Feel About Climate Change? An Analysis of the Normativity 
of Climate Emotions, 30:3, 357–380, DOI: 10.1080/09672559.2022.2125150. This paper is the winner of 
the 2021 PERITIA Prize on the social and political significance of emotional attitudes and responses, 
part of the 2021 IJPS Robert Papazian essay competition on Ethics and Emotions and funded by the 
UCD Centre for Ethics in Public Life. The winning essays reflect some of the main themes and interests 
of the project Policy, Expertise and Trust in Action (PERITIA), funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant No 870883). We are grateful to Krister 
Bykvist, Maria Ojala, and Tim Campbell for providing valuable comments to an earlier version of this 
paper. 
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distrust, potentially hindering cooperation for climate action. We propose 
that we can ease challenges like this if we come to terms with the complex 
nature of climate emotions and their normative justification. 

1. Introduction 
Climate change has become one of the most emotionally loaded issues of all times. 
Given the urgent nature of the climate crisis, worry and concern over the issue has 
become evident. The latest UNDP report warns that climate change is a contributing 
factor to the current state of “anguish” in which humanity finds itself, where 6 in 7 
people worldwide are plagued by feelings of insecurity (UNDP, 2022). Alarmed 
feelings are widespread in response to the climate crisis, ranging from milder and 
adaptive forms of emotions to more pathological states that can include serious 
mental health problems and functional impairment. Yet, climate change does not 
evoke concern in everyone. Some feel indifferent or even doubt the existence of 
human-induced climate change and may even feel irritated over the frequent debates 
and emotional displays of others. 

Interestingly, climate change emotions have recently become a matter of norma-
tive scrutiny. Questions about how oneself or others ought to feel in the face of 
climate change (as opposed to how we and others actually feel) have recently gained 
attention. We refer to this phenomenon as the normativization of climate emotions. 
The normative practice of the appropriateness of climate emotions manifests at 
various levels. At the individual level, people find themselves confronted with genuine 
climate affective dilemmas. Can I feel happy and enjoy increasingly hot summer days, 
or should I instead feel and display worry, given the source of this warming? Is it 
legitimate to feel hope and optimism in the face of catastrophic scenarios?  

At the interpersonal level, the normativization has become particularly visible in 
the public domain where there is evidence of an ongoing process of negotiation of 
the normative status of climate emotions. This negotiation manifests in the criti-
cism or blame towards others’ emotions for failing to conform to certain standards 
of appropriateness (e.g., feeling ‘too scared’ or feeling ‘too relaxed’ about the threat 
of climate change), as well as attempts to elicit, provoke, or induce specific climate 
related emotional responses in others through harsh public messages of indigna-
tion. We refer to these processes as climate affective disagreement. Additional ques-
tions regarding the climate attitudes of others arise here. Should climate anxiety be 
considered an overreaction and a sign of mental problems and alarmism, or a desirable 
and/or rational response to a crisis? Are there reasons that suggest that some emo-
tions are wrong, inappropriate, or counterproductive? And if some emotions are more 
appropriate than others in response to climate change, are we justified in correcting 
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and blaming those who don’t display them? As the climate crisis continues, new 
emotional reactions, emotional disagreements and affective dilemmas may emerge. 

The aim of this paper is to understand the normative considerations that justify 
the role of different emotional responses evoked by climate change, and to evaluate 
the appropriateness and usefulness of these emotions. While some of them might a 
priori seem inappropriate (e.g., the enjoyment of warmer summer days), they might 
still be appropriate from the point of view of rationality. The opposite might be true 
of other emotions, which might not be particularly fitting in terms of rationality, but 
appropriate from the point of psychological human predisposition and wellbeing, 
and useful in achieving climate action (e.g., hope in the face of climate threat). For 
this purpose, we combine normative approaches from philosophy and psychology. 
While philosophy possesses long-standing, sophisticated accounts to analyse the 
normativity of emotions, these are rarely applied to specific emotional settings, 
including climate emotions. And while the existing psychological research on climate 
emotions provides developed taxonomies and measures of climate emotions, it 
usually ignores the normative aspects of those emotions, or takes certain normative 
assumptions for granted. Given the fundamental role of emotions in our everyday 
social practices and public life, insights regarding the normativity of climate emotions 
are crucial. We argue that this can improve our understanding of the complexities 
behind discourses on climate emotion, and promote social trust, collective action 
and civic and democratic practices aimed at addressing climate change, and a respon-
sible approach to evoking climate emotions in in media and society.  

We approach climate change as an umbrella term that includes several different 
types of phenomena. It includes physical events (e.g., the rising of the average tem-
perature on Earth, the melting of the glaciers) that do not entail evaluative descrip-
tions. Other elements incorporate evaluations on what climate change directly 
implies to life on earth (e.g., climate change as a threat to human life); on what is 
being done to address climate change at system-level (e.g., political decision-mak-
ing) and individual level (e.g., stop flying). And others are mostly of an evaluative 
nature regarding practices and behaviours related to climate change (e.g., the unjust 
distribution of burdens and benefits of the effects of climate change, free-riding 
practices, political inaction). The different nature of these objects calls for different 
types of affective responses (e.g., fear, anxiety, anger) which will be measured 
against different standards of appropriateness. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we present and analyse some paradig-
matic examples of the negotiation of climate emotions present in the public domain. 
We show how the public engages in the normativization of climate emotions, identi-
fy some of the different standards they rely on when formulating their criticisms 
and suggest different reasons for why they may rely on those standards. In section 
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3, we present some criteria of evaluation well-known in the philosophical literature 
on emotions, namely fittingness, warrant, and prudential considerations. We apply 
these criteria to some paradigmatic climate emotions and emotional dilemmas indi-
viduals increasingly face in the current climate scenario with the aim of understand-
ing the capacity of the different emotions to represent the objects they are directed 
to. In section 4, we present an analysis of the psychology of climate emotions and 
discuss the implicit and explicit criteria for evaluating appropriateness of emotions 
and the psychological rationale for their use. Section 5 is the conclusion, where we 
provide insights and recommendations for further research.  

2. Affective normativity in the climate change 
public debate 
The normative practice of emotional appropriateness is present in different spheres 
of our everyday life. We engage in this practice when we give and ask for reasons to 
respond emotionally to properties and objects in an appropriate manner. For this 
purpose, we create and participate in various sub-practices that facilitate the mutual 
correction of people’ emotional responses and the collaborative discovery of evalua-
tive properties (Gallegos, 2021).  

This practice has become particularly salient in the context of climate emotions. 
This is exemplified by the apparent disagreement existing in the public domain 
regarding which emotions ought to be endorsed in the face of climate change and the 
related emotional attitudes displayed as part of this disagreement, including criti-
cism, blame, or attempts to elicit certain emotions. These types of criticism don’t 
usually invoke explicit appeal to specific normative standards from the philosophy 
or psychology of emotions. However, the negotiation seen in the public domain does 
rely on some sort of basic norms or standards against which people’s climate emo-
tions are compared. 

The public exchanges between the Swedish climate activist Greta Thunberg, the 
former president of the USA, Donald J. Trump, and the president of Russia, Vladimir 
Putin, are paradigmatic examples of the normative practice taking place in the 
public debate. The most well-known public speeches of Thunberg convey her frus-
tration, anger, fear, and the rejection of hope. For example, during her participation 
at the World Economic Forum in Davos in 2019, Thunberg said (World Economic 
Forum, January 25, 2019): 

I don’t want your hope. I don’t want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want 
you to feel the fear I feel every day, and then I want you to act. I want you to act as 
you would in a crisis. I want you to act as if our house is on fire. Because it is. 
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Thunberg has been addressed by both Trump and Putin. In response to her emo-
tional speeches, Trump wrote the following ironic tweet: ‘She seems like a very happy 
young girl looking forward to a bright and wonderful future. So nice to see!’ (Trump, 
2019). And after Thunberg was named Time’s Person of the Year in 2019, Trump 
wrote another tweet, referring to her pleas for governments to stop global warming: 
‘So ridiculous. Greta must work on her Anger Management problem, then go to a good 
old-fashioned movie with a friend! Chill Greta, Chill!’ (Trump, 2019). 

Putin made a somewhat similar critical assessment about Thunberg’s campaign 
in 2019 at an energy forum in Moscow, by first voicing seemingly benevolent 
intentions (C.f., BBC News, October 3, 2019 and Bloomberg Quicktake, Twitter Post, 
Oct 3 2019, 12.05 AM): 

You know, young people, teenagers, draw attention to today’s acute problems, 
including environmental problems, and it is right, it is very good. They definitely 
must be supported. But when someone uses children and teenagers for someone’s 
benefit, it is only reprehensible ... I am sure that Greta [Thunberg] is a kind girl 
and very sincere. But adults must do everything to not put teenagers and children 
in extreme situations, they must shield them from extreme emotions that could 
destroy a personality… Nobody explained to Greta that the modern world is 
complicated and complex, it changes fast. People in Africa and in many Asian 
countries want to be as wealthy as people in Sweden. How can it be done? By 
making them use solar energy, which is plentiful in Africa? Has anyone explained 
the cost of it? 

Exchanges like this are particularly relevant here given the different but eminent 
role that each of these three actors has in the climate change context. Thunberg is a 
highly influential climate activist with a proven capacity to mobilize a great part of 
the young population. Trump and Putin are political leaders of two nations with 
high responsibility for past emissions and whose political involvement is crucial in 
climate mitigation policy. Furthermore, important fractions of the population take 
these agents, their political institutions, and their decision-making as worthy of 
social and political trust. This means that public statements like these have the 
capacity to attract great attention from voters and supporters, who might take these 
statements as expressing truths about what are the corrective affective responses to 
climate change.  

There are interesting similarities between the rhetorical elements displayed in 
Tump’s and Putin’s remarks. Both criticised Thunberg’s words, dismissed her 
message, and implied that her fear was unwarranted. Putin disregarded Thunberg's 
concerns and dismantled her authority by claiming that she (and as an extension, 
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her conclusions and emotions) have been manipulated by other, more capable 
persons, a common line of criticism towards Thunberg among the public.  

One interpretation is that these comments respond to an intentional mechanism 
to shift away the focus of the public discussion from the object of Thunberg’s 
emotional attitude, namely the political inaction in the face of the potentially 
devastating effects of climate change, to the emotional component of her reaction. 
This move can be interpreted as an appeal to emotion fallacy, where the appeal to 
emotion is used to either convince or discredit a discoursal opponent, or a or ‘tone 
policing’ fallacy, an ad hominem type of fallacy where the tone of the speech is used 
as a reason to discredit the validity of the content of a message and sometimes also 
of the interlocutor, like when a woman is told to “be less emotional” after expressing 
a concern that affects her emotional state, or a black activist is told to “calm down” 
when expressing discomfort about an injustice with an angry tone.4  

Often, this shift away from the content of a message is combined with the consi-
deration of emotions and their display in certain contexts as evidence for the mental 
state or mental health of the subject, often erroneously but intentionally. This is 
particularly salient when emotions are displayed by women. In our society rational-
ity has traditionally been considered as superior (and stereotypically male) and 
emotions and the expression of emotions as inferior (and stereotypically female) 
(Damasio, 2005; Plant, et al., 2000), and this could influence the public perceptions 
on aptness. This could in part explain why it has been possible to depict climate 
anxiety as hysteria (sometimes directly in relation to female gender), and the non-
emotional approach as a rational and objective response supported by healthy skep-
ticism (Pettersson et al., 2022; Toivonen, 2022), despite the strong evidence showing 
the severity of the climate crisis. 

In the case of both Putin’s and Trump’s comments, their rhetoric could also be 
analysed in the context of a power struggle and hierarchy. Particularly Putin’s re-
marks echoed societal perceptions regarding minors and women as being vulnerable 
and innocent and, by extension, someone who should be protected and cherished by 
adults and men, respectively. Such views could be interpreted as manifestation of a 
seemingly benevolent form of sexism that allow positive or even admiring views on 
women while not guaranteeing them actual influence in society (Glick & Fiske, 
2001). There are also paternalist attitudes, echoed in the tendency to ignore the 
worries and the demands of the young, while depicting them as ignorant children 
whose place is not in demonstration but in school to learn more (Bergmann & Osse-

 
4 For an account of ‘tone policing’, see Ijeoma Oluo’s So you want to talk about race (2018). Her 
reconstruction of the use of this fallacy is rooted in the observed relations of power, privilege and racism 
existing behind the silencing practices toward black rights activists. We expand the philosophical 
analysis on the dismissal of fitting climate anger in Section 3 below. 
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waarde, 2020). Accordingly, depicting Thunberg’s reaction as misguided and emo-
tional (and hence, a reaction that makes her an object of protection instead of an 
authority) could be a rhetorical move, but can also reflect how she is actually perceived 
by some merely due to her age and gender. Consequently, her message and emotions 
could be dismissed regardless of their content and character. 

In sum, it has become evident that we are not indifferent towards our and other’s 
emotional responses to climate change-related events, as well as that we rely on 
different types of evaluative criteria to judge the appropriateness of these emotions. 
For the best of our knowledge, the criteria employed to evaluate climate emotions 
have not been subject of systematic research in philosophy and psychology. Below, 
we provide an overview of these criteria with the aim of improving the under-
standing of the complex nature of climate emotions, their normative justification, 
and their role in trust and collective action, much needed to solve the climate crisis.  

3. Philosophical normativity and climate emotions 
Within philosophy, there is wide acceptance of the idea that emotions can be appro-
priate or inappropriate. Criteria of correctness vary depending on the view one 
holds about the nature and character of emotions. A paradigmatic view of the nature 
of emotions is that emotions are evaluative representations of formal objects of the 
world that contain value-laden features (D’Arms & Jacobson, 2000; Greenspan 
1988; Roberts, 1988; Solomon, 1976). Under this view, emotions are somewhat anal-
ogous to beliefs and thus they can be assessed in terms of their cognitive rationality. 
This includes their fittingness or aptitude to represent the properties instantiated 
by the objects towards which emotions are directed, their warrant and coherence, 
or their capacity to relate to other evidence-sensitive evaluative processes. Accord-
ing to the fittingness criterion of emotions, an emotion is rational in terms of being 
“fitting”, “correct”, or “appropriate” if there is a representational match between 
the emotion and the object toward which the emotion is directed. For example, fear 
is fitting in those situations in which it is directed towards objects that are genuinely 
dangerous, since fear is a representation of danger.  

An important caveat to this account is that the fittingness or appropriateness of 
an emotion is not meant to be a moral evaluation of it. Just as beliefs can be true or 
correct when their representational content matches the world and their objects, so 
can emotions be fitting or correct when they appropriately match the properties 
instantiated by their objects. Thus, the question of correctness is different from the 
question of whether a feeling or an emotion is morally permissible or is “what to 
feel” all things considered. Offensive, immoral art or jokes are usually provided as 
examples where it can be fitting to feel pleasure and amusement, respectively, 
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despite their immoral character (Jacobson, 1997). The wrongness or viciousness of 
a joke isn’t itself a reason for a joke not to be amusing. Thinking otherwise commits 
us to the so-called “moralistic fallacy” that some have warned against (D’Arms & 
Jacobson, 2000). The idea is that there are different grounds to evaluate jokes, and 
although offensiveness might be a property of these jokes, it isn’t itself a relevant 
reason for a joke failing in the domain of amusement; doing so would be appealing 
to the “wrong kinds of reasons” (McDowell, 1987). Reasons of the right kind for one 
to hold a certain attitude, the argument would go, are those that bear on certain 
properties of the object—for instance, reasons to be amused by a joke that bear on 
whether the joke is particularly amusing.5  

Fittingness is behind some of our practices of criticism of emotions (e.g., “Don’t 
be sad—it’s not such a big deal”) and it is often invoked when reflecting on how we 
should feel. Proponents of this account stress its usefulness over competing norma-
tive criteria: “(…) Prudential considerations, especially about fear or anxiety, are 
often counterproductive; and moral considerations can induce guilt without allevi-
ating the offending emotion” (D’Arms & Jacobson, 2000: 73). Avoidance of guilt and 
contribution to productive action are features that make fittingness a particularly 
interesting normative tool for the analysis of climate emotions.  

Sweden and several other parts of the world, including other European coun-
tries, Canada, and Australia, have experienced exceptionally warm summers since 
2018 (Painter et al., 2021; Wilcke et al. 2020). This is an important climate change-
related phenomenon. It is one of the closest and most tangible effects of climate 
change that those living in mild regions of the globe can relate to in their everyday 
experience.6 During exceptionally warm days, people have started to feel genuinely 
torn between the enjoyment of sunny and warm temperatures and the feeling of 
guilt or uneasiness provoked by the realization of the causal connection between 
climate change and warmer days. This phenomenon has been echoed in national 
and international media, with headlines that include explicit reference to the state 
of cluelessness in which we find ourselves regarding the appropriate affective 
attitude to have toward increasingly warmer days.7 This is a paradigmatic example 
of what we call climate affective dilemmas, the type of affective dilemmas that arise 

 
5 The challenge here is how to explain this evaluative relationship in a non-circular manner. For a 
thorough discussion of this challenge see Bykvist (2009). 
6 We focus on warmer summer days for simplicity, although something akin could be argued of warmer 
winter days. 
7 Some examples of the national and international coverage of this phenomenon include: “Can we enjoy, 
or should we be ashamed?” (Göteborgs-Posten, 2019), “How long can we call the heat ‘nice weather’?” 
(Svenska Dagbladet, 2020)) and international (“Am I the only one who’s terrified about the warm 
weather? (The Guardian, 2019), “Is it okay to enjoy the warm winters of climate change?” (The Atlantic, 
2017), “You can care about climate change and still enjoy freakishly warm winter days” (The 
Washington Post, 2017). 
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as a conflict between different emotions elicited by climate change and other related 
phenomena.  

By affective dilemmas we refer more generally to situations in which individuals 
face a conflict between two or more incompatible emotional responses to an object 
or phenomenon where there does not seem to be an obvious solution as to how one 
overall ought to feel in the face of it and where the emotional status quo is not an 
option. In affective dilemmas, the overall most fitting attitude can be one of 
ambivalence, which does not have a counterpart in the case of traditional act dilem-
mas.8 Affective dilemmas are normative in the sense that they entail the existence 
and comparison of different types of normative reasons in favour of the different 
possible affective responses one is faced with.  

In the face of increasingly warmer summer days, there are prima facie reasons to 
feel both anxiety and joy. On one hand, there are reasons to feel anxiety about warmer 
summers because these are goods, such as the enjoyment of the warm weather, that 
are morally tinted by their causal source, namely humanly caused climate change with 
potentially devastating consequences for life on the planet.9 There are culture specific 
norms that regulate the display of emotions and in some social and cultural contexts 
it seems to have become an implicit social norm not to express joy regarding excep-
tionally warmer summers; and if joy is expressed, it is expected to be usually accompa-
nied by a reference to how ‘weird’ or ‘scary’ this warmth feels. On the other hand, there 
are also reasons to feel joy during warmer summer days given that warmer weather is 
pleasurable—a preference shown to be extended among most people (Pew Research 
Center, 2009).10  

It could be suggested that failing to feel anxious or fearful in the face of increas-
ingly warmer summer days is somehow contrary to virtue. It could be that the 
reasons for feeling anxiety or fear in the face of increasingly warmer summer days 
are stronger or of a special nature, and thus in this scenario defeat the reasons to feel 
joy. Warmer weather is known to be caused by climate change. Failing to feel 
anxious or fear would seem to show some sort of objective irresponsiveness to the 

 
8 One may argue that affective dilemmas of the sort described here can be reduced to traditional moral 
act dilemmas. In this way, the conflict individuals are presented with is simply a conflict between 
whether to go out and enjoy the sun or whether to stay at home, and thus are a conflict between two 
actions both of which seem equally permissible, but where only one can be chosen (where the status quo 
is not an option). The type of dilemmas we present here differ from traditional moral dilemmas and 
thus cannot be subsumed to those. In affective dilemmas, what individuals are primarily uncertain 
about what is what is permissible or appropriate to feel in a given situation, and thus face a situation of 
what we could refer to as ‘affective uncertainty’. The nature of this affective uncertainty is partly 
epistemic and partly moral. 
9 For a thorough discussion of this phenomenon, see Cullity’s Concern, Respect, and Cooperation (Part 
II: ‘Moral Derivations’, pp. 67–172). 
10 It should be though mentioned that even in milder regions, temperatures currently reach levels that 
can cause physical health problems and strong discomfort among some parts of the population. 
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cause of warmer summers, climate change, and its dangerousness for life on this 
planet. So, if failing to feel anxious or fearful in the face of increasingly warmer 
summers is inappropriate because it is irrational (in terms of irresponsiveness to 
reasons), this would seem to solve the affective dilemma we presented above. 

There is however a further question as to what is the object that our affective 
attitudes are directed towards is in this context. Emotions are sometimes under-
stood as affective reactions directed towards ‘simple’ objects (e.g., warmer tempera-
tures) or bundles of objects with different metaphysical and causal properties (e.g., 
climate change), which would include features like their causal properties. How-
ever, individuating the different objects of emotions is important, particularly in the 
case of climate change. The climate emotions literature rarely provides a systematic 
distinction between the different objects of those emotions, despite climate change 
being known to be a complex phenomenon composed by objects of different nature. 
This is an obstacle for understanding the role of climate emotions, for evaluating 
and for comparing them.  

‘Being caused by human-induced climate change’ is a property of increasingly 
warmer summers and it is reasonable to expect that many of us believe this to be the 
case. Thus, fear can be an appropriate response to this feature of warmer summers. 
However, these grounds seem irrelevant for judging warmer summer days in the 
domain of pleasurableness and thus a relevant reason for summer days failing at 
being pleasurable. In this domain, the relevant object of emotion is the warmth or 
the experiential part of warmer summers, toward which it would just be fitting to 
feel pleasure or joy. Doing otherwise would be an instance of the ‘wrong kind of 
reasons’ explained above.11 

There are other instances where clarifying the object of a climate emotion can 
help understanding the appropriateness of different emotional reactions. Climate 
hope is widely discussed among psychologists of climate emotions, and some have 

 
11 For a contrasting approach to the structure of reasons, see Dancy’s Moral Reasons (1993). In his 
account, relevant reasons cannot be atomised in the way done above. The causal etiology of an event, 
i.e., the fact that e.g., it is achieved through immoral means, can undermine or ‘disable’ the event from 
being reason-given. Think of sadistic pleasure. The fact that a pleasurable activity is sadistic disables 
pleasure in this context from being reason-giving. So, there is no further reason against the promotion 
of pleasurable sadistic activities that ‘outweighs’ the reason based on the pleasure, because there is no 
pleasure-based reason in the first place. However, had the pleasurable activity been an innocent one, 
the fact that is pleasurable would have been reason-giving. The same kind of reasoning can be suggested 
to apply to warmer summers caused by climate change. The fact that warmer summers are caused by 
climate change disables, so the argument goes, the pleasurableness of the warmth from being reason-
giving, so there is no further reason that outweighs the pleasure-based reason, since there is no 
pleasure-based reason in the first place. We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this analogy. 
While we might agree that sadism, if intrinsically bad, can disable the pleasure from sadistic pleasurable 
activities from being reason-giving, it is less clear that climate change, both instrumentally bad and 
good, can disable warming temperatures resulting from climate change from being reason-giving in 
terms of pleasure. 
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recently emphasised the importance of this emotion for dealing with climate change 
(Geiger et al., 2021; Ojala, 2012b). In the case of climate hope, one may wonder about 
its appropriateness in terms of the fittingness criterion introduced above. Accord-
ing to this criterion, emotions can be correct or incorrect depending on how well 
they represent the properties of the object at which they are directed. Climate hope, 
where hope is understood in a ‘narrow’ sense, i.e., as a response directed to a mental 
state of the kind ‘I have hope that we will fix climate change in x amount of time’, 
could be deemed as unfitting under this account, given the low odds of success in 
fixing climate change in that given amount of time, thus not matching the current 
state of affairs with respect to climate change. However, hope becomes more fitting 
if it is understood as a general emotional state of the form ‘I am hopeful that climate 
change will be fixed despite of the high degree of uncertainty that we will succeed’. 
A similar understanding of hope is behind recent proposals like “hopeful pes-
simism”, an account of pessimism that rejects ‘false hope’ and ‘pseudo-optimism’, 
without collapsing into full ‘despair’, hopelessness, or fatalism, which lead to ‘giving 
up’ (Var der Lugt, 2021).12 We expand on ‘hybrid-valenced’ accounts of climate hope 
in the next section. 

In addition to fittingness, another well-known criterion for the evaluation of the 
cognitive rationality of emotions that is useful to understand our emotional reac-
tions to warmer summers is warrant.13 Rationality requires responding to apparent 
reasons and so an attitude is warranted when it is a response to apparent fit-related 
reasons. The distinction here is between a rational assessment (‘warrant’) and an 
assessment of objective normativity (‘fit’). If facing danger makes fear fitting (i.e., if 
danger is a fit-related reason for fear), then fear is warranted for an agent if the agent 
is facing apparent danger (Naam, 2021). 

What does the notion of warrant suggest regarding how to feel in the face of 
increasingly warmer summers? Fear could be understood as warranted in this 
context if its object, the exceptional warmth, manifests certain evidential cues of 
dangerousness. Most people are aware and hold both the belief that exceptionally 
higher temperatures are caused by climate change, and the belief that climate 
change is dangerous for life on Earth. But while current warmer summer tempera-
tures are somewhat out of the ordinary, they have not yet become unbearable (at 
least not in Europe) and remain within the pleasurable-tolerable range for most.14 

 
12 Var der Lugt (2021) provides a thorough historical overview of the origins of philosophical pessimism. 
Drawing from the work of historical philosophical pessimists like Hume or Kant, she argues that in the 
‘dark times’ of climate change and environmental degradation that haunt humanity, we should not 
think about optimism and pessimism as dichotomic notions, but rather as complementary. 
13 For the original distinction between fittingness and warrant see (D’Arms & Jacobson, 2000). 
14 This is compatible with there being many individuals who will consider current warmer days as 
unpleasant. 
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Additionally, survey studies report that about 60% of Americans prefer to live in a 
hotter climate, while only 29% would rather live in a colder one (Pew Research 
Center, 2009). So, although fear could be said to be a fitting response to this trend, a 
generalized strong preference for warmer weather among people, together with the 
experience of warmer, yet-not-unbearably-hot temperatures, could prevent agents 
from acknowledging that they are in a situation of apparent danger, preventing this 
emotional response from being warranted and thus also required by rationality.  

Considerations of fittingness are important for tracking emotional rationality. 
However, in the practice of emotional evaluation, these considerations have tradi-
tionally been overshadowed by considerations of prudence or self-interest. Let’s get 
back to Trump’s and Putin’s responses to Thunberg introduced in Section 2 above. 
Unlike Putin’s, Trump’s remarks did not suggest disproportionality or a mismatch 
between what Thunberg feels and aims at eliciting in others, and the object of those 
emotions. Thunberg was in fact cautious in making explicit reference to this 
proportionality: “I want you to feel the fear I feel every day, and then I want you to 
act (…) as if our house is on fire. Because it is”.15 However, Trump’s words implied 
that Thunberg’s anger was still inappropriate or unjustified and prompted her to 
‘chill’.  

Demanding individuals to forgo their anger at an injustice for reasons of pru-
dence or self-interest (e.g., due to anger being counterproductive in convincing 
people about the climate urgency) despite their anger being fitting or appropriate, 
is not an isolated practice. According to Amira Srinivasan, such practice belongs to 
the long philosophical and political tradition of affective injustice. Affective injustice 
is a second-order injustice parasitic on a first-order, conventional type of injustice 
emerging from the oppression of a victim. The wrongness of it lies in forcing people, 
through no fault of their own, into substantive and normatively costly conflicts—like 
the choice between self-preservation and justified rage (Srinivasan, 2018: 137). 
Given that, according to Srinivasan, apt anger has intrinsic value (due to e.g., it being 
a negative attitude towards something bad), those who, like Trump, demand angry 
individuals to forgo their fitting anger, face an argumentative burden: “they must 
explain why it is that in cases where one’s anger would be counterproductive yet apt, 
prudential considerations must outweigh aptness considerations” (Srinivasan, 
2018: 136). In absence of an account that explains the presupposed value superiority 
of prudence over fitting anger, Srinivasan argues, we can be suspicious that the 
counterproductivity argument against the expression of fitting anger masks an 
attempt of social control over certain socially excluded groups, traditionally slaves 
and women (Srinivasan, 2018: 136–144).  

 
15 Italics added for emphasis. 
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Cases of affective injustice are particularly interesting in this context. They 
involve a general conflict between consequentialist reasons (of different kinds) and 
non-consequentialist reasons for action generated out of apt or fitting emotions 
(anger or others) (Plunkett, 2020). In the case of climate change, anger may not be 
fitting were mitigation to be taken seriously and on time. However, even in this case, 
people would have a right to freely express or voice past injustices that have yet not 
been recognized. Deontological reasons could thus be added to this dichotomy, 
namely with the right to freedom of expression. For reasons of space, we deal with 
this dichotomy somewhere else.16  

4. Psychological normativity and climate emotions 
Psychological perspectives on climate emotions builds on work that has focused on 
identifying emotions, providing taxonomies, and describing correlations with other 
variables. In social sciences, there is a decent understanding of some climate emotions 
(mostly anxiety and hope) at the descriptive level and in relation to their contribution 
to certain outcomes, such as climate action or motivation. Climate change elicits 
numerous emotions among the public, and awareness and discussions on climate 
emotions are rising (Hyry, 2019; Ojala et al., 2022; Pihkala et al., 2022).17 For example, 
the latest Youth Barometer in Finland found that the majority (59%) of the young had 
discussed climate anxiety over the past month (e.g., Pihkala et al., 2022). 

In psychological research, emotions are usually understood as some type of “dis-
crete, automatic responses to universally shared, culture-specific and individual-
specific events” (Ekman & Cordaro, 2011). Emotions are evoked in response to real or 
imagined stimuli of relevance for us and they inform us about how to think and behave 
in different situations (e.g., what should be approached or avoided) (Damasio, 2005). 
The subjective experience of an emotion is called a feeling. Certain emotions, such as 
fear and happiness, are commonly considered as basic and adaptive and have survival 
value (Ekman & Cordaro, 2011). Thus, they are pre-programmed and involuntary, 
accompanied by corresponding physical reaction, although they can be modified 
through socialization and intentional efforts. Some emotions are fuzzy and less 
distinct, often involving several psychological and physical processes simultaneously. 
Anxiety is a paradigmatic example, which is understood as a mixture of affect (e.g., 
fear), cognition (e.g., worried thoughts), and physical changes (e.g., fast heartbeat). 

 
16 For an analysis of climate anger and affective injustice, see Authors (forthcoming). 
17 An extensive study into climate emotions in Finland (Hyry, 2021) found that, for example, 58 percent 
of the population expressed that they feel interest regarding climate change, and that feelings such as 
frustration (44%), powerlessness (39%), and hope (36%) are relatively widespread. Anxiety (25%) and 
shame (18%), commonly debated climate emotions were also expressed by many. 
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Claims about the normativity of emotions are usually implicit in psychology, but 
we have identified two types of normative assumptions. In the first type, emotional 
states per se are considered somehow inappropriate. They can deviate in statistical 
terms or in relation to an individual’s previous emotional patterns, or be unfitting 
or irrational in the sense that they are not proportional in relation to their object in 
a similar way proposed by philosophers. For example, people can react to adverse 
events in seemingly irrational ways, such as with disproportional rumination or 
unfounded wishful and illusionary hope (but see Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, and 
Lyubomirsky 2008; Snyder et al. 2002 for thorough discussions). These criteria are 
particularly useful in clinical psychology (APA, 2013). 18  The second type of 
normative assumptions are not linked to the emotion per se, but to what their 
consequences are. For example, whether an emotion induces personal suffering or 
behaviours that cause harm to other people or society, or is considered unsuitable 
or immoral. In such cases efforts are typically made to change or manage it through 
medication, therapy, or some form of reinforcement.  

Importantly, however, there are aspects of emotions and emotionality that may 
not always be meaningful to discuss in terms of normativity. If emotions are auto-
matic reactions, it becomes clear that humans cannot fully and directly control 
them. Individuals also differ in their readiness to respond to stimuli. To exemplify, 
some are more regulated by moral views and the related feelings of shame and pride 
than others, and some tend to respond to crises by action while others ruminate. 
Contextual factors also influence; climate change, for example, is a complex chain of 
events caused by multiple practices across the world involving a certain degree of 
uncertainty and, hence, may induce different emotions to those produced by sim-
pler and more manageable crises. Thus, certain normative judgements about emo-
tions can be both unsuccessful and unjustified in psychological research. While 
rational criteria are useful in philosophy, practical and consequential approach are 
more commonly emphasized in psychology. 

As to emotions that are felt in response to the threat of climate change, certain 
psychological criteria are commonly used and debated. Of these, we particularly 
focus on anxiety and hope. For example, climate worry has been discussed in patho-
logical terms in society, with claims of “mass neurosis’’ or “hysteric bursts of emo-
tion” (Pettersson et al., 2022; Verplanken & Roy, 2013). As described in the intro-
duction, this can reflect an intentional mechanism to shift away the focus from the 

 
18 In certain mental illnesses, for example in depression and other mood disorders, individual’s 
emotional patterns are intensified or reduced. Psychotic episodes and other altered states of 
consciousness can induce emotions that do not match the outer world. And finally, personality 
disorders can include emotional patterns that deviate from the normative expectations in society, such 
as is the case with the lower sense of remorse and empathy in antisocial personality disorder. 
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object of the emotional attitude to the emotional component of the message, and for 
claims of mental instability of the messenger. However, it is possible that some 
indeed consider climate anxiety as a sign of mental health problem. In our society, 
emotions and rationality have traditionally seen as alternating and separate, with 
the latter having a higher status. Also, in some public debates, anxiety is depicted as 
a feeling that people (particularly the young) should be protected from (Pihkala et 
al., 2020), such as was earlier discussed regarding the remarks of Putin in response 
to Thunberg’s speech. 

However, recent research has highlighted these views as simplistic. Emotions 
are increasingly seen as important sources of information and often rational 
responses to reality (Damasio, 2005; Verplanken & Roy, 2013). In fact, 93 percent of 
Europeans believe that climate change is a serious problem, and the government 
responses are widely understood to be inadequate (Special Eurobarometer, 2021, 
see also Hickman et al., 2022), which would seem to suggest climate-related anxiety 
as a rational response to climate change. Related to this, Bloodhart and colleagues 
(2019) found that messages framed with negative emotion matched better the parti-
cipants’ feelings about climate change, and conveyed impressions of the speaker as 
rational, strong, and caring. However, and in addition, researchers increasingly 
emphasize that anxiety can involve a variety of emotional and cognitive processes 
that range from minor and occasional states to more severe and chronic conditions 
(Sangervo et al., 2022). Thus, depending on the form climate anxiety takes, it can be 
considered a rational and a potentially adaptive response to a real crisis, or a threat 
to personal wellbeing and action (Clayton & Karazsia, 2020; Ojala et al., 2022; 
Pihkala, 2022; Wullenkord et al., 2021). 

The way that people cope with their climate anxiety also matters. In this context, 
there has been debate about the appropriateness of climate hope. Although indi-
viduals need to be able to continue their lives despite the lingering threat, it is at 
least not prima facie obvious that hope is a fully appropriate emotional responses to 
the threat of climate change, as suggested in Section 3 above. On the basis of a psy-
chological consequentialist approach, where emotions are evaluated in terms of 
their consequences, the concern has been that climate hope may hinder under-
standing of the gravity of the crisis and weaken motivation to engage in collective 
action and support the required social change (Hornsey & Fielding, 2016). Other 
recent research on climate hope argues hope to be an appropriate emotional reac-
tion to climate change. The idea here is that hope is a highly complex emotion, the 
experience of which is a mixture of emotional, cognitive, existential, identity-relat-
ed, and social aspects (Ojala, 2012b). According to this account, people may feel hope 
even in very serious and desperate circumstances – or perhaps precisely because 
they feel threatened. Without a risk of future harm, there would be no reason for 
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hope. Thus, while there might be a sense in which hope is irrational or non-fitting, 
this notion of hope might still be appropriate in some other sense, since hope can 
motivate efforts to improve the climate situation and can mitigate its seriousness 
(Geiger et al., 2021). This is consistent with findings showing that when people are 
more hopeful about how life will be like for future generations, they report more 
willingness to sacrifice for the sake of future generations (Fairbrother et al., 2021). 

This research understands hope in a general sense (akin to a general state in 
which one is “to be hopeful”, which relates to efficacy beliefs and trust). Indeed, 
Ojala (e.g., 2012; 2015) has found that individuals’ engagement with climate action 
is more common when they feel both worry and ‘constructive hope’. Constructive 
hope entails coping through positive reappraisal/cognitive restructuring whereby 
the problem is acknowledged, but people can switch their perspective by also 
acknowledging some positive trends in mitigation and having trust in our collective 
ability and willingness to address the problem (Ojala, 2012). In other words, it is 
fruitful to assess the appropriateness of the coping strategies that are used to 
manage the crisis and negative emotions, for example experiencing hope in its 
different forms (Ojala, 2022). If negative emotions are managed by de-emphasizing 
the threat, this allows experiencing hope based on denial, but can lead to decreased 
engagement with the climate issue and does not seem to promote wellbeing either 
(Marlon et al., 2019; Ojala 2013). Importantly, from this viewpoint, constructive 
hope seems to be a highly appropriate climate emotion (judged based on both the 
match with reality and consequentialist criteria), at least if society and those in 
power indeed engage in climate mitigation. 

Our emotional reactions can be also seen as a response directed towards our 
personal and collective role in contributing to climate change. These considerations 
are present in the debates, and it is relatively common to consider that public 
discussions blame ordinary people (Lehtonen et al., 2020). The shaming trends 
recently popularized in Swedish culture and media during the last couple of years, 
including the so-called “flight shame” (flygskam) (Wolrath Söderberg & Wormbs, 
2019), are some instances of this. Some may think that it is fitting to feel bad because 
such feelings may be a necessary first step in environmental awareness. Shame and 
guilt are moral feelings and, while painful, the ability to experience them (at 
‘healthy’ levels) promotes considerate relationships and enables a benevolent 
society by inhibiting maladaptive behaviours. But should we aim at deliberately 
attempting to make people feel guilt and shame when they contribute to high-
emitting actions? 

Although shame and guilt are emotions that are often used synonymously, there 
are some crucial differences between them (Tangney et al., 2007). Shame is a feeling 
that targets the whole “self” and creates a sense of worthlessness and helplessness, 
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which can induce unconstructive responses such as avoidance, blaming, and anta-
gonism (Tangney et al., 1992). There is also no clear evidence suggesting that antici-
pation of shame would induce pro-environmental behaviour. Interviews of Swedish 
people who had stopped flying revealed that their decision was not based on shame, 
but rather on increased knowledge and insights about the climate crisis (Woltrath 
Söderberg & Wormbs, 2019). In line with these findings, climate-related flight 
shame seems to be rare and more consistently associated with personal norms (ex-
perienced moral obligation to avoid flying) than with social norms (perception that 
people think one ought to be ashamed or embarrassed about flying) (Doran et al., 
2021). 

Guilt, on the other hand, stems from the recognition that one has done some-
thing wrong and has been observed to influence motivation for action – including 
pro-environmental behaviour (Shipley et al., 2022). This highlights an important 
psychological aspect: people generally want to do the “right” thing and act pro-
socially. And when they do, they can feel pride and enjoyment that is sometimes 
called “warm glow” (Andreoni, 1990). In line with this, people feel good when acting 
on climate change, and anticipation of this feeling can motivate climate-friendly 
behaviour (Jia & van der Linden, 2020). At the same time, though, in our carbon-
intense society individuals have only a few options to make a concrete impact on 
climate mitigation. Hence, they may not be able to change their behaviour as much 
as they feel they should.  

Our collective and political failures to respond sufficiently to the climate threat 
are usually also object of emotional reaction. Related to this, the unequal distri-
bution of risks and benefits can induce different emotions across society. Climate 
change is caused by wealthy nations and individuals, while other groups risk facing 
the most acute consequences (e.g., Althor et al., 2016; Schlosberg et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, the groups at risk do not have much influence: the disadvantaged 
people have rarely been heard in climate negotiations (Schlosberg, 2013), the future 
generations and non-human animals have no possibility of raising their voices and 
talking about their feelings, and the young have limited options to influence climate 
policy. These aspects can induce a variety of different emotions, of which we focus 
on anger. 

When people face or detect injustices, this can trigger anger, which is also a 
highly activating feeling that can be needed to correct injustices (see, e.g., Stanley et 
al., 2021). Indeed, as the exchange described in Section 2 revealed, Thunberg expres-
ses intense anger and disappointment due to the persistent delay in climate change 
mitigation. Her appeal to an increase in the recognition of the threat and injustice 
behind climate change is a common feature of the angry political rhetoric employed 
by historical figures like Baldwin, Malcom X, Catherine MacKinnon and Angela 
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Davis, whose anger represents a verbal expression, “a swift and often automatic 
conversion of sentiment into word” (Srinivasan, 2018: 140). Both Trump and Putin 
would have had the power to speed up mitigation, but instead of expressing an 
intention to do this, they dismissed Thunberg’s anger and its causes. The inade-
quacy in societal responses has made some people (particularly among the young) 
to feel powerlessness, frustration, and even that they are being betrayed (Hickman 
et al., 2021). However, to fully understand different reasons to feel threatened, 
perhaps it should be acknowledged that some are personally more harmed by 
solutions than climate change. For example, those with high-emitting jobs may risk 
losing their jobs, economic investments in the fossil-fuel industry will decline, and 
those who have invested in denying the climate threat risk losing their credibility 
and social status. Because of this, Thunberg’s and other climate advocates’ claims 
can be perceived as a threat or even as overt aggression by some.  

5. Conclusion 
The landscape of climate emotions is broad and complex, with different emotions 
being elicited in different people to different degrees. This gives rise to an addi-
tional, yet undertheorized layer of disagreement among the public: there is division 
of opinion not only about what should be believed regarding climate change, but also 
about how we should emotionally react to it.  

In this paper, we have tried to clarify this disagreement by examining the norma-
tivity of climate emotions and the different reasons in favour of different affective 
reactions to climate change. For that, we provided an overview of the main norma-
tive criteria for the evaluation of emotions existing in the philosophical and the 
psychological literature, including fittingness, warrant, and considerations of pru-
dence from philosophy, and clinical, consequentialist, and contextual considerations 
from psychology. We used these criteria to evaluate some paradigmatic climate 
emotions, including climate-related hope, anxiety, shame, and in climate emotional 
dilemmas, like how to feel in the face of increasingly warmer summers. We showed 
that different normative criteria for the evaluation of these emotions can yield 
different answers to the question of what is appropriate to feel in the face of climate 
change, partly depending on how the object of that emotion is specified or individu-
ated (e.g., warmer temperatures alone, or climate change as a whole).  

Importantly, we conceived these normative criteria as providing pro-tanto reasons 
for the appropriateness or inappropriateness of certain climate emotions, and thus 
conclusions following from these criteria ought not be regarded as all-things-
considered judgements about the ‘validity’ of these emotions. The appropriateness, 
relevance, or salience of these normative criteria for the evaluation of emotions will 
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be determined, among other things, by the social norms operating in different social 
contexts. If we are to engage in the project of eliciting different climate emotions (in 
which we’ve shown we are already immersed), it is important to note that emotions 
do not exist isolated from the individuals who experience them. Thus, the contribut-
ing value of a given emotion will vary depending on, for example, personality dispo-
sitions and other simultaneous emotions the individual may hold. So, there should 
be room for including considerations about individual differences and limitations in 
emotional responsivity to the normative assessment. The same way as people may 
engage in the type of climate action that suits them best, different emotional states 
may serve some people better than others. Additionally, at the population level, we 
may not need everyone across the board to feel equally hopeful or equally angry. We 
can also speculate that some emotions are more natural and beneficial to certain 
societal actors than to others, like perhaps ‘hopeful pessimism’ to philosophers, and 
‘constructive hope’ to educators. More interdisciplinary research can help to 
provide evidence-based guide on the appropriateness of different emotions at the 
population level. 

In sum, the aim of the normative exercise developed in this paper was to provide 
tools for the better understanding of one’s and others’ climate emotions. Emotional 
disagreements as the ones becoming more predominant in the public debate and the 
eventual judgment (public or internal) or sanctions that may follow from this dis-
agreement, have potential consequences at the individual and social level. Negative 
feelings arising from the inappropriateness of one’s emotions may hinder motiva-
tion for action and negatively impact self-esteem. Emotional disagreement, judg-
ment, and eventual sanctioning (in the form of public shaming, gossiping, ostracism, 
etc.) can potentially hinder our already fragile trust that others be appropriately 
motivated to act. This is problematic, given the role of trust in cooperation and 
collective action, much needed to solve the climate crisis. It is possible to alleviate 
some of these consequences, we argue, if we come to terms with the complex nature 
of climate emotions and their normative justification. 
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John Broome1 

How to Value a Person’s Life2 
 
The work of economists on the value of human life divides into two strands. 
The first values life on the basis of people’s willingness to pay to reduce risk 
to their lives, and it aims to derive a value that is suitable for use in cost-
benefit analysis. The second values life on the basis of the length of the life 
and a measure of its quality. It is mainly used for cost-effectiveness analysis 
in health care. This paper condemns the theoretical underpinning of the 
first strand. Nevertheless, it develops a reconciliation of the two strands. It 
shows how the idea of valuing life by willingness to pay can be reconciled 
with the thinking that underlies the second strand. The result is a method 
of valuing life that has a defensible foundation and could be implemented 
in practical cost-benefit analysis. 
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2 The 2022 Brocher Lecture. 
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1. Introduction 
Economists began making calculations involving the value of people’s lives in the 
1960s and 1970s. There have always been two strands of thinking. On the one hand 
there were transport economists, environmental economists and others who started 
incorporating the value of lives into cost-benefit analyses on the basis of people’s 
willingness to pay for extending their lives.3 On the other hand there were health 
economists who developed measures – principally ‘quality adjusted life years’, or 
‘qalys’ – for the benefits of health care to use in cost-effectiveness analysis of different 
treatments.4  

Recently there have been some signs of convergence between the strands, and I 
hope to make a small contribution to their reconciliation. This is particularly worth 
doing because the economic value of life has acquired much greater importance in 
recent decades. For one thing, it is a major component of the social cost of carbon, 
which is the key figure in climate change economics. And climate change is the lead-
ing problem of our age. 

2. Willingness to pay 
The first strand of thinking is embodied in the notion of ‘the value of a statistical life’. 
Like many other people, I hate that term. But the part of it I hate is different from 
the part many other people hate. Many of them hate the word ‘life’, because they 
don’t like to be seen as setting a value on people’s lives. They prefer to set a value 
only on a risk of losing one’s life, rather than on losing a life itself. 

But I hate the word ‘statistical’. It reminds me irresistibly of Joseph Stalin’s 
famous (apocryphal) remark: 

A single death is a tragedy; a million deaths is a statistic. 
Contrary to what Stalin implies, a million deaths is a million tragedies. The bad-

ness of deaths is proportional to the numbers of deaths.  
And that is true of risks too. The badness of a 1 in 10,000 risk of losing one’s life is 

just 1/10,000 of the badness of losing one’s life. This is an elementary consequence 
of expected utility theory. Why is a risk bad? Because of the badness of whatever it 
is a risk of. The primary object of value is what may happen – the possible outcome 
of the risk; the value of the risk derives from the value of the outcome. The nature of 
the derivation is easy to state: the badness (negative value) of a risk is the badness of 

 
3 The first example of this strand that I know is ‘L’utilité sociale d’une vie humaine’ by Jacques Drèze 
(1962). 
4 The history of the development of qalys is described in detail by Eleanor MacKillop and Sally Sheard in 
‘Quantifying life’ (2018). 
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the bad thing it is a risk of, multiplied by its probability. That is to say, the badness 
of a risk of death is proportional to the probability of death. 

For instance, it is an implication of expected utility theory that the badness of 
10,000 people’s being exposed to a 1/10,000 risk of dying is the same as the badness 
of one person’s being exposed to a certainty of death (if all the people are similar). I 
shall later qualify this conclusion on grounds of fairness. But for the time being I 
shall suspend the qualification and stick with this basic conclusion of expected utili-
ty theory. 

It conflicts with traditional cost-benefit analysis. Traditionally, cost-benefit 
analysis values a benefit to a person by how much money the person would be willing 
to pay for it, and it values a harm to her by how much she would accept as compen-
sation for bearing it. These amounts are technically the compensating variation 
(CV) of the benefit or minus the compensation variation of harm. Traditionally, 
cost-benefit analysis reckons a change, which brings benefit to some and costs to 
others, as a good thing if and only if the sum of all the people CVs is positive. The sum 
of CVs is the criterion for accepting a project. 

The CV of a risk of death is not proportional to the probability of death. Valuation 
by the CV is therefore not consistent with expected utility theory. 

It’s easy to see why the CV is not proportional to probability. It is an implication 
of expected utility theory itself, applied to the person’s own decision making. You 
can do the algebra, but the reason is easy to see without the algebra. Imagine you 
have to compensate someone for bearing a risk of death, and think how much the 
compensation she would require will increase as the risk gets higher. If she dies, she 
will get much less benefit from the compensation than if she lives, because she won’t 
get to spend it. Indeed, money may be worthless to her if she dies. As the risk gets 
higher, the expected benefit she receives from any particular amount of compensa-
tion therefore gets less and less. So she will require proportionally more compensa-
tion to make up for the chance of getting less benefit. In the extreme, if money is 
totally worthless to her if she dies, it will be completely impossible to compensate 
her with money for a very high risk of dying. 

To put it briefly, the value of money to the person diminishes as the probability 
of her dying increases. It gets progressively harder to compensate her because you 
are trying to do so using a medium that has progressively less value to her. This 
makes it obvious that the CV is not a good measure of the value of risk of dying. If 
you value risk of dying using the ‘measuring-rod of money’ as A. C. Pigou calls it, you 
will find your measuring-rod constantly varying in length. So it will not work 
properly. The value of risk is proportional to the probability. Measuring value by the 
CV implies it is not, but this only shows it is an unsatisfactory means of measure-
ment. 
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Oddly, though, this method of measurement is historically what led economists 
to concentrate their attention on the value of a statistical life. It happened around 
1970. Lots of projects cause deaths. For example, big engineering projects very often 
lead to deaths in the course of their construction. These deaths are a cost of the 
project. If you value them by their CVs, you get very big numbers because it takes a 
very large – probably infinite – amount of money to compensate someone for dying. 
So if you think the CV is a correct means of valuation, you will think you have to 
reject any project that causes a death. But that is clearly not so. Some projects that 
cause deaths are worthwhile nonetheless. So what do you do? 

What you ought to do is realize that the CV is not a good measure of value. But 
there is a strong ideology behind traditional cost-benefit analysis, so that is not what 
economists did. Instead they decided to measure the value of the risk of death rather 
than the value of deaths themselves. This cut out those very high valuations and 
allows some projects to be accepted even if they cause deaths.  

This move to valuing statistical rather than individual lives was made to preserve 
the ideology. It wasn’t worth preserving. Traditional cost-benefit analysis based on 
the sum of CVs should have been abandoned long ago, for many reasons. I’ve said it 
is inconsistent with expected utility theory. This is a bad fault, but it pales into 
insignificance compared with some of its other faults. As long ago as 1941, Tibor 
Scitovsky showed that it leads to flatly contradictory results.5 The sum of CVs in 
moving from some situation B to another A may be positive, and at the same time so 
may the sum of CVs in moving from A to B. The sum of CVs criterion therefore 
implies that A is better than B and also that B is better than A. This is a reductio ad 
absurdum of the criterion.  

This particular absurdity can be circumvented by applying a double – backward 
and forward – criterion. One option A is declared better than another option B if the 
sum of CVs in moving from B to A is positive and the sum of CVs in moving from A 
to B is not positive. But in 1955, Terence Gorman showed that this double test can 
imply a different sort of inconsistency.6 It can imply that A is better than B, B better 
than C and C better than A. This criterion too is shown to be false by reductio ad 
absurdum. 

That was almost 70 years ago and it should have finished off traditional cost-
benefit analysis. In any case, there was never a good argument for using the sum of 
CVs as a criterion. The sum of CVs is generally taken to be a test of whether the 
gainers from a project could compensate the losers, so that nobody ends up worse 
off. For this reason it is often called ‘the compensation test’ or the test of a ‘potential 

 
5 Scitovsky (1941), ‘A note on welfare propositions in economics’. 
6 Gorman (1955), ‘The intransitivity of certain criteria’. 
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Pareto improvement’. But actually it is not. Even if the sum of CVs is positive, the 
gainers may not be able to compensate the losers. This may surprise you at first, but 
remember that a transfer from the gainers to the losers changes the distribution of 
wealth and consequently it changes market prices. The sum of CVs is calculated at 
the prices that prevail before the transfer. If the gainers tried to make the transfer, 
prices would change and it might not be possible to end up with a Pareto improve-
ment. This was demonstrated by Robin Boadway in 1974.7 So the sum of CVs is not 
the compensation test. 

Besides, there was never any good reason for accepting the compensation test in 
the first place. It was recommended by Nicholas Kaldor8 and supported by John 
Hicks9 in 1939, but neither of them offered any real argument for it. It is easy to 
produce counterexamples in which the gainers from a change could compensate the 
losers, but nevertheless the change is obviously not for the better. 

In sum, the basis for traditional cost-benefit analysis – using the sum of CVs as a 
criterion – was thoroughly discredited decades ago. Traditional cost-benefit analy-
sis should be abolished. The sum of CVs had ideological support because it purport-
ed to value a project without the need for interpersonal comparisons of wellbeing, 
even when the project is good for some people and bad for others. That ambition has 
to be abandoned. It was hopeless from the start. When a project is good for some and 
bad for others, obviously we have to compare the good of some with the bad of 
others. That is exactly what we are doing when we evaluate the project. 

This does not imply that the CV of a risk to life is useless for the purpose of 
valuation. It provides useful information about the value a person sets on her life. It 
does not determine the value of her life, but it can be good evidence about the value 
of her life. 

 If we are to use CVs (willingnesses to pay) as evidence, we have to be ready to 
make adjustments according to the value of money to different people. It is widely 
recognized that the value of money to rich people is less than to poor people because 
the rich already have a lot of the things money can buy. Also, I have just explained 
another source of variation in the value of money. It depends on how near death a 
person is: if she is old or for some other reason exposed to a bigger risk of dying soon, 
money is worth less to her because she is less likely to have time to spend it. People’s 
CVs must be adjusted according to these differences. 

For instance, it is obvious that the CV of reducing risk will on average be lower in 
a poor country than a rich one. For this reason, in an international project, saving 
life in a poor country will get lower priority than saving life in a rich one if we apply 

 
7 Boadway (1974), ‘The welfare foundations of cost benefit analysis’. 
8 Kaldor (1939), ‘Welfare propositions of economics’. 
9 Hicks (1939), ‘The foundations of welfare economics’. 
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the criterion of the sum of CVs. But it’s equally obvious that the reason the CV is 
lower in a poor country is that on average money is more valuable to the people 
there. So if we apply an appropriate adjustment, the same priority will not emerge. 

3. Fairness 
Now back to a point I made earlier and immediately suppressed. I said it was an 
implication of expected utility theory that the badness of 10,000 people’s being 
exposed to a 1/10,000 risk of dying is the same as the badness of one person’s being 
exposed to a certainty of death. There is an argument to say that expected utility 
theory goes wrong here, because it is better for the risk of death to be widely distrib-
uted rather than focussed on one person. This is on ground of fairness. That is exact-
ly the argument Peter Diamond used against expected utility theory in 1967,10 and it 
is a good one. 

It even supplies a sort of backhanded support to using the sum of CVs. Just 
because the unadjusted CV of risk increases more than in proportion to the risk, it 
will reckon a more concentrated risk as worse than a more widely distributed one. 
Indeed, in 1982 the UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) reached 
exactly this conclusion by this method.11 It was assessing the badness of radiation 
leaking from nuclear plants, using valuation by CV. If there were to be a particular 
number of deaths, it much preferred them to be widely distributed across the UK 
population, rather than concentrated on the close neighbours of the plant. This 
conclusion aligns with what fairness might also recommend. 

But this support for unadjusted CV valuation is ineffective. The CV of a risk has 
nothing to do with fairness. Fairness and the sum of CVs may reach the same 
conclusion, but that is just a coincidence. The NRPB’s reason for preferring a wide 
distribution of deaths is specious. 

Still, what we should do about fairness is a real question. I think Diamond was 
wrong to see it as an objection to expected utility theory. I think the best practical 
way of taking fairness on board is to treat it separately from goodness (or value). Of 
course, fairness is good, but it behaves in a very different way from other goods, so it 
is advantageous to separate it. Expected utility theory applies to good, and fairness 
has to be taken into account separately. To take a much-discussed example. Suppose 
a health service has life-saving treatment available, but not enough to treat everyone 
who needs it. If it is decided on grounds of qalys whom to give it to, it will go to people 
who are otherwise in good health rather than those who have other health problems. 

 
10 Diamond (1967), ‘Cardinal welfare, individualistic ethics, and interpersonal comparisons of utility’. 
11 Fleishman and Clark (1982), ‘Evaluating future detriment from radioactive discharges’. 
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But it is unfair to deny life-saving treatment to some people just because their lives 
are already less good than they might be. However, we should not allow this consi-
deration of fairness to distort our judgement about the benefits of the treatment. It 
does indeed do more good to treat people who are otherwise healthy than those who 
are not. But good is not everything; fairness also matters. Sometimes we ought not 
to do the best thing, because doing so is too unfair. That seems to be so in this partic-
ular case I described: on grounds of fairness, we should not discriminate against the 
less healthy candidates for treatment. 

The upshot of this is that fairness does not constitute an objection to what I have 
said about the sum of CVs as a criterion for cost-benefit analysis. My argument was 
concerned with value or goodness, but we have to remember that fairness is a further 
consideration that needs to be taken into account. I now once more revert to good-
ness. 

4. The value of a person’s life 
Now I come to the alternative strand of thinking. Here I shall often speak in my own 
voice, since at a general level I subscribe to this strand. 

Here are some features of this alternative approach. First, it is more interven-
tionist. It involves thinking about how good lives actually are, recognizing that 
people may make mistakes about the goodness of their own lives. Economists like to 
base their valuations on people’s preferences alone. But in thinking about the value 
of lives, we have to remember that people have different preferences at different 
stages of their lives. At the very least, those preferences will have to be integrated 
together, and this integration cannot itself be based on the preferences. So some 
intervention is inevitable. 

A second feature of the alternative approach is that risk is not essential to the 
method of valuation. Of course, risk and uncertainty always has to be taken into 
account, but it is taken into account in a more conventional way. When there is risk, 
various outcomes are possible. Each of these has a value and a probability, and 
together their values and probabilities determine the value of the risk in the way 
described by expected utility theory. The primary bearers of value are outcomes, 
which are states of affairs that themselves have no risk in them. So the first job for 
this approach is to work out the value of life in a state of affairs without risk or 
uncertainty. Any practical decisions will require risk to be accounted for later. 

Let me illustrate the general problem of valuation as I see it. Even to illustrate it, 
I need to make an assumption. I shall assume that the value of the world depends 
only on each person’s temporal wellbeing at each time she is alive, by which I mean 
how well the person’s life is going at each time.  
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This assumption sets aside the wellbeing of animals, the intrinsic value of nature, 
and the value of human cultures, in so far as they have values beyond their effects on 
human wellbeing. It even sets aside the value that the human species may have, 
apart from the wellbeing of the individuals who make it up. So it may not capture all 
the badness of human extinction. I am not denying the existence of all these values, 
but I am assuming that they are separable from the value of human wellbeing, so 
they can be taken account of separately. I’ve chosen to concentrate on the value of 
human wellbeing. 

I also mean to allow for different conceptions of wellbeing, from a hedonist con-
ception consisting of pleasure less pain, to a very general conception that includes 
health, access to travel and social life, having as nice house, and so on. Given all these 
caveats, I think the assumption that the value of a state of affairs depends only on 
people’s temporal wellbeings is fairly uncontentious. 

If you grant it, I can illustrate the general form of our problem with a picture.12 
This picture is supposed to illustrate the problem of climate change. It shows two 
possible states of affairs. Time is measured horizontally, with the vertical line 
marking the present. Each horizontal line belongs to a person, and the graph sitting 
on that line shows the person’s temporal wellbeing through her life. There are some 
presently-existing people and some future people. Some people exist in one possible 
world and not in the other. In the world of business as usual, the quality of life in the 
future is less good than in respond, and lives are shorter. 

Next I assume separability of people. That is, I shall assume that the goodness of 
the world is made up of the goodness of each of the people’s lives. Again, this is not a 
very contentious assumption. It doesn’t rule out causal interactions between peo-
ple. Each person’s temporal wellbeings may well be affected by how other people’s 
lives are going; that is not excluded. But once we have identified the temporal well-
beings, we can evaluate the state of affairs person by person. This means we can split 
our task into two stages. First, work out how good is each person’s life. Then work 
out how the goodnesses of all the people’s lives go together to determine the 
goodness of the state of affairs.  

This second stage is the business of a social welfare function. For instance, we 
might want an egalitarian formula, or one that does not favour equality, such as a utili-
tarian formula. But that’s just the beginning; we then have to take account of changes 
in population. Some people adopt average utilitarianism, for example; others total 
utilitarianism, in which case they have to settle on a zero of wellbeing. All this is very 
difficult, but fortunately I’m not concerned with the social welfare function. I am 
concerned with the first stage, to work out the goodness of the individual lives.  

 
12 It is taken from my Weighing Lives, p. 10. 
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So what is the value of a person’s life? I have already assumed implicitly that it 
depends on how the life goes, which is to say the person’s temporal wellbeings at 
each time. I said that was fairly uncontentious, but the contention starts when we 
come to working out the form of the function from temporal wellbeings to the 
overall value to a person’s life. How do temporal wellbeings aggregate? The simplest 
function is just additive: the value of a life is the arithmetic total of its temporal 
wellbeings. We may call this ‘intrapersonal utilitarianism’. But lots of other func-
tions are possible, which take account of the shape of the life. For example, it may be 
better for life to get progressively better rather than progressively worse. It may be 
that how life ends is particularly important in determining how good the life is as a 
whole. Alternatively, the beginning may be the most important, and later times of 
life may be less so. It may be good to have a high peak, or alternatively it may be good 
for a life to maintain an even tenor. And so on.  

I have to confess that I know of few theoretical arguments that adjudicate among 
all these possibilities. Mostly it seems down to intuition to settle on the correct 
formula. I do think there are good arguments for interpersonal utilitarianism, which 
means that social value is the sum of individual wellbeings. But similar arguments 
for intrapersonal utilitarianism are much less convincing. 

Nevertheless, I suggest we adopt intrapersonal utilitarianism as a default theory, 
in the absence of an argument to show it’s wrong. I don’t insist it is correct. I only 
suggest we need some good reason if we are to depart from it.  

If it is right, then the value of extending a person’s life is simply the total well-
being she acquires during her extra period of life. Putting it another way, it’s the total 
of wellbeing-adjusted life years in that period: ‘walys’ as I playfully called them in 
my book Weighing Lives. I suggest this as a default because it seems the most conser-
vative, neutral formula. It is also intuitively attractive. What could be more natural 
than to think the goodness of a life is its total goodness, integrated over time? Clearly 
many people working on the value of life have taken it for granted. For decades 
public health economists and others have taken for granted more specialized ver-
sions of it, in the form of qalys and dalys (disability-adjusted life years). Although 
there has always been debate about the right way to make the quality adjustment in 
qalys, there’s been little disagreement about the use of years. 

5. Interpersonal comparisons 
So the value of a life can be described as the total of wellbeing-adjusted life-years. 
For practical decision-making, of course, the difficult bit is the wellbeing adjust-
ment. But even before we get to that, there is an important practical implication of 
valuing lives on the basis of life-years. Even traditional cost-benefit analysis is 
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equipped to work with life-years instead of undifferentiated life-saving. The notion 
of the VSLY – the value of a statistical life-year – is well recognized. It would surely 
be better to work with VSLY rather than VSL – the value of a statistical life. Even if 
intrapersonal utilitarianism is not correct, saving a life is much less valuable if it 
extends the life by just a few weeks than if it extends it by many decades. This is a 
minimal improvement to practice that could easily be adopted. Some practitioners 
seem nevertheless reluctant to adopt it. Perhaps this is because it favours saving the 
lives of young people over the lives of old people, and empirically the old may be just 
as willing as the young to pay to reduce risk to their lives. But if that is so, it is because 
old people have more money and less to do with their money. It is because money 
has less value to them, not because their lives have the same value to them as young 
people’s lives have to them. 

Now, what about a practically implementable measure of temporal wellbeings? I 
am not going to give a definitive answer to this question. I could not give one in any 
case because it plainly depends on what a person’s temporal wellbeing consists in. 
There are many theories about this, which have been much debated. Any answer to 
the question of measuring wellbeing has to be tied to a particular theory of what 
wellbeing is. 

To narrow the task, I shall look for a reconciliation with the first strand of think-
ing about the value of life. I want to stay as close as possible to the conventional 
methods of cost-benefit analysis, because this will make my suggestion easiest to 
implement in practice.  

An underlying principle of conventional methods is that prices and compen-
sating variations in general can be understood as measures of wellbeing. The price a 
person is willing to pay for some good is supposed to measure the marginal contribu-
tion that good makes to her wellbeing. More exactly, the prices of goods are propor-
tional to the relative contributions the goods make to each person’s wellbeing. This 
assumes that the person’s wellbeing is aligned with the preferences that underlie 
her choices. This might be either because her wellbeing actually consists in the satis-
faction of her preferences, or that her preferences are accurately formed on the basis 
of her wellbeing. If we are to be reconciled with conventional cost-benefit analysis, 
we shall have to accept this assumption. 

Sticking to conventional methods consequently puts a demand on our measure 
of the value of life. It has to be commensurate with the prices of the ordinary goods 
that figure in the costs and benefits included in cost-benefit analysis. Our measure 
of temporal wellbeing will have to be commensurate with ordinary goods, in such a 
way that the prices of goods are proportional to their marginal contribution to 
wellbeing.  

To see the point of this requirement, notice that the equivalent income measure 
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of wellbeing does not meet it. Equivalent income measures wellbeing as a quantity 
of money,13 which is a good start, but the prices of ordinary goods are not propor-
tional to their contribution to wellbeing measured this way. 

We can satisfy this requirement by building a measure of a person’s temporal 
wellbeing on the basis of the person’s willingness to pay to extend her life at that 
level of wellbeing. That is my suggestion.  

We shall need willingnesses to pay for each different type of life the person might 
lead during the extended period. By a ‘type of life’, I mean the set of all those natural 
features of a period of life that contribute to determining the goodness of the 
person’s life – which is to say her temporal wellbeing – during the period. Each type 
of life is assigned value by means of the person’s willingness to pay for an extension 
to her life of this type. These willingnesses to pay must be discovered empirically. 
For instance, people might be asked what they would be willing to pay to extend 
their life by one year, living a life of such-and-such a type. (The extension need not 
be at the end. It might be inserted in the middle of a life.) 

These willingnesses-to-pay will give a value to each type of life, in terms on 
money. These values will be measured on a ratio scale. The zero of the scale is given 
by the life’s not being extended at all. This ratio scale is particular to each person, 
and it will assign a value to each type of life the person might lead.  

We need different people’s scales to be comparable. So we next need to bring 
different people’s scales into line. The zero of the scale is assigned to life’s coming to 
an end, which is equally bad for everyone. So this zero level is already interpersonal-
ly comparable. Consequently, it is only the size of the unit of value that needs to be 
aligned between people.  

I assume that leading a particular type of life is equally as good for one person as 
it would be for anyone else. If there is a type of life that is possible for everyone, this 
type will have a place in everyone’s scale of value. We have only to adjust each 
person’s scale to make sure this type gets the same value for everyone, and then we 
shall have fully comparable scales.  

If there is no type that is possible for everyone, the interpersonally comparable 
scale will have to be built by a sequence of pairwise comparisons. Each person can 
have her scale aligned with another person who can live a life of the same type as she 
can. We can hope that the whole population can be covered by overlapping pairs like 
this. If so, we can achieve fully comparable scales this way. 

Since health is a component of temporal wellbeing, the interpersonal scale of 
health is a useful prototype. The scale of health used in qalys is built on a similar 
assumption. Let a ‘health-type’ of life be the set of features of a period of life that 

 
13 See Fleurbaey (2016), ‘Equivalent income’. 
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contribute to determining how healthy a person is. We assume that two people are 
equally healthy if their lives share the same health-type. This makes levels of health 
interpersonally comparable. 

Aligning people’s scales in the way I have described is a way of adjusting each 
person’s money values – her willingnesses to pay – according to the value of money 
for the person. All of a person’s money-values are adjusted, with means that all her 
relative values remain the same. The value of extending her life relative to other 
goods such as food remain the same. 

If we average in some way across the populations of different countries, the 
adjustments I have described give us an exchange rate between the countries’ 
currencies. Let us call it the ‘value parity’ rate. The rupee/dollar value parity rate 
will be much higher than the rupee/dollar purchasing-power parity rate. Pur-
chasing-power parity makes the rupee price of goods the same as their dollar price. 
But since people in India are poorer than people in the US, goods are more valuable 
to them. So purchasing-power parity undervalues Indian people’s goods, including 
their lives. But at the value parity rate, equally good lives will be accorded equal 
value. 

A very crude, simplified version of this proposal treats all types of life as having 
the same value. It assigns one particular value to every life year, the same for each 
person. Between countries, exchange rates will be set to make this so. The life year 
serves as a numeraire. This is plainly a very rough approximation, since not all life 
years actually have equal value. However, it probably approximates the truth much 
better than assuming all dollars have equal value – the assumption implicit in tradi-
tional cost-benefit analysis. 

So even the crudest, simplest version of my suggestion will lead to better cost-
benefit analysis than the traditional method. 
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DALYs and the Minimally  
Good Life2 
 
Climate change is expected to impact the health of current and future 
generations. For example, rising temperatures are expected to increase 
rainfall in some areas of the global south, thereby increasing the incidence 
of waterborne diseases, such as cholera. As the negative health impacts of 
climate change become more salient, so does the question of how to 
measure these impacts. The standard practice is to use Disability-Adjusted 
Life-Years (DALYs) as a proxy for health losses due to all disease causes, 
where one DALY represents the loss of the equivalent of one life year at full 
health. A natural thought is that governments and NGOs responsible for 
promoting and protecting people’s health should use their resources in 
such a way as to maximize expected DALYs averted per dollar spent. But 
this may conflict with a sufficientarian view that many find attractive, 
namely that when it comes to global health, our priority should be to come 
as close as possible to a state in which every person can lead a life that is 
sufficiently good, a minimally good life. The potential conflict between 
maximizing expected DALYs averted and sufficientarianism sometimes 
goes unnoticed by ethicists focused on global health. This paper draws 
attention to the conflict by scrutinizing Nicole Hassoun’s recent book 
Global Health Impact. It first explains the conflict, and then gives some 
reasons for being skeptical of sufficientarianism.  
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1. Introduction 
Climate change is expected to impact the health of current and future generations. 
For example, rising temperatures are expected to increase rainfall in some areas of 
the global south, thereby increasing the incidence of waterborne diseases, such as 
cholera. As the negative health impacts of climate change become more salient, so 
does the question of how to measure these impacts. The standard practice is to use 
Disability-Adjusted Life-Years (DALYs) as a proxy for losses due to all disease causes, 
where one DALY represents the loss of the equivalent of one life year at full health. 
A natural thought is that governments and NGOs responsible for promoting and 
protecting people’s health should use their resources in such a way as to maximize 
expected DALYs averted per dollar spent. But this may conflict with a sufficien-
tarian view that many find attractive, namely that when it comes to global health, 
our priority should be to come as close as possible to an outcome in which every 
person can lead a life that is sufficiently good, a minimally good life. The potential 
conflict between maximizing expected DALYs averted and sufficientarianism some-
times goes unnoticed by ethicists focused on global health. This paper first explains 
the conflict, and then gives some reasons for being skeptical of sufficientarianism. 
It argues that a criterion recently proposed by Nicole Hassoun for identifying the 
minimally good life fails because no life satisfies the conditions stated in the criteri-
on. 

In Section 2, I explain how ranking health interventions in terms of expected 
DALYs averted does not need to reflect how close those interventions bring us to the 
ideal that is central to sufficientarianism, namely an outcome in which every person 
can lead a minimally good life. In Section 3, I consider Hassoun’s criterion for deter-
mining whether a life is minimally good, and I argue that no life could satisfy this 
criterion. While it is possible that someone will propose a better criterion, I suggest 
that the lack of any clear criterion casts doubt on sufficientarianism. We have reason 
to think that insofar as our maximizing aims are in tension with our sufficientarian 
aims, the latter should yield to the former. Section 4 summarizes the main points of 
the paper.   

2. DALYs and Sufficientarianism 
A ranking of health interventions in terms of DALYs averted will be useful only if 
that ranking approximates some other underlying ranking, for example the true 
betterness ranking, or choiceworthiness ranking, of health outcomes. A ranking of 
interventions in terms of DALYs averted should reflect our underlying axiology for 
health outcomes—our ordering of health outcomes in terms of betterness or choice-
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worthiness. Our axiology need not be fully general. It could be tailored to a specific 
dimension that we consider important. If we are sufficientarians, then the relevant 
dimension might be people’s ability to live a minimally good life. With a sufficien-
tarian axiology in hand, we would be in a position to see how well a ranking of inter-
ventions in terms of the number of DALYs averted reflects the underlying ‘true’ 
ranking of outcomes with respect to people’s ability to live a minimally good life. We 
may take the following as an example: 

A sufficientarian axiology for health outcomes: One health outcome A is better 
than another B with respect to people’s ability to live a minimally good life iff A 
has a greater sum of weighted individual benefits than B, and A is equally as good 
as B iff A and B have equal sums of weighted individual benefits, where benefits 
are weighted such that they have (i) positive value when they fall below the 
threshold L for a minimally good life, (ii) positive value when they fall above L, 
and (iii) greater value the further below L they fall. Moreover, (iv) the positive 
value of any benefit that falls below L is greater than the positive value of any 
benefit that falls above L. (For comparison, see, e.g. Holtug, 2010: 226–227). 

The idea here is that benefits to those would otherwise have lives below L are 
superior in terms of value to benefits to those who would otherwise have lives at or 
above L, and any benefit of the former kind matters more the further below L the 
beneficiary’s life would otherwise be. Now whether, and to what extent, a ranking of 
health interventions in terms of DALYs averted provides a good approximation of 
the ranking of the resulting health outcomes according to a sufficientarian axiology 
depends crucially on what L is. Depending on what L is, there are different ways that 
the DALYs averted ranking might fail to reflect the sufficientarian ranking. In what 
follows, I shall first provide two rather abstract examples of the divergence of these 
rankings. Then, I will offer a more concrete example that might, depending on the 
specification of L, be an instance of one or the other of these abstract examples. 

The first abstract example involves two health interventions, H1 and H2. H1 
ranks higher than H2 in terms DALYs averted, but the benefits secured by H2 go to 
those who would be well below L in a no-treatment baseline, whereas the benefits 
secured by H1 go to those who would be above L in a no treatment baseline. Then, 
the outcome of H2 would have a greater sum of weighted benefits than the outcome 
of H1, and hence would be better than the outcome of H1 according to sufficien-
tarianism. In this case, H1 is superior in terms of DALYs averted but H2 is superior 
in sufficientarian terms. The second abstract example involves two other health 
interventions, H3 and H4. H3 ranks higher than H4 in terms of DALYs averted. All 
the benefits secured by either of these interventions would go to those who would 
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be below L in a no treatment baseline. But the people benefited by H4 would be further 
below L in a no treatment baseline than would the people benefited by H3. For this 
reason, H4 produces a greater sum of weighted benefits than H3. In this case, H3 is 
superior in sufficientarian terms. 

Without a specification of L, it will be difficult to point to more concrete instances 
of the two abstract examples just described. Here, I shall introduce an example that 
might count as an instance of one or the other of these abstract examples, but my aim 
in introducing the more concrete example is mainly illustrative. 

Consider the Global Health Impact initiative’s Disease Index, which assesses 
aggregate need for treatment for a range of different diseases.3 In addition to diseases 
such as Malaria, HIV, and Tuberculosis, the index includes neglected tropical diseases 
such as Schistosomiasis. There is some evidence, although it is not definitive, that 
certain deworming interventions targeted at preventing neglected tropical diseases, 
including Schistosomiasis, are quite cost effective (Baird et al., 2016). It is not unreal-
istic that a certain hypothetical deworming intervention would avert more DALYs in 
expectation than some other hypothetical intervention that aims, for example, to 
prevent premature death from malaria. Call the first of these hypothetical interven-
tions the deworming intervention and the second the antimalaria intervention. 

However, it is also easy to imagine that the outcome of the deworming inter-
vention would not be as good as that of the antimalaria intervention according to a 
sufficientarian axiology. One possible reason for this is that if the deworming inter-
vention is not carried out, those who would otherwise have benefited from it will 
have lives that are at least minimally good, while, if the antimalaria intervention is 
not carried out, those who would otherwise have benefited from it will have lives 
that do not meet the standard of minimal goodness. This is at least somewhat 
plausible. Malaria kills many more people than Schistosomiasis, which disables 
more than it kills, and the majority of those who die from malaria die quite young 
(between the ages of 0 and 5) while those who die from Schistosomiasis typically die 
much older, although those with Schistosomiasis who do not die from it often suffer 
negative impacts on quality of life (Anisuzzaman and Tsuji, 2020; Simões et al., 
2020; WHO, 2020). If there is a standard of minimal goodness for lives, it may be 
that most of those who die from malaria do not meet this standard—their lives may 
be far too brief. On the other hand, those who die from Schistosomiasis, or who 
suffer but do not die from it, may have lives that, while greatly negatively impacted, 
nevertheless meet the standard of minimal goodness. If this were true, then the 
deworming intervention and the antimalaria intervention may be like interventions 

 
3 Available at https://www.global-health-impact.org/index/disease/2015/summary#relocation_disease 
2015). 
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H1 and H2 in my first abstract example; the former may avert more DALYs while the 
latter may be better according to a sufficientarian axiology because it produces a 
greater sum of weighted benefits. 

But even if we assume that all Schistosomiasis victims in our example would 
have lives that fall short of the standard of minimal goodness (absent the deworming 
intervention), for the reasons just mentioned, it may be plausible to imagine that all 
the malaria victims in our example would have lives that fall much shorter of that 
standard (absent the antimalaria intervention). Hence, even if the deworming inter-
vention and the antimalaria intervention are not like interventions H1 and H2 in my 
first abstract example, they could still be like interventions H3 and H4 in my second 
abstract example. In other words, it may be that all the benefits secured by either 
the deworming intervention or the antimalaria intervention would go to those who 
would be below the minimal goodness threshold L in a no treatment baseline, and 
yet, because the people benefited by the antimalaria intervention would be much 
further below L in a no treatment baseline than would the people benefited by the 
deworming intervention, the former would produce a greater sum of weighted bene-
fits than would the latter.  

The main takeaway of this section is that a sufficientarian axiology might favor 
an intervention that would, in expectation, avert fewer DALYs than another inter-
vention. For this reason, there is an apparent philosophical tension between the 
sufficientarian aim of trying to ensure that everyone can have a minimally good life 
and the aim of producing the most, or the largest amount of, health benefit by 
maximizing DALYs averted. It is the first aim that we should pursue if, like Hassoun, 
we are sufficientarians. But, it is the second, maximizing aim that producers should 
have if they want to earn the right to carry the Global Health Impact label. 

3. Specifying the Minimally Good Life 
Is it likely that rankings of health interventions in terms of DALYs averted will 
disagree with the betterness ranking of outcomes that is given by sufficientari-
anism? We cannot give an answer to this question unless we can specify the mini-
mally good life. Hassoun writes: 

On my account, to live a minimally good life, a person needs (1) an adequate range 
of the (2) fundamental conditions (3) necessary and/or important for (4) securing 
those (5) relationships, pleasures, knowledge, appreciation, and worth- while acti-
vities, etc. that (6) a reasonable and caring person would set as a minimal standard 
of justifiable aspiration. The relationships, pleasures, knowledge, appreciation, 
and worthwhile activities, etc. that a reasonable and caring person would set as a 
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minimal standard of justifiable aspiration are the things that make lives minimally 
good. These things set the minimal standard to which people can justifiably as-
pire. (Hassoun, 2020: 19). 

There are many questions one could raise about the different parts of this account. 
I focus on just one: How can we identify the minimal standard of justifiable aspira-
tion that a reasonable and caring person would set? It may seem that if a life is at all 
worth living then one could justifiably aspire to have it. After all, a life worth living 
is a life that is good for the person who has it. But this is not enough according to 
Hassoun. She claims that a minimally good life must be better than a life that is only 
barely worth living. So the minimal standard cannot be identified as the standard of 
a life worth living.  

Hassoun’s answer is that the relevant standard can be identified using an empathy 
test (Hassoun, 2020: 22, n. 31). To tell whether a certain life is at least minimally good, 
ask yourself whether you would be content living that life. According to Hassoun, a 
person is content living a life when that person does not feel the need to change their 
situation when doing so is possible even at relatively low cost. Hassoun’s idea, then, 
seems to be that if a reasonable and caring person would be content living a certain 
kind of life, then a life of that kind meets the minimal standard of justifiable aspira-
tion; otherwise, it does not meet the standard. 

The problem, though, is that whether I feel the need to change my situation when 
doing so is possible even at relatively low cost will depend crucially on what situ-
ations I imagine changing to when I consider the possibility of making such a 
change. A change is necessarily a change from one state to another. For any life 
situation S that I consider, I cannot say whether I would feel a need to change unless 
I am comparing S with at least one other life situation S’. For instance, consider a life 
of pure misery with no compensating good. If this were my life, I would not feel an 
unqualified need to change my situation. After all, some possible changes would 
result in a life that is even worse. I would feel a need to change my situation only if 
the change would give me something that is, to a sufficient degree, better than what 
I have.  

But this is true for any possible life that I imagine. For instance, consider a fan-
tastic life that involves living to age 100 completely free from disease and disability. 
We can also assume that this life contains an enormous amount of the goods that 
Hassoun lists in her point (5) above. If this were the default situation for me, would 
I feel the need to change my situation even at relatively low cost, assuming I could 
make such a change? Again, this depends on what I imagine that I would be changing 
to. Suppose it were possible for me to live an even better life. For example, suppose 
that there were some life-extending drug that would allow me to live 50 years longer 
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(to age 150) in perfect health. I may very well feel the need to acquire the drug, 
especially at relatively low cost, and so would not be “content” living without it. For 
any life that I consider, I find that I would feel a need to exchange it for a different 
life at relatively low cost, provided that the alternative life is, to a sufficient degree, 
better. All of this suggests that Hassoun’s empathy test needs to be further refined if 
it is to pick out any life, or set of lives. But the refinement would need to specify not 
only the life that the caring and reasonable person must consider when deciding 
whether she feels the need to change, but also the alternative life, or lives, that she 
must consider changing to. Yet, there does not appear to be any non-arbitrary way 
of doing this. 

A final complication that I will mention is that, even if we believe that there is 
such a thing as the minimally good life, it is unclear whether the standard for a 
minimally good life should be taken to apply to whole lives or to parts of lives. Some 
of Hassoun’s remarks suggest the latter. For instance, she says ‘the right’ to a 
minimal decent life ‘requires helping people live out their normal life expectancy at 
any given time minimally well’ (Hassoun, 2020: 22). The qualification ‘at any given 
time’ suggests that we cannot just look at whole lives in order to determine whether 
a person meets the relevant standard. Even if a person has lived a fantastic life, if this 
person’s final year of life was bad (because the person’s health deteriorates in the 
final year), the person’s right to a minimally good life would not be fulfilled (assum-
ing her health fails because, for example, she was cut off from access to certain key 
medicines). This suggests that it may be quite difficult to satisfy a person’s right to a 
minimally good life. We must ensure not only that people have the ability to live 
minimally good lives over- all but also that they are able to avoid dropping below the 
standard of a minimally good life at any given time. This also raises questions about, 
for example, what our sufficientarian axiology should say about parts of lives. Do we 
need an axiology that aggregates benefits across time-slices of lives rather than 
across whole lives, or perhaps one that aggregates across both time-slices and whole 
lives? 

4. Conclusion 
I have argued that there is a philosophical tension between Part 1 and Part 2 of 
Hassoun’s project in Global Health Impact. The aim of sufficientarianism, applied to 
the sphere of global health, is not necessarily the aim of maximizing DALYs averted, 
and may even require abandoning this aim in some cases. I am not sure whether, or 
how much, the tension between Part 1 and Part 2 matters for practical purposes. 
This depends on where we set the threshold for a minimally good life. But the 
empathy test that Hassoun offers for identifying the minimally good life seems not 
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to identify any life. The test requires one to imagine the life situation of a person and 
determine whether one would feel the need to change from that situation to 
something else. But it matters what the ‘something else’ is. Whether one thinks that 
one would feel the need to change one’s situation depends on what one imagines 
changing to. But for any life situation one imagines, one can imagine a better situ-
ation that one would feel the need to change to if one could. At least, this is true if 
one always prefers having more good life to having less good life. 
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1. Introduction 
There is now a large literature on values in science, discussing whether and how 
science can be objective while realistically acknowledging and managing the impact 
of values in the production of scientific information. In this paper, I am concerned 
with what counts as a value in this literature. I argue that we ought to consider scien-
tists’ attitudes to uncertainty as values. I will be concerned with inductive risk, and 
the claim I make is a conditional one: if you are concerned about inductive risk in a 
particular part of science, then that concern should include uncertainty attitudes 
alongside the more commonly considered moral, social, or political values.3 

Here is a decision-focussed presentation of the argument from inductive risk 
(IR), and some major entries in the debate about it. The argument goes like this: 
Science involves decisions—about questions, methods, analyses, representations, 
uncertainty management, and whether to accept hypotheses, to name but a few. 
Decisions are a function of beliefs and desires, or to use language more familiar in 
this context, evidence and values. The value-free idealist hopes that these decisions 
can be made using only harmless epistemic and cognitive values. Rudner (1953) 
argues that the decision to accept or reject a hypothesis must involve moral evalua-
tions of the badness of potential errors. Jeffrey (1956) argues that there is not one 
set of consequences for the scientist to consider but many, one for each application 
of the hypothesis. Thus, scientists should avoid acceptance decisions and merely 
report their probabilities for the hypotheses in question. Douglas (2009) responds 
that scientists face crucial decision points prior to the formation of the probabilities 
which guide the acceptance decision, so that Jeffrey’s response is insufficient to 
remove values from science. 

I focus on decisions because the core move of this essay is to note that decisions 
in fact depend on more than just beliefs and desires, they also depend on the deci-
sion maker’s attitudes to uncertainty. The most familiar attitude to uncertainty is 
risk aversion, which I will discuss below alongside its cousin ambiguity aversion. I 
argue that these are evaluative attitudes, that they are not plausibly epistemic or 
cognitive values, and that they raise the same worries that motivate for the value-
free ideal. 

I will be concerned with two motivations for value-free science. The first reason 
is that moral values are thought to interfere with the pursuit of the core epistemic 
and cognitive goals of science: true theories, offering explanations and under-
standing of the world. If scientists are concerned with moral values, their scientific 
products might deviate from the truth. One way that this concern is presented is in 

 
3 For brevity, I will simply refer to “moral values", meaning that term to encompass the wide range of 
values discussed in this literature. 
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terms of “wishful thinking”: a scientist whose concern for wellbeing informs their 
choice of methods, or acceptance of theories, might come to hold beliefs based on 
what they desire the world to be like rather than based on what it is really like. This 
argument has been associated with very strong forms of value-freedom, such as a 
complete absence of moral evaluations in the core practice of science. 

The second reason is democratic. In order to be democratic, decisions must re-
spond appropriately to the values of the people (represented by policymakers, politi-
cal decision makers, etc.). Scientific input is required in policy, as we want our policies 
to respond to how the world really is. If science is value-laden then it “bakes in” some 
value judgements which are not those of the people, and these can influence which 
policy decisions are made. This subverts democratic control, as scientists’ values 
dilute or supplant the values of the people. The result is what is sometimes called 
“liberal epistemic division of labour”—a picture of science-based policy according to 
which scientists provide the facts, and politicians provide the values (Brown 2009). 
Here, the relevant ideal is freedom from values which would interfere with demo-
cracy. 

So, my main claim is that, insofar as moral values are a problem for these reasons, 
so are attitudes to uncertainty. Or, if these are not problems per se but rather 
something to be managed properly, then so too are uncertainty attitudes. 

2. Values in the inductive risk literature 
The values that are discussed in IR debates have a particular form. They take as their 
objects concrete outcomes—states of the world described without reference to 
probabilities. This is contrast with attitudes to uncertainty, which take as their 
object the state of uncertainty under which a decision is made. 

Allow me to illustrate. In Rudner’s (1953, 2) classic article, he argues that scien-
tists “must make the decision that the evidence is sufficiently strong or that the 
probability is sufficiently high to warrant the acceptance of the hypothesis” under 
consideration. He presents examples which illustrate that this judgement of suffi-
ciency is a moral matter. The first example contrasts a case in which “the hypothesis 
under consideration were to the effect that a toxic ingredient of a drug was not 
present in lethal quantity” with one where the “hypothesis stated that, on the basis 
of a sample, a certain lot of machine stamped belt buckles was not defective”. He 
notes that the former would require higher confidence, in virtue of the high ethical 
stakes. We are, I take it, invited to imagine that the scientists must consider the 
harms to innocent medicine takers, weighing the badness of their illness or death 
against the potential benefits of treating the disease. This is in contrast to hapless 
customers whose trousers don’t quite stay up. 
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Or, to take a more recent example, consider Winsberg, Oreskes and Lloyd’s (2020) 
discussion of the science of extreme weather event attribution. Here, scientists 
attempt to determine whether a catastrophic event like Hurricane Harvey was due 
to or made worse by climate change. There is an ongoing methodological debate in 
this field between the so-called storyline approach and the more dominant fraction 
of attributable risk approach. Defenders of the storyline approach are “concerned 
that the risk-based approach will falsely fail to attribute the extreme event to 
climate change. [They are] concerned that this approach has a propensity to under-
estimate harm.” Harm is here a straightforwardly moral matter: harm to people and 
society due to climate change and extreme weather events. The risk-based folks are 
“concerned about the risk of overstatement of human effects... [i.e.,] about making 
too many false positive errors, or overstating the role of climate change.” These 
concerns are practical: “time and money might be spent preparing for events that 
will not occur” (Winsberg, Oreskes, and Lloyd 2020, 145–46). 

The object of evaluation in each case is a state of the world which occurs after the 
decision and which are described without reference to the probabilities governing 
the decision. They are possibilities described in terms of the morally relevant facts, 
such as the harms of extreme weather events or the damage to the reputation of the 
scientists. 

To make this more precise, let me present IR formally in terms of a stylised 
example of a decision to accept an hypothesis. (The presentation is Bayesian, so I 
use “accept”/ “reject” rather than the more familiar frequentist framing in terms of 
rejecting a null hypothesis.) Table 1 displays such an acceptance decision. Accep-
tance decisions are often framed in terms of the threshold of probability 𝜃 which is 
required to accept the hypothesis. In this framing, the object of interest is the value 
of 𝜃, the idea being that only when 𝑃(𝐻) > 𝜃 should the scientist accept 𝐻. The 
argument from IR says, roughly, that 𝜃 depends on (non-epistemic) evaluations of 
the consequences of that decision—represented by the utilities of outcomes in the 
decision table. E.g., 𝑢(𝐹𝑃) represents the value of a false positive. 
 
Table 1: An acceptance decision 
 

 𝑃(𝐻) 𝑃(¬𝐻) 

Accept H 𝑢(𝑇𝑃) 𝑢(𝐹𝑃) 
Reject H 𝑢(𝐹𝑁) 𝑢(𝑇𝑁) 

 

I want to present the situation a little differently. Suppose that we have two scien-
tists, who face a similar decision about accepting hypothesis 𝐻. They have the same 
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evidence, which they have evaluated identically, and thus they assign the same 
probability to 𝐻, say 0.6. They are faced with the decision to accept 𝐻, following 
Douglas (2009), let us suppose that they have first applied their epistemic and cogni-
tive values. Nonetheless, a gap remains, which must be bridged by their evaluations 
of the consequences of error. Here, they differ; let us imagine that Scientist 1 takes a 
false positive to be neutral while Scientist 2 takes it to be moderately bad. The result 
is that the first scientist accepts hypothesis 𝐻 and the second rejects it. Tables 2 and 
3 display the decisions faced by each scientist and we can read off the third column 
that Scientist 1 accepts 𝐻 while Scientist 2 rejects 𝐻. 

The decision is guided by expected utility considerations: Scientist 1’s expected 
utility of accepting is higher than that of rejecting. The point of the example decision 
tables is simply to make clear the nature of the evaluations and the role they are 
playing. The evaluation is of a consequence—a fully-specified state of the world 
which results if 𝐻 is true (false) and if the scientist accepts (rejects). (This, not 
coincidentally, is how Jeffrey (1956) describes the consequences of choices.) 

 
Table 2: Scientist 1's acceptance decision 
 

 𝑃(𝐻) = 0.6 𝑃(¬𝐻) = 0.4  

Accept H 2 0 𝐸𝑈(𝐴) = 1.2 
Reject H              1  1 𝐸𝑈(𝑅) = 1 

 

 
Table 3: Scientist 2's acceptance decision 
 

 𝑃(𝐻) = 0.6 𝑃(¬𝐻) = 0.4  

Accept H 2 −1 𝐸𝑈(𝐴) = 0.8 
Reject H       1    1 𝐸𝑈(𝑅) = 1 

 

3. Uncertainty attitudes and scientific decisions 
The decision theoretic underpinnings of the above example are highly idealised. In 
particular, they ignore the fact that many actual agents have attitudes towards un-
certainty itself. In simple terms, an uncertainty attitude is a liking of or aversion to 
uncertainty itself. An aversion to uncertainty manifests as a preference for making 
decisions with less uncertainty over making decisions with more uncertainty; more 
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subtly, such attitudes are measured via willingness to trade material consequences 
in exchange for a reduction of the uncertainty associated with making a decision. As 
I use the term here, “uncertainty attitude” is an umbrella category, which encom-
passes risk attitudes and ambiguity attitudes. 

My argument for taking them seriously in the values and science debate is very 
simple: Many people have these uncertainty attitudes, and we should expect the 
same to be true of scientists.4 These attitudes make a difference to the decisions 
people make—as I demonstrate below. They are plausibly rational.5 So, a rational 
theory of scientific inference should account for them. 

I begin with attitudes to risk. A decision-maker who is risk averse will prefer to 
receive 100 euros for sure than to place a wager which has 50% chance of paying 0 
and 50% chance of paying 200. These bets have the same expected value in euros, so 
the decision maker’s preference for the sure 100 is explained by their distaste for 
risk when it comes to getting euros. “Risk” here means the kind of uncertainty 
present in the wager: there are widely spread out outcomes which occur with known 
probabilities. The simple orthodox decision theory that I used above, expected 
utility theory, has room for only a limited kind of attitude to uncertainty. This is a 
form of risk aversion which can be captured in the shape of the agent’s utility 
function: agents who are risk averse in euros are described with utility functions 
that are concave in euros. This means that they get more utility from the first 100 
euros than they do from the second 100. 

This way of representing risk averse behaviour can capture some real behaviour 
amongst people (and, I presume, scientists). But it is severely limited. The use of 
concave utility functions conflates two psychologically distinct phenomena: de-
creasing marginal utility of a good and an aversion to risk (Stefánsson and Bradley 
2019). Expected utility theory also has no room for agents who are risk averse in 
utility itself—who would prefer a sure 100 units of the good over a 50-50 gamble of 0 
and 200 units. Nevertheless, this is both possible and plausibly rational. In fact, there 
is significant evidence that agents have risk attitudes which cannot be represented via 
concave utility functions; indeed, such agents cannot be represented as maximising 
expected utility at all.6 It is this kind of non-EU attitude that I refer to as “risk aver-
sion” in the remainder of this essay. 

For non-EU agents with uncertainty attitudes, these attitudes are an additional 

 
4 For empirical evidence and discussion of trends, see (Di Mauro and Maffioletti 2004) and (Trautmann 
and van de Kuilen 2015).  
5 As evidenced by the normative models of rational choice which account for them, e.g., (Buchak 2013) 
and (Stefánsson and Bradley 2019) for risk, and (Gilboa and Schmeidler 1989) and (Bradley 2017) for 
ambiguity. 
6 See the evidence referred to in footnote 4.  
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ingredient in their decision making, beyond their beliefs and desires. Agents who are 
risk averse are not merely responding to the expected value of their decisions, they 
are also responding to the fact that the outcomes are distributed a certain way, and 
that the component outcomes have the specific probabilities they do. Where the risk 
neutral expected utility maximiser regards all ways of getting an expected 100 utils 
as equivalent, the risk sensitive decision maker regards the sure 100 as different 
from the 50–50 bet on 0 and 200, and as different from the 1/3–2/3 bet on 0 and 150, 
and so on. Philosophers have defended this as a rational pattern of preference and 
offered models of such choices, e.g., the risk-weighted expected utility theory (REU) 
developed by Buchak (2013). Buchak’s model contains a risk preference function 𝑟 
for each agent. Risk averse agents have convex risk functions, e.g., 𝑟(𝑝) = 𝑝 , while 
risk neutral agents have 𝑟(𝑝) = 𝑝. This function modifies the probabilities, before 
they are combined with the agent’s utilities in an expected value-type calculation. 
The details of the calculations don’t matter; what does is that agents with identical 
probabilities and utilities can reach different decisions because they have different 
risk attitudes, represented by different 𝑟 functions. 

In canonical examples of IR, we suppose that scientists have some probabilities 
to hand and that they are deciding whether to accept a hypothesis on the basis of 
them—as in Table1. This is a straightforward example of a decision under risk. We 
then say that the scientist makes moral evaluations of the outcomes of error. Scien-
tists, like other people, are plausibly risk averse when it comes to decisions about 
such values. So, imagine two scientists each confronted with the decision in Table 1, 
and suppose that they have the same evidence, same priors, and have arrived at the 
same probability for 𝐻. Suppose also that they make the same IR assessments: they 
identify all of the same consequences, and evaluate them identically. They agree, in 
other words, on exactly how bad each kind of error would be, and on how important 
true positives and true negatives are. It is nevertheless possible for these two 
scientists to make different inferences about 𝐻, because they differ in their taste for 
risk. So, since some scientific decisions involve risk, and since we should expect at 
least some scientists to have non-EU risk attitudes, we should expect these attitudes 
to be influencing the scientific information they produce. 

The same thing can happen for attitudes to ambiguity. Ambiguity refers to a kind 
of uncertainty where we lack the information required to estimate probabilities 
precisely. Imagine a game based on drawing balls from an urn. Urn 1 has 50 red and 
50 black. If it is black, there is no payment. Now consider Urn 2, which also has 100 
balls in some unknown combination of red and black. A ball is drawn at random from 
the urn, and if it is red then the player is paid out 200. An agent is offered a choice: 
they can take draw from Urn 1 or from Urn 2. Knowing nothing about the distribu-
tion of balls in Urn 2, the decision-maker might as well take them to be equally likely, 
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but importantly they don’t know that this is the case—unlike with Urn 1. A decision-
maker who is ambiguity averse will prefer the bet on Urn 1, with known 50–50 odds, 
to a similar bet on Urn 2, with unknown odds. 

Situations like this are sometimes represented with imprecise probabilities, e.g., 
a range of probabilities for 𝐻 like 0.7–0.9. Decisions under ambiguity are contro-
versial and, since most work on ambiguity has been done by economists and 
descriptive decision theorists, there is less in the way of normative theorising here. 
Nonetheless, philosophers like Bradley (2017) have defended the rational permissi-
bility of attitudes to ambiguity and offered decision rules for different degrees of 
ambiguity aversion and ambiguity seeking. An example is the Alpha Maximin rule, 
according to which decision makers value options at a mixture of the worst and best 
expected utility, relative to the range of probabilities they entertain. (Alpha is the 
parameter controlling how much weight the worst-case EU gets.) Again, the precise 
details don’t matter. What does is that with identical sets of probabilities and identi-
cal utilities can reach different decisions because they have different ambiguity 
attitudes, represented by different 𝛼 parameters. 

Many actual scientific decisions involve ambiguity; i.e., they are more like bet-
ting on Urn 2 than Urn 1. For example, recall Douglas’ (2000, 571) case of scientists 
characterising unclear evidence. There, toxicologists examined rat liver slides under 
microscopes, looked for abnormalities, and classified them as benign or malignant. 
This is a skilful judgement, relying on experience and tacit knowledge. The classifi-
cation of borderline cases is, Douglas argues, subject to IR. But it is not best charac-
terised as a “decision under risk” in the technical sense described above since there 
no clear probabilities in play. 

Scientists, like other people, plausibly have a range of attitudes to ambiguity. 
Consider a pair of scientists who face the same choice of whether to accept 𝐻. Let us 
suppose that there are different lines of evidence, perhaps gathered through different 
methods. Using each line of evidence, the scientists can assess the probability of 𝐻. 
Suppose again that their epistemic assessments of the evidence are identical. How-
ever, they don’t know how to combine the different lines of evidence. So, they repre-
sent their uncertainty about 𝐻 using the set of probabilities supported by the eviden-
ce. This is a form of imprecise probability, a common framework for representing 
ambiguity which is less demanding than the precise probabilistic framework used 
above. We again add the constraint that they make the same IR assessments: they 
identify all of the same consequences, and evaluate them identically. Nevertheless, 
one might accept 𝐻 and the other reject it, because they differ in the attitudes to 
ambiguity. So, since some scientific decisions involve ambiguity, and since we should 
expect at least some scientists to have non-EU ambiguity attitudes, we should expect 
these attitudes to be influencing the scientific information they produce. 
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At this point, the reader might wonder whether this is really a new observation. 
Isn’t the whole discussion about inductive risks, and attitudes thereto? Here it is 
worth noting that the English word “risk” is ambiguous between several meanings. 
It can mean an unwanted event, as in “the risk of getting cancer”. It can mean the 
probabilities of unwanted events, as in “the risk that a smoker’s life is shortened is 
50%.” In risk analysis, it almost always means the expectation values of unwanted 
events, as in “the risk of smoking is 12.5 life-years lost on average.” Or, it can refer to 
spreads of outcomes over possibilities, as when I described the sure 100 euros as less 
risky than the 50–50 gamble on 0 or 200 euros. The IR discussion focusses on the 
value of the state of the world in which one has made the inductive error. This is a 
use of risk in the sense of bad outcome. But as we have seen, that is not what matters 
for non-EU uncertainty sensitive agents. 

There are, to be sure, scattered references to risk aversion in the literature on 
values and science, for example the single unexplained mention by Reiss and Sprenger 
(2017). But it is not a central topic. It appears nowhere in Elliott and Richards (2017) 
anthology on inductive risk, not even in the wide-ranging typology of risk by J. B. 
Biddle et al. (2017). Nor does it appear in Biddle’s earlier (2013) “state of the field” 
review. To some extent this is not surprising, as much of the action in the philosophy 
of risk and ambiguity attitudes is recent. When uncertainty attitudes appear, they 
do so in the context of recent discussions of science-driven policy decisions. For 
example, Bradley and Steele (2015) and Winsberg (2018) discuss the importance of 
the permissibility of uncertainty attitudes when discussing how policymakers can 
respond to the scientific uncertainty in climate science. They do not make the move 
I am making here, of recognising that those very scientists make IR decisions which 
themselves could permissibly have been affected by their attitudes to uncertainty. 

4. Uncertainty attitudes matter 
Now, drawing on Douglas (2000) and Winsberg (2018) I suggest that we see scienti-
fic information as the result of a series of decisions, possibly made by different scien-
tists, with multiple points for IR-considerations to enter. We have just seen that 
uncertainty attitudes can alter how scientists make IR-sensitive decisions. Since 
any scientific product is the result of a sequence of such decisions, uncertainty atti-
tudes could have a significant cumulative effect, leading scientists (or groups of 
scientists) who differ only in their attitudes to uncertainty to arrive at quite differ-
ent conclusions at the end of the sequence. 

So, they make a difference. Does this difference matter? One way we can think 
about this is to consider directly what kind of evaluation is happening when a 
scientist’s attitude to uncertainty affects their decisions. On an illuminating account 
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due to Bradley and Stefánsson, uncertainty attitudes involve conative attitudes 
towards chances (Stefánsson and Bradley 2015, 2019; Bradley 2016). For example, 
risk seeking agents enjoy facing risks: for an experienced mountain climber “there 
is an optimal region of risk, where the chances of death or injury are high enough to 
require courage of the climber but not so high as to make the activity foolish” 
(Stefánsson and Bradley 2015, 605). It is not merely the concrete outcomes which 
are evaluated, but the chances of those outcomes. To take a more morally loaded 
example, one might think that scarce medical resources should be distributed by 
lottery because there is value in having a chance of receiving the treatment, even if 
one doesn’t get it in the end. Clearly, evaluating chances-of-outcomes is related to 
an evaluation of the outcomes themselves—it is the harm of death that creates the 
thrill for the climber, and the benefit of life-saved that creates the value of the 
lottery. So, an uncertainty attitude in a decision situation depends on the underlying 
evaluation of the consequences, though it is not reducible to them (as the risk 
seeking mountain climber demonstrates). In other words, scientists’ uncertainty 
attitudes are a distinct avenue through which their moral values affect their deci-
sions. 

Now, this is debated, so I will also offer two more direct considerations. First, I 
think there is a clear prima facie case that attitudes are a challenge to objectivity in 
the same way that moral values are. Consider the two cases side by side. Suppose 
that a scientist, Karim, wants to make use of hypothesis 𝐻 in his work. To establish 
whether he should rely on 𝐻, he reads two scientific papers. Suppose that they 
emerged from the same lab and so the authors had the same prior empirical beliefs, 
collected exactly the same data, and evaluated it identically. Nevertheless, the authors 
reach different conclusions. Karim discovers that the difference is due to how they 
morally evaluated the badness of the potential inferential errors. To many, this 
dependency seems bad for Karim’s project of learning facts about the world. Consid-
er a variation of the story where the scientists also report, honestly let us suppose, 
identical moral values. They are upfront about their IR reasoning, and it is clear that 
they identified all the same outcomes and evaluated them identically. Nevertheless, 
the authors reach different conclusions. Karim investigates, and discovers that the 
difference is due to a difference in their risk attitudes: one is moderately risk averse, 
the other moderately risk seeking. If you are concerned by the first story, I find it 
hard to see how you can avoid being concerned by this variation. 

A second concern is especially pressing for those whose preferred response to 
the value-ladenness of science is a form of democratic procedural solution in which 
stakeholder values are incorporated into science. The idea behind such approaches, 
as I understand them, is that by eliciting and incorporating stakeholder values 
scientists come to act on behalf of the non-expert users of science, so that the 
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science reflects what they would conclude if they were in the scientist’s epistemic 
position. For example, discussing uncertainty management in climate adaptation 
work, Parker and Lusk (2019, 1647) write:  

[I]f choices must be made, they could be made in light of the [IR] preferences of 
the user or client: if it would be particularly bad for the user’s purposes for 
uncertainty to be underestimated, then the provider might select those method-
ological options that will deliver a broader uncertainty estimate.  

The key point once again is that decisions aren’t only a function of evidence and 
values. These are filtered through attitudes to uncertainty when a decision is made. 
So if one attempts to incorporate stakeholder values into science while neglecting 
stakeholder uncertainty attitudes, this will lead to decisions which still diverge from 
how stakeholders would make them if they were in the scientist’s epistemic position. 

5. Potential objections and replies 
There are several ways one could respond to my claim that we should worry about 
uncertainty attitudes whenever we worry about inductive risk. 

A first objection might be that there is an obvious solution: each attitude-type 
discussed comes with a “neutral” variant, risk neutrality and ambiguity neutrality. 
Surely these are the attitudes required for value-neutral science. However, this 
would be to be misled by the names. There is nothing “neutral” about risk neutrality, 
in the sense typically meant be value-free idealists. Risk neutrality is just one of 
many evaluative stances; the one according to which (€100for sure) is equal in value 
to (€0, 0.5 ; €200r, 0.5). The strong value-free ideal is that scientists should make no 
moral evaluations whatsoever, and weaker forms distinguish particular kinds of 
problematic judgements, such as those which interfere with democracy. Clearly risk 
neutrality is not suitable for strong value-freedom. Now, one might argue that there 
is a risk attitude which does not interfere with democracy, and further argue that it 
is risk neutrality. But linguistic coincidence cannot supply that argument. 

A second objection might be that uncertainty attitudes are harmless, as the 
values they encode are one of the kosher varieties, either cognitive or epistemic 
values. Let’s begin with cognitive values. As I have used the term, these are proper-
ties of theories and models, which facilitate scientific cognition (following Douglas 
2009, 93–94). That is to say that they facilitate thinking with and understanding 
these scientific theories and models, for agents with our cognitive capabilities. For 
example, simplicity “is a cognitive value because complex theories are more difficult 
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to work with, and the full implications of complex theories are harder to unpack” 
(Douglas 2009, 93). Uncertainty attitudes don’t seem to fit the type: they aren’t 
properties of theories or models, and achieving the preferred valence doesn’t facilitate 
cognition. The uncertainty averse agent favours decision situations in which the 
harms and benefits are “clumped up” rather than “spread out” across the possibilities 
that they are aware of. But the benefit isn’t cognitive. The risk averse agent has no 
trouble reasoning about spread out outcomes—indeed, they do so as part of their 
decision-making. 

Perhaps then uncertainty attitudes are of the pure epistemic type. These, recall, 
constitute the truth-seeking mission of science. Whereas cognitive values can have 
little to do with truth seeking or truth preservation (Laudan 2004), epistemic values 
are tightly focused on these aims. On this categorisation, the epistemic is a small 
category containing values such as predictive accuracy, internal consistency, and 
empirical adequacy. The initial plausibility of including uncertainty attitudes is 
therefore quite low. Uncertainty attitudes are towards decision situations and 
patterns of outcomes of choices, not to states of knowledge. We can see this most 
clearly in the famous proofs that risk averse agents, who appear to value certainty, 
can sometimes rationally turn down free information (Wakker 1988; Buchak 2010; 
Campbell-Moore and Salow 2020). 

But we can do better than a mere argument by elimination of alternatives, even 
if we don’t accept Bradley and Stefánsson’s account of the evaluative basis of uncer-
tainty attitudes. There are independent reasons to think that uncertainty attitudes 
are a moral matter, which come to us from the ethics of social decision-making. There 
is now a small literature on whether the uncertainty attitudes of social decision 
makers matter to the ethics of their decisions. For example, in a recent manuscript 
Buchak (ms) argues that specific attitudes are morally required: social decision 
makers should be risk averse but ambiguity neutral, unless they know the attitudes 
of every person on whose behalf they decide, in which case they should defer to 
those. Stefánsson (forthcoming), without relying on his values-of-chances account, 
argues that social decision makers ought to be more risk seeking than individuals 
would be if they were making the decisions themselves. Rowe and Voorhoeve (2018) 
argue that ambiguity aversion is permissible for social decision makers, and that this 
fact supports a form of egalitarianism. Now recall that, on the democratic motiva-
tion for the value-free ideal, an important use of science is that it informs policy. 
Here, scientists are involved in decisions made on behalf of others, and so the above 
gives us an angle on the moral status of their attitudes. The conclusion I want to 
draw from this is that, at minimum, uncertainty attitudes matter to moral decision 
making. So, the uncertainty attitudes of scientists may interfere with democratic 
decision making, just as their moral attitudes might. 
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6. Conclusion 
Where does this leave us? It might be that there is a morally correct set of uncer-
tainty attitudes for scientists to take. (They might even be the neutral attitudes.) Or 
there might be a set of attitudes which do not interfere with democracy. Or we could 
follow the turn in the values and science debate towards stakeholder engagement, 
and insist that science ought to be based on the “right values” in a procedural sense: 
values supplied to them as the output of a consultative procedure with some rele-
vant group of users of the scientific outputs. 

All of these are live options in the values and science debate. Moreover, they 
occur because of the ethical implications of uncertainty attitudes. This establishes 
my conditional claim: if you are concerned about inductive risk in a particular part 
of science, then that concern should include uncertainty attitudes alongside the 
more commonly considered moral, social, or political values. 
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1. Introduction 
Preimplantation sex selection (henceforth sex selection) is a practice in which 
individuals attempt to control the sex of their offspring before the fertilized egg has 
been implanted in the uterus. The motivation for sex selection can vary, but we will 
here focus on sex selection for non-medical reasons. In recent decades, post-im-
plantation sex selection (i.e., abortions and infanticide) has contributed to bias in 
the sex ratio in certain countries; this phenomenon has been widely discussed (Sen, 
1990). Most research on biased sex ratios at birth due to parental preferences has 
focused on “missing women,” often with a focus on Asian countries where sex selec-
tion against female children and excess child mortality among girls have been 
prevalent (e.g. Guilmoto, 2012; Sen, 1990). 

In this article, we discuss the potential impact of an increase in the use of sex 
selection technology from a different perspective, based on three recent develop-
ments: 

• Sex selection technologies are now legal, non-invasive, and relatively 
inexpensive in many high-income countries. 

• In high-income countries, prospective parents have on average, a 
preference for female children.  

• In most high-income countries, single women4 and women in same-sex 
relationships have unprecedented legal and financial access to assisted 
reproductive technology (ART). 

 
We note that unlike a male-biased sex ratio, which tends to depress population growth 
(Johnson, 1994), a female-biased sex ratio will increase population growth (ceteris 
paribus). In this article, we explore the demographic consequences of female-biased 
sex ratios at birth and show that they may be considerable under certain assump-
tions.5 We show how such a will affect number of births and population size (r in a 
demographic or population genetics model), through a cultural evolutionary process. 
 

 
4 By “single women,” we mean women that choose to procreate and rear a child as the sole caretaking 
parent. 
5 Here, we quote the prescient foreword by Nathan Keyfitz to the pioneering edited volume (Bennet 
1983) exploring potential future consequences of how sex selective abortion may give male biased sex 
ratios: “Too often we have to wait until an invention has been in use for a long time for social science to 
investigate and explain its effect. We are fortunate in this instance that a group has taken the initiative 
to start the social investigation before the invention comes to technical maturity and long before it is 
actually adopted” 
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2. Reproductive Technologies 
Three techniques are currently used for the purpose of sex selection. The first two 
are relatively invasive, expensive, and associated with non-negligible medical risk. 
We mention these in contrast to the third technique.  

Ultrasound in combination with abortion is a prenatal rather than a preimplant-
ation technique for sex selection and is thus more invasive and associated with 
considerable medical risk. The sex of the fetus can be detected with ultrasound at 
week 11, at the earliest, which means that abortions may have medical risks, espe-
cially in low-income countries (Igbinedion & Akhigbe, 2012).6 While this remains 
the most prevalent technique for sex selection in low- and middle-income countries 
(mostly used to select male children), it is rarely used in high-income countries. We 
do not foresee this as a common or preferred method for sex selection in high-in-
come countries in the future; thus, we will not discuss this technique in any further 
detail.  

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD), a practice where an embryo is screen-
ed in vitro before implantation in the uterus, is used to some extent for sex selection 
in high-income countries. PGD is highly accurate in determining the sex of the 
embryo (Harper & SenGupta, 2012; Sermon et al., 2004). However, since PGD 
requires in vitro fertilization (IVF), it is relatively expensive and invasive, as it 
requires hormonal ovarian stimulation and retrieval from the ovaries. Thus, PGD is 
typically motivated by medical sex selection: for example, if the parents have a 
hereditary medical condition that only affects one sex. However, as a larger share of 
parents use IVF for reasons other than sex selection (Kupka et al., 2014), more 
parents will be able, at little additional cost, to choose the sex of their child if they so 
desire. 

Flow cytometry is a relatively novel technique that is far less invasive and costly 
than the other two. Here, semen is labeled with a fluorescent dye that binds to the 
DNA of each spermatozoon (Sharpe & Evans, 2009). As the X chromosome is larger 
(i.e., contains more DNA) than the Y chromosome, “female” (X-chromosome 
bearing) spermatozoa will absorb a greater amount of dye than their “male” (Y-
chromosome bearing) counterpart. Consequently, when exposed to UV light, 
“female” spermatozoa fluoresce brighter than “male” spermatozoa. As the sperma-
tozoa pass through the flow cytometer in single file, each spermatozoon is encased 
by a single droplet of fluid and assigned an electric charge corresponding to its 
chromosome status (X-positive charge or Y-negative charge). The stream of X- and 
Y- droplets is then separated using electrostatic deflection and collected into 

 
6 Although possible, such early attempts at sex determination are prone to a high degree of false 
negatives. 
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separate collection tubes for subsequent processing (O’Neill, 2013; Reubinoff & 
Schenker, 1996). This method does not require IVF and can be used in combination 
with insemination. While this method is less invasive than PGD, it is also (some-
what) less accurate. In a study from 2014, 95% of babies born were females after 
sorting for X- spermatozoa and 85% were males after sorting for Y-bearing sperma-
tozoa (Karabinus et al., 2014). The technique is more accurate when selecting female 
children than male children (Karabinus et al., 2014). 

Sex selection is legal and in use in some high-income countries, including the 
U.S. (Bhatia, 2018). However, the most prevalent technique for sex selection in high-
income countries, PGD, requires IVF, and the extent to which this is available for 
non-medical purposes varies. The U.S. has a very permissive regulatory regime, 
allowing so-called “fertility tourism” from other countries where sex selection is 
only allowed for medical purposes (Whittaker, 2011). However, with the increasing 
popularity of flow cytometry, access to sex selection is also likely to increase. No 
high-income country has banned flow cytometry, and a ban on insemination of 
sorted sperm is likely to be difficult to enforce. The company MicroSort, which uses 
flow cytometry, and offers non-medical sex selection services, already operates in 
Mexico, Malaysia, North Cyprus, and Switzerland, attracting fertility tourism 
(MicroSort, 2020).  

Since the first IVF procedure in 1978, ART has become widespread and widely 
accepted. In the U.S., more than 55,000 women per year give birth to a baby con-
ceived through ART (IVF or insemination; Dusenbery, 2020). Moreover, public 
support for this technology has also increased considerably, with ART now sub-
sidized by public healthcare systems in many high-income countries for infertile 
different-sex couples, single mothers, and female same-sex couples.  

3. Sex Preferences in High-income and Middle-
income Countries 
Recent research in sociology and demography has found increasing preferences for 
female children in high-income countries. This has mostly been expressed through 
parents more often having higher-order births if their previous children were either 
lacking sons or daughters, but there is also increasing evidence for parents explicitly 
wanting daughters when they have more direct choice over their reproduction. Below, 
we summarize the recent research on sex preferences in high-income countries.  

Most of the existing research on sex preferences and fertility outcomes has 
focused on countries with strong son preferences. In particular, in East and South 
Asia, where patrilineal kinship systems are common, parental preferences for male 
children have been commonplace in both contemporary and historical societies 
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(Arnold & Zhaoxiang, 1992; Drixler, 2013; Guilmoto, 2012; Mungello, 2008; Sen, 
1990). Such preferences have historically been associated with elevated female child 
mortality and infanticide, with major demographic impact (Arnold & Zhaoxiang, 
1992; Drixler, 2013; Guilmoto, 2012; Mungello, 2008; Sen, 1990). In the 1990s and 
2000s, the availability of ultrasound combined with abortion led to elevated male 
sex ratios across East Asia, South Asia, and Caucasia (Guilmoto, 2009). A preference 
for male children has also been historically common throughout Western Europe, 
but with only limited effects on child mortality or fertility outcomes (Kolk, 2011; 
Sandström & Vikström, 2015; Tsuya et al., 2010).  

While a preference for sons seems to be the major determinant of childbearing 
decisions globally (Arnold, 1997; Guilmoto & Tove, 2015), in high-income countries, 
the picture is notably different, with increasing evidence of a preference for 
daughters and for a mixed-sex composition (Kolk & Schnettler, 2013; Miranda et al., 
2018). This trend is not only prevalent in Western countries but has also been 
observed in Japan (Fuse, 2013). Also, in middle-income countries traditionally 
dominated by strong son preferences, such as rural China, there is some novel 
evidence that some parents are developing a preference for daughters over sons 
(Shi, 2017). In high-income countries, sex preferences are not expressed through 
biased sex ratios at birth; however, the sex composition of previous children has a 
strong impact on parity progressions (the decision to have a subsequent child). 
Across Europe and the U.S., research has shown that transition to higher order 
births is influenced by the sex composition of previous children (Blau et al., 2019; 
Hank, 2007; Hank & Kohler, 2000). A pattern in which parents prefer children of 
each sex is increasingly common; it is strongest for the transition to a third child, 
where a transition to a third child is least prevalent for parents with a son and a 
daughter (Hank & Kohler, 2000; Miranda et al., 2018). 

Interestingly, in Nordic countries, while a preference for mixed-sex composition 
remains the dominant pattern, evidence points to more parents displaying daughter 
preference over son preference (Kolk & Schnettler, 2013; Miranda et al., 2018). For 
parents with one child, 35% of parents who had a son preferred their second child to 
be a girl, whereas only 23.4% of parents who had a daughter preferred their next 
child to be a boy (Miranda et al., 2018). For parents with a daughter, 74% said the sex 
of the next child did not matter, compared to 58% for those with a son. Demogra-
phers have previously speculated that high gender equality would lead to parental 
sex indifference, whereby the sex composition of previous children would not affect 
the decision to have subsequent children (Pollard & Morgan, 2002). In reality, 
however, this seems not to be the case; instead, we find that in countries that are the 
most equal, it appears more common for parents to prefer female children 
(Andersson et al., 2006; Miranda et al., 2018). It is thus conceivable that increasing 
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gender equality will, if anything, lead to daughter preference becoming more wide-
spread. Moreover, in Japan, traditionalism and adherence to traditional gender 
roles among women have also been predictive of daughter preferences (Fuse, 2013), 
suggesting that—with increasing female agency over fertility—we may also see 
greater daughter preference in less gender egalitarian contexts (see also Shi, 2017). 
It should be noted here that, while they are a clear marker of parental sex prefer-
ences and the distribution of sons and daughters within families, sex-biased parity 
progressions (as described above) do not affect the overall sex ratio in a population.  

Evidently, although most heterosexual parents in Western countries have not 
acted to deliberately affect the sex of their children, their behavior following the 
(random) allocation of previous births has a clear impact on their subsequent beha-
vior. In the less prevalent contexts where potential parents already have direct 
agency over the sex of their children, we find stronger evidence of parental preferen-
ces for daughters. For several decades, adoptive parents have, on average, shown a 
strong preference for female children, an interesting illustration of a scenario in 
which parents to some extent can choose the sex of their children (Högbacka, 2008). 
However, sex and other aspects, such as the ethnic match of the child and the par-
ents, interact in complex ways in international adoption (Högbacka 2008). In a 
sample of infertile women considering ART treatment, 40% responded positively 
about choosing the sex of their child if the option to do so was offered at no addition-
al cost (Jain et al., 2005). Among women who wanted to select the sex of their future 
child, 39% wanted a male child, and 61% wanted a female child (Jain et al., 2005). Of 
women considering ART treatment, it was much more common to express a daugh-
ter preference than a son preference, although women who already had children had 
a preference for a mixed-sex composition (Jain et al., 2005). Lamberts et al. (2017) 
found higher rates of vasectomy among men with more sons than daughters. Over-
all, it seems that when more choice, technology, and agency are associated with the 
process of having a child (as opposed to children conceived through intercourse in 
heterosexual unions), the more parents accept and consider the option of choosing 
the sex of their children. When parents explicitly consider the choice of sex of their 
future children, a daughter preference seems more common. 

Most children are reared by different-sex couples. In the research on sex prefe-
rences of partnered men and women, prospective mothers are seen to have a rela-
tively higher preference for female children, whereas prospective fathers have a 
relatively higher preference for male children (Higginson & Aarssen, 2011; Lynch et 
al., 2018). This sex-biased pattern is found in societies with both son preference and 
daughter preference on average (van Balen, 2006). This suggests that the preference 
for children of one’s own gender is a relatively general pattern across cultures. There 
is little research knowledge about sex preferences among single women and same-
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sex female couples, although some studies indicate that heterosexual single women 
and women in same-sex couples more often exhibit daughter preference (Gartrell et 
al., 1996; Goldberg, 2009; Leiblum et al., 1995). If women across all union types have 
a preference for daughters one would expect single women and female same-sex 
couples to be able to act on this preference without negotiating with a male partner 
and therefore on average engage more readily in sex selection. In general, groups 
who are more likely to use ART for non sex-selective reasons, such as people with 
fertility concerns, single women, and women in same-sex relationships, may more 
often choose sex selection, because sex selection (either via PGD or flow cytometry) 
is a relatively straightforward addition to ART procedures (van Balen 2006).  

In summary, previous research has found increasing evidence of a daughter 
preference in high-income countries. In situations where parents have more direct 
choice over the sex of their children, such as adoption and IVF, we also find stronger 
daughter preferences. Overall, we argue that a latent daughter preference is apparent 
in high-income countries, and that this is stronger among women than men.  

4. Results  
To estimate how female-biased sex ratios may affect population growth, we present 
calculations for different countries with different sex ratios and show how the sex 
ratio affects population growth rates and age structure.  

Our calculations are based on two important assumptions. First, since we are 
interested in the long-term effects of changing sex ratios, we therefore show the 
long-term equilibrium effect of a change in sex ratios given a set of assumptions on 
fertility and mortality. This is what demographers refer to as a stable population 
(Wachter 2014, 218-249). It is worth stressing that we apply reductionist and 
commonly used demographic approximations to our demographic examples so they 
may be more easily followed, instead of more technical models. All our calculations 
refer to the long-term consequences for a population with the same fixed behavior 
over multiple generations; as such, they are only useful to illustrate the long-term 
implications of female-biased sex ratios. They are not useful for predicting actual 
demographic outcomes in the near future. Given the uncertainties in the extent of 
uptake (and timing of uptake) of the behaviors we discuss here, focusing on the 
large-scale demographic influence of these trends is more relevant than trying to 
forecast near-future empirical scenarios. 

Second, our models follow the standard demographic methodology in which 
demographic analysis is based on female reproductive choice in a society. This is the 
approach used in most standard demographic analysis (e.g., Wachter 2014, 79-89). 
However, certain assumptions in such models, such as the implicit assumption that 
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(male) co-procreating and co-childrearing partners are unconstrained, are less 
realistic in cases with highly biased sex ratios. We discuss whether these assump-
tions can be analyzed independently of the overall sex ratio in section 5.3, as well as 
other factors that may stabilize the sex ratio given a preference for female births. We 
also analytically calculate the age structure implications (section 4.3) of different 
fertility scenarios with different sex ratios, showing that in some scenarios of high 
total fertility and highly biased sex ratios, it is relevant to assess demographic sup-
port ratios. Some previous demographic literature on male-biased sex ratios has 
created demographic models exploring how male preferences and male sex ratios 
affect population growth (Leung, 1994; Bennet, 1983; Mason & Bennett, 1977), finding 
that male-biased sex selection would decrease population growth. All data and 
calculations are available in a spreadsheet (supplemental file 1: data and calculations). 

4.1 Consequences of Biased Sex Ratios for Population Growth 
We begin by examining changes to population growth arising from different as-
sumptions of fertility and share of female births. In Equation 1, we show the net 
reproductive rate based on a given sex ratio (𝐵 /(𝐵 ), female births over all births), 
mortality pattern (𝑙 ), and fertility pattern (𝑓 ) for five-year life tables. The net 
reproductive rate can be interpreted as a multiplier of each subsequent generation; 
a value above 1 thus indicates a population where every generation is larger than the 
previous one, and a value smaller than 1 indicates a shrinking population. A value of 
1.5 indicates that each new generation is 50% larger than the preceding one.  
 
Equation 1: 

NRR = 5      ∑ 𝑓  𝑙   ,     

In Equation 2, we show the Dublin-Lotka approximation, which shows how a given 
net reproductive rate translates into yearly population growth (r) based on the mean 
age of reproduction in a population (T), which can be calculated from 𝑓 . 
 
Equation 2: 

r ≃ ( ) 
Together, these two equations give a good approximation of how a given sex ratio, 
mortality pattern, and fertility pattern jointly determine long-term growth in a 
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given population. We largely focus on sex ratios and fertility here, as different mor-
tality assumptions make little practical difference to contemporary populations in 
high-income countries. We use a single mortality pattern in all examples, based on 
the pattern in the U.S. for 2017. Survival up to age 45 is today so high, even in lower-
middle income countries,7 that it plays only a minor role in generational reproduc-
tion, and we do not expect this to change in the foreseeable future. 

We illustrate the consequences of changing sex ratios with a selection of differ-
ent assumptions on the average number of births per woman in a population (or 
Total Fertility Rate, TFR). The different fertility scenarios are: very low (Taiwan 
2014, TFR = 1.16); somewhat typical for an OECD country (U.S. 2017, TFR = 1.76); 
high (Kenya 2014, TFR = 3.90); and the traditional fertility schedule used for 
populations that are close to the highest observed fertility in human populations, 
the Hutterites in the U.S. in the 1920s (TFR = 10.31; see Henry, 1961, from where we 
get our fertility schedule). We collected mortality data for the U.S. (Human 
Mortality Database—U.S., n.d.), fertility data for U.S. and Taiwan (Human Fertility 
Database—U.S. & Taiwan, n.d.), and fertility data for Kenya based on the 2014 
demographic and health survey (Human Fertility Collection—Kenya, n.d.).  

In Table 1 below (upper panel), we show the consequences of female-biased sex 
ratios for population growth (r) using the approximations from equations 1 and 2 
with different fertility rates and sex ratios. We show fertility patterns for three 
different countries. We show a sex ratio for 48 daughters from 100 total births 
(which is close to what is naturally occurring in contemporary populations; see 
James, 1987), as well as sex ratios of 608 and 80 daughters per 100 births.  

Equation 3 shows how yearly population growth (r) corresponds to initial and 
final population size (𝑃  and 𝑃 , respectively) over n years. We use Equation 3 to 
translate how the population growth rate in Table 1 (lower panel) translates into 
population growth over 50 years. This represents how much larger a population 
would be after 50 years of corresponding population growth, given that the fertility 
rates, mortality rates, population growth, and sex ratios would be fixed and at equi-
librium. 

 
 

 
7 Survival to age 45 for a woman is around 95% for the US life table in our calculations, and above 90% 
for a country like modern-day Indonesia. 
8 For example, one conceptual scenario of a sex ratio of 60 could arise from a stratified population 
where (a) out of parents with two children, 50% of those with two sons choose sex selection for family 
balancing, but only 25% of those with 2 daughters do the same; b) within a group of single women and 
female same-sex couples, 45% choose to have only daughters; and c) out of everyone else, 20% choose to 
have only daughters. The effect on the population sex ratio can be meaningful even if only a minority of 
the population choose to use sex selection technology. 
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Table 1. Consequences of Varying Assumptions of Fertility Rates, Sex Ratios, and 
Mortality for Population Growth Rate (upper panel) and Population Change over 50 
years (lower panel).  
 
Population growth rate (r)    

Fertility schedule 
Taiwan 
(2014) 

U.S. 
(2017) 

Kenya 
(2014) 

Number of female births over 100 total births   
48 
60 
80 

-0.0216 -0.0066 0.0217 
-0.0136 0.0014 0.0296 
-0.0034 0.0116 0.0398 

     
Effect over 50 years (ratio to original population)   
  
Fertility schedule 

Taiwan 
(2014) 

U.S. 
(2017) 

Kenya 
(2014) 

Number of female births over 100 total births   
48 0.336 0.720 2.921 
60 0.503 1.071 4.300 
80 0.843 1.781 7.049 

      
Total fertility rate 1.16 1.76 3.90 
Mean age of childbearing 31.08 29.39 28.13 

Note. The table refers to the stable population equilibrium resulting from the different 
combinations of rates. 
 
Equation 3: 

𝑃  = (1 + 𝑟)  𝑃  

As we can see from the table, changing the sex ratio has a significant impact on 
population growth.9 While the prevailing sex ratio and fertility schedule in the U.S. 
will lead to a reduction in the population by around 30% (the equilibrium conse-
quences of contemporary demographic rates over 50 years), when we compare this 
to a population where an assumed 60% of all births are female, the population would 
instead surge by 7%. In turn, a population where 80% of births are female would 

 
9 These numbers do not account for any demographic change related to migration, for example, or any 
forecasted change in demographic rates. 
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increase by 78% over 50 years. With prevailing fertility rates and an unbiased sex 
ratio, Taiwan’s current fertility schedule implies that such a population will con-
tract by 66% over 50 years; given a sex ratio of 80% women, it would only contract 
by 16%. In Kenya, a sex ratio of 80% (rather than 48%) would result in an increase of 
over 600% (compared to the already considerable increase of nearly 200%) over 50 
years. Note once again that these are equilibrium scenarios used to explore differences 
for changing sex ratios and not as demographic forecasts; here, we use constant 
demographic rates and contemporary constant U.S. mortality patterns to illustrate 
how changing sex ratios interact with different fertility assumptions. In the online 
appendix S1, we explore other demographic scenarios including very skewed sex 
ratios, male-biased sex ratios and very high fertility rates. 

4.2 Consequences of Biased Sex Ratios for Population Age 
Structure 
In the following section, we explore the consequences for the age structure of the 
population given the scenarios outlined above. In human societies, children and 
infants are provided resources and care by adults (to a large extent their parents), 
and in contemporary high-income societies, elderly individuals also provide sub-
stantial support. The importance of lifecycle transfers to the age structure of a 
population has been widely recognized in anthropology, economics, and evolution-
ary biology, where it forms the basis of life course theory (Kaplan, 1994; Lancaster 
et al., 2000; Lee & Mason, 2011). 

The high population growth rates illustrated in Table 1 produce a high share of 
young dependents in the population in the long term, which we illustrate in Figure 
1. The calculations are based on the same fertility and mortality schedules as in 
Table 1. The stable age structure of a population under a given r and 𝑙  is given by 
Equation 4 (Euler-Lotka equation, in discrete form for 5 year age groups, see Slogett 
(2015), where 𝑙  is the remaining life years at age x, and the numerator is the share 
of life years at time x, divided by the denominator, which is the sum of all life years 
in the population up to age ⍵. From the stable population equations, we can calcu-
late the age distribution and show population pyramids by sex for our different 
scenarios. Using the age structure calculated from Equation 4, we also show various 
measures of demographic dependency.10  

 
10 We present three different measures. We calculated traditional dependency ratios for our population 
((a0–14 + a65+) / a15–64). We also approximated how much of an adult working age individual’s life (age 
20–64) is spent on childcare in our stable population scenarios by summing the total share of life years 
in the 0–19 population and assuming that each life year of a child needs a third of an adult’s life-year for 
education, child rearing, procreation, etc. The exact input a child needs will of course vary according to 
culture and context, and the value of ⅓ is only for illustration. We then divided the sum of time needed 
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Figure 1. Population Pyramids at Equilibrium for Fertility Rates of the U.S. (2017) and 
Kenya (2014). Two different scenarios under two different sex ratios. 

 

  

Dependency ratio 
(population -14 and above 

65 divided by population 
aged 15–64) 

Ratio of available labor 
of primary age adults 
(age 20–64) spent on 

childcare  

Ratio of available labor 
of primary age women 

(age 20–64) spent on 
childcare  

U.S. 48 0.70 0.12 0.26 
U.S. 60 0.66 0.19 0.27 
    

 

  

Dependency ratio 
(population -14 and 
above 65 divided by 

population aged 15–64) 

Ratio of available labor 
of primary age adults 
(age 20–64) spent on 

childcare 

Ratio of available labor 
of primary age women 

(age 20–64) spent on 
childcare 

Kenya 48 0.66 0.16 0.27 
Kenya 60 0.85 0.38 0.63 

 
Note. The figure uses the same values and assumptions as in Table 1. It shows the eventual 
equilibrium age structure if fertility and mortality rates remain constant indefinitely. 
 

 
to take care of the young population by the available time in the adult population to obtain a rough 
estimate of how much of all productive (and leisure) time of the population aged 20–64 (a0–19 ×⅓ / 
a20–64) must be spent on rearing the subsequent generations. We make the second calculations both 
for men and women and the denominator, and for only women in the denominator. 
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Equation 4: 

𝑎 = 𝑙 𝑒  ( , )∑ 𝑙⍵ 𝑒  ( , ) 
It is clear from Figure 1 that very high population growth rates (as seen in Table 1) 
cause a very young age structure. In the U.S., current fertility rates and sex ratios 
imply a shrinking population (from natural growth) with an old age structure, while 
similar fertility rates with a 60% female-biased sex ratio would instead result in a 
growing population with a younger age structure. Across the different populations 
shown in Figure 1, it is clear that female-biased sex ratios result in higher population 
growth, a higher share of women (naturally), and more resources that will have to be 
spent on supporting and rearing the young. For the U.S., with moderate/low 
fertility, the impact of age structure on different dependency ratios (see Figure 1) is 
relatively small and may even be beneficial. With Kenyan fertility levels, on the 
other hand, the high population growth and corresponding young populations with 
a highly biased female sex ratio would have consequences for the ability of adult 
members of society to adequately support the younger generations.  

5. Discussion 

5.1 Will Sex Selection Become Widespread in High-income 
Countries? 
It should be noted that many people still express disapproval of non-medical 
parental sex selection, even with novel methods such as flow cytometry (Ethics 
Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, 2015). In a general 
population survey in the U.S. in 2006, only 18% of individuals aged 18–45 said they 
were positive, and 22% were undecided, if they had the option to use a cost-free, 
risk-free, non-invasive method to choose the gender of their child (Dahl et al., 2006). 
While most parents express a preference for a “balanced” family (i.e., at least one 
child of each sex), parents with one son are keener to do so than those with one 
daughter (Miranda et al., 2018). 

On the contrary, we may have reasons to believe that the use of sex selection 
technologies will become more prevalent in the near future. According to a 2017 
survey, 77% of fertility clinics in the U.S. that offer PGD also offer sex selection for 
non-medical reasons, which represents a substantial increase from 2006, when only 
42% of clinics that offered PGD offered non-medical sex-selection (Capelouto et al., 
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2018). Flow cytometry in combination with insemination is more affordable and 
less risky than PGD (which requires IVF) and less likely to be seen as morally 
objectionable, as it does not involve the discarding of fertilized eggs, meaning that 
access to this technology is likely to increase the use of sex selection in the general 
population. 

Technologies associated with reproduction, including ART but also contra-
ceptives of various kinds, have been highly controversial when introduced, and 
some remain so. However, we have consistently seen that attitudes toward different 
reproduction technologies have improved steadily over time. For example, IVF was 
once considered a highly divisive procedure. In the spring of 1972, the British maga-
zine Nova ran a cover story suggesting that “test-tube babies” were “the biggest threat 
since the atom bomb” (Eschner, 2017; Henig, 2003). We can reasonably expect that at 
least part of current aversions to sex selection is due to a similar “yuck effect,” which 
tends to dissipate as the use of the technology in question becomes normalized. In-
deed, van Balen (2006) has described the technological trend toward more access-
ible, less invasive means of choosing the sex of a child as “nearly inevitable,” and that 
any governmental countermeasures are likely to be largely ineffectual. We think it 
is plausible that the eventual prevalence of sex selection will be based primarily on 
the preferences among parents, rather than any technological barriers. 

Some objections to sex selection concern some of the techniques used for this 
purpose. For example, those who object to abortions naturally also find their use as 
a means of sex selection objectionable. This “pro-life” stance sometimes also in-
cludes objections to IVF, especially when it involves the destruction of embryos. 
This makes the use of PGD for the purposes of sex selection an unattractive option. 
However, the use of flow cytometry does not involve killing a fetus or destroying an 
embryo and may therefore find less opposition among “pro-life” campaigners than 
other forms of sex-selection.  

In sum, we argue that the combination of a latent and increasing daughter prefe-
rence, new technology that facilitates sex selection (including flow cytometry), and 
increasing acceptance of ART in general suggest that sex selection is likely to 
become more prevalent in high-income countries over the coming decades.  

5.2 Is Sex Selection a Self-reinforcing Practice? 
In the study of cultural evolution, it has been noted that certain phenomena are self-
reinforcing and increase in prevalence over time, while others are not. By contrast, 
other practices are self-limiting, in the sense that they produce outcomes that make 
them less prevalent or attractive. The phenomenon of sex selection may not only 
affect population growth directly (as demonstrated in section 4) but also have inter-
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generational consequences over multiple generations. For most practices, it can be 
observed that children are more likely to resemble and copy the behavior of their 
parents than that of unrelated members of society (Bussey and Bandura 2004). If 
this also applies to norms and fertility practices, this will affect how prevalent the 
preference is in the next generation, as those parents who have fertility preferences 
that promote population growth will have more children, and those children will 
(often) share their parents’ preferences (Kolk et al., 2014). 

A practice can be self-reinforcing at both an individual and a group level (Murphy 
& Wang, 2001). For example, if individuals with a certain trait (e.g., a preference for 
having many children) have more children, and those children in turn also have that 
trait, the preference for having many children will increase in prevalence over time. 
Likewise, a group (e.g., a religious group or an ethnicity) where membership is in-
herited across generations will also increase in relative prevalence if its members 
have more children on average. In both cases, the practice will become more com-
mon in the population over time. In the context of this study, we argue that the 
practice of using sex selection technologies to select female children in high-income 
countries could become a self-reinforcing process, both at a population and a sub-
population level, in ways that the practice of selecting male children in some 
countries has not.  

As shown above, populations with female-biased sex ratios have higher rates of 
population growth. As a population grows, the norms and practices of that popula-
tion become more prevalent, all other things being equal. By contrast, selecting male 
children reduces population growth, and thus over time reduces the global impact 
of the norms of male-biased populations. Parents with an unusually strong prefer-
ence for daughters may therefore decide to use sex selection, and then their daugh-
ters (and possibly sons) will themselves be more likely to sex-select than their peers. 

This mechanism may be reinforced if social learning of practices and norms is 
itself sexually biased (Bandura & Walters, 1977; Bussey and Bandura 2004). 11  In 
other words, daughters may be more influenced in their reproductive choices by 
their mothers than by their fathers (Murphy, 1999). This means that women who 
more strongly prefer daughters are more likely to have offspring that will inherit 
this daughter preference. Assume that individuals in a population of women either 
want to select daughters or do not. Both will have the same number of offspring, but 
the women that select daughters are going to have more daughters and thus are 
more likely to transfer their preference for female sex selection to their offspring 
than the women that do not select daughters. Moreover, since our model assumes 

 
11 It has been noted that this sexual bias may explain how female infanticide can become an entrenched 
practice, even when it leads to fewer children and lower population growth (Strimling, Elrath & 
Richerson, unpublished). 
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that having more daughters leads to higher population growth, the women that 
select for daughters are going to have more grandchildren than women that do not 
select daughters. These grandchildren are also more likely to be daughters than the 
grandchildren of women that do not select for daughters, and they are more likely to 
inherit the preference for sex selection. In other words, the norms that are con-
ducive of female sex selection are both adaptive in a demographic/natural selection 
perspective (a higher r) (since they produce a larger number of grandchildren) and 
create more “vessels” (i.e., daughters) for spreading those norms. 

Moreover, since women on average have a stronger preference for daughters 
than men, in each generation daughter preferences (and selection for daughters) 
may become more common as women become a larger share of the population. This 
will be particularly true for the increasing share of women who choose to have 
children without a male co-parent, either as single mothers or in same-sex couples. 
If these groups both have more daughters than the average individual in a society, 
and their children share their preferences for sex selection, both the share of women 
raising children without men and the practice of sex selection may increase accord-
ingly. 

The cultural evolutionary logic above suggests that even if only a small minority 
of a population is positively dispositioned to sex selection, mechanisms exist through 
which this practice could become increasingly commonplace in each subsequent 
generation. If the self-reinforcing dynamic of this process proves to be correct, we 
should expect that populations with a female-biased ratio will be increasingly 
common in high-income countries. However, it is possible to make the case for a 
limit to an ever-increasing prevalence of sex selection, which we explore in the 
following section. 

5.3 Will there be Counteracting Mechanisms to Sex Selection?  
When assuming higher population growth among populations with female-biased 
sex ratios, we have used demographic calculations in which the availability of male 
partners is completely independent of the fertility rates of women in the population. 
This is common in demographic analysis, but such cases typically do not foresee 
very biased sex ratios. Similarly, in section 5.2, we highlighted a mechanism by 
which the female sex ratio would continue to increase. Both assumptions that (a) 
the sex ratio will not affect the age-specific fertility rates for a female in a population 
and (b) a cultural evolutionary mechanism will steadily increase the preference for 
female sex selection are almost certainly unrealistic for scenarios that deviate signi-
ficantly from a balanced sex ratio. Indeed, at some level of bias in the sex ratio, it is 
reasonable to expect that other societal mechanisms may counteract these trends. 
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Below, we discuss such possibilities, beginning with arguments from evolutionary 
biology on why sex ratios tend to be balanced by natural selection and why this is not 
the case in our scenario with ART, followed by other mechanisms that nevertheless 
will also eventually balance the sex ratio at some level. 

In species with sexual reproduction that are under natural selection, sex ratios are 
nearly close to 50–50 through self-correcting evolutionary processes. The evolution-
ary mechanisms according to which offspring of the sex that is temporarily under-
represented will have greater reproductive success is known as Fisher’s principle 
(Hamilton, 1967). However, this logic that appears without few exceptions for natural 
selection is not applicable to the opportunity to procreate in our scenario, since ART 
removes the link between reproductive success and the sex ratio for women (i.e., as 
long as there is minimal number of men in the population, female reproduction is 
independent of the sex ratio). Nevertheless, the self-balancing mechanisms related to 
childrearing described in our first and second objections can be seen as analogous 
scenarios through which a sex ratio would be stabilized at an equilibrium, thereby 
stopping a process that would otherwise gradually increase the share of women. 

A first counterargument is that while the biological/technological constraints of 
sex selection may be relaxed with the help of ART, as long as most childbearing takes 
place in different-sex partnerships, a deficit of males will constrain childrearing, 
availability of fathers, and eventual fertility rates. Traditional demographic models 
(including ours) assume that women are largely unconstrained by the availability of 
male partners for their fertility choices. This may be reasonable for sex ratios close 
to 50–50, but it becomes increasingly implausible with very unbalanced sex ratios, 
even if ART removes the biological necessity of males for female childbearing. We 
find it plausible that a male deficit would eventually make very unbalanced sex 
ratios unlikely, though we note that it does not apply to single mothers or to female 
same-sex relationships. Indeed, as we have noted, the same cultural processes that 
increase the female sex ratio may also increase the share of women that choose to 
procreate and rear children without men.  

A second mechanism that may counteract a very large share of women in a 
population is how societies need to adjust the ways in which they provide resources 
for children. As we show in section 4.3, very rapid population growth leads to unbal-
anced dependency ratios between the young and adults. Similarly, if an increasing 
share of women choose to raise daughters by themselves, it seems likely that a single 
woman raising a child alone would settle for, on average, fewer children than what a 
couple would. Similarly, in a female same-sex relationship, the desired number of 
children per woman is very likely to be lower than that in a different-sex relation-
ship; this is clear from the demography of same-sex parenthood shown by Kolk and 
Andersson (2020). 
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A third objection is that people may find a very unbalanced sex ratio “unnatural” 
or “disagreeable.” More recently, feminist scholars have also objected to this prac-
tice. For example, Arianne Shahvisi (2018) argues that sex selection for the purposes 
of “family balancing” entrenches heteronormative stereotypes and misuses the 
moral mandate of reproductive autonomy. Elsewhere, Strange and Chadwick (2010) 
contend that prohibitive legislation against non-medical sex selection is justified 
because sex selection promotes restrictive conceptions of sex, gender, and family. 
Ultimately, if societies find an unbalanced sex ratio undesirable, they may adjust 
social policies to make such outcomes less likely. It is also plausible that parental 
preferences themselves may become increasingly less daughter-biased if we see a 
very biased female sex ratio. The preferences we see in high-income countries for a 
moderate daughter preference, may look quite different if the sex ratio is strongly 
biased towards females. 

A fourth objection is that our model assumes that female preferences for the 
number of children will remain constant (for example, at two children per woman), 
regardless of the sex ratio. This seems unlikely, especially in female same-sex rela-
tionships and perhaps to a lesser extent in single mothers. However, it more likely 
that the average preference for the number of children will be reduced by less than 
the ratio of women in the population will increase. Assume an unrealistic scenario 
where the female share of births is 100%. To offset the increase in fertility in this 
scenario the average woman would have to reduce the number of children they 
prefer by 50%. Any reduction smaller than that would result in an increase in the 
population growth.  

Taken together, the arguments above suggest that the potential cultural mecha-
nisms that would increase the share of women in the population are more likely to 
have a moderate rather than substantial effect on the future equilibrium sex ratio, 
even if daughter preference becomes increasingly widespread, since counteracting 
mechanisms may limit the prevalence of sex selection for daughters. Based on the 
arguments above, we find it plausible that female-biased sex ratios will eventually 
reach equilibrium and that this equilibrium will not be particularly extreme. How-
ever, we do not know at which point this equilibrium will be reached.  

6. Conclusions 
The desire to select the sex of one’s children is ancient in origin. In recent decades, 
selective abortions have mostly been used in low- and middle-income settings, and 
overwhelmingly to select male children. More recently, modern technology has 
made sex selection an inexpensive and non-invasive possibility that is less fraught 
with moral and medical concerns than abortion. We have argued that current trends 
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suggest that this technology will become more accepted and more widely used over 
time in high-income countries, where parents now seem to prefer female children 
over male children. Whether this turns out to be true is uncertain, but will depend 
on social trends and norms, the development of which is difficult to predict. Signif-
icantly, however, it would appear that governments can do little to restrict the use 
of flow cytometry, as doing so would involve legally unlikely infringements on bodily 
autonomy. We have also argued that if sex selection technology were to become 
routinely used to select female children, this practice may have a self-reinforcing 
dynamic, potentially leading to a consistent and durable bias in the sex ratio. In 
section 4, we described how such a sex ratio may affect population growth and the 
age structure, concluding that such effects are substantial and could help reach 
replacement rate fertility in high-income countries, while it would lead to rapid 
growth in countries with higher fertility.  

The argument presented here is by its very nature speculative and based on the 
kind of uncertainty always associated with forecasting trends, but we argue that it 
also presents a plausible scenario. Our demographic calculations are not based on 
the empirical scenarios we consider most likely; rather, they aim to illustrate that 
the process will, over many generations, lead to substantial effects on demographic 
outcomes. While we do not foresee such demographic impacts to be substantial in 
the short term, over a longer time horizon their ramifications may be larger. If 
uptake of sex selection technology is small or moderate (which is plausible), the 
demographic effect may still be substantive. If used at lower frequencies, the 
dynamic effects that counteract a linear impact between sex ratios and population 
growth will also be less important, and a more linear relationship between more 
females and higher fertility will be observed. Ultimately, the aim of this article has 
not been to argue in favor or against the use of this technology, but to highlight its 
social impact over the long term. As our analysis makes clear, the consequences for 
population growth and social dynamics may be considerable over longer timescales. 
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1. Introduction  
Assuming that countries, companies, or individuals have a duty to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions, say by 10% annually until reaching a net zero emissions 
target, we need to know which emissions belong to whom in order to know how 
much emissions each of them should reduce. And for that purpose, we need a 
reliable emissions-accounting method telling us who bears responsibility for which 
emissions.  

In this paper, I argue that none of these emissions-accounting methods is satisfac-
tory. I show this through a number of cases which all have intuitively clear answers 
to the question of who bears responsibility for emissions in these cases, but where 
the existing emissions accounting methods fail to provide these answers. I argue 
that this failure is due to the fact that none of them manages to identify the appropri-
ate responsible-making feature of agents. Instead, I propose a new emissions ac-
counting method – inducement-based emissions accounting – aimed at avoiding the 
problems faced by the current methods. I explain the role of this method and defend 
it against some objections.  

The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2, I clarify what an emissions 
accounting method is, and the context in which it is supposed to function. In section 
3, I explain how and why the debate over emissions accounting methods is relevant. 
In section 4, I clarify how emissions accounting methods can be evaluated, and show 
why none of the existing emissions accounting methods is satisfactory. Section 5 
introduces the inducement-based emissions accounting method. Sections 6-7 
answer potential objections to this method. Section 8 concludes.  

2. What Is an Emissions Accounting Method? 
Several emissions-accounting methods have been proposed in the literature, pro-
viding different answers as to how much emissions each country or individual is 
responsible for (see, e.g., Skeie et al 2017). The main rivals discussed in the debate 
are: 

Extraction-Based Accounting (EA): Responsibility for emissions is 
assigned to the extractors of the emissions-generating resources. 

Production-Based Accounting (PA): Responsibility for emissions is 
assigned to the producers of emissions-generating goods and services. 

Consumption-Based Accounting (CA): Responsibility for emissions is 
assigned to the final consumers of those goods and services. 
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Mixed Accounting (MA): Responsibility for emissions is instead shared 
between extractors, producers and consumers. 

 
To clarify, EA assigns responsibility for emissions to those who mine iron ore, ex-
tract oil, coal, and gas from the ground, cut down forests, and so on (see, e.g., 
Steininger et al 2014: 75). On PA, responsibility is instead assigned to those who 
produce military weapons of the iron, burn the coal to produce electricity, refine the 
oil into fuels for cars and airplanes, and so on (e.g., Tukker et al 2020: 54). On CA, 
responsibility for emissions is assigned to those who use the military weapons, buy 
the electricity to heat their homes, drive the cars, and so on (e.g., Peters & Hertwich 
2008; Duus-Otterström & Hjortén 2018). On MA, responsibility for emissions is 
divided between the different extractors, producers and consumers that are 
involved in the situation, depending on their respective roles (e.g., Lenzen 2007; 
Steininger et al 2016).  

These emissions-accounting methods differ from one another as they identify 
different responsible-making features, as it were, of agents. A responsible-making 
feature (or set of features) is a (set of) feature(s) in virtue of which an agent is 
responsible for a certain action or outcome. What is common to all major emissions 
accounting methods, however, is that they take the crucial feature in this respect to 
be a causal connection (of some sort) between the agent and the emissions at issue: 
On EA it is the feature of being the initial extractor of the emissions-generating 
resources; on PA it is the feature of being the producer who refines these resources 
into emissions-generating goods and services; on CA it is the feature of being the 
final consumer of these emissions-generating goods and services. 

It is not entirely clear from the literature, however, what kind of responsibility 
the emissions accounting methods are supposed to assign. At a minimum, they 
assign attributive responsibility in the sense that they come with a conceptual claim 
about who counts as an “emitter”. In other words, they merely say which emissions 
belong to whom and why. On a more substantial interpretation, they also come with 
a normative claim about who bears remedial responsibility for emissions, thus 
telling us who should rectify or pay the costs for emissions (see, e.g., Steininger et al 
2016; Tukker et al 2020; Torpman 2022). In this paper, I will stick to the minimal 
view, and thus take emissions-accounting methods to assign merely attributive 
responsibility for emissions.  

On any of these views, however, emissions-accounting methods are not suffi-
cient for assigning remedial responsibility for emissions. One reason for this is that, 
based on the “ought” implies “can” principle, there is a widely accepted ability con-
dition. This condition implies that even if an agent is assigned responsibility for 
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emissions by the correct emissions accounting method, she is remedially respons-
ible for them only if she is able to remedy them.3  

Emissions-accounting methods are not even necessary for assigning remedial 
responsibility for emissions. The reason is that someone can be remedially respons-
ible for emissions even if she does not count as an emitter on any emissions account-
ing method. Take the following example for clarification. Suppose that a person has 
given rise to zero net emissions but is so rich that she could easily remedy others’ 
emissions without any personal sacrifice. Assume furthermore that these other 
people would have to make a substantial personal sacrifice to remedy their emis-
sions without the help of the rich person. In such a case, it seems plausible that the 
rich person should remedy at least some of these emissions – even though she bears 
no attributive responsibility for them. This suggests that something should be said 
about the relevance of emissions accounting methods. 

3. The Relevance of Emissions Accounting Methods  
The example above puts into question the relevance of the debate over emissions 
accounting methods. For one reason, it puts into question one of the assumptions 
that underlies the debate: The assumption that the emitter should pay the costs for 
her emissions. In essence, this assumption is captured by:  

 
The Polluter-Pays Principle (PPP): Those who have emitted should pay the 
costs for climate change, in proportion to their emissions. 

 
The intuition that underlies PPP is supported by general considerations of fairness, 
according to which remedial responsibility for an outcome falls on those who 
contribute to that outcome. Perhaps, therefore, it is not surprising that PPP is 
popular among climate ethicists as well as policymakers. Note, moreover, that it is 
precisely due to PPP that the question under consideration (attempted to be an-
swered by the emissions accounting methods) has been raised: who is an emitter? 

PPP is not without rivals. For one reason, it fails to deal with cases as the one 
above, involving rich non-emitters. More generally, PPP has been criticized for 
disregarding such relevant factors as people’s different abilities, and the different 
extents to which people have benefitted from the activities related to the emissions. 

 
3 There are several ways in which emissions could be remedied: (a) via mitigation measures, e.g., 
through absorption of greenhouse gas from the atmosphere via tree-plantation; (b) via adaptation 
measures, e.g., through constructions of sea walls or installations air-conditioners aimed at tackling 
effects from unmitigated climate change; or (c) via compensation measures, e.g., through direct 
payments to those who are harmed due to a failure to adapt to unmitigated climate change (e.g., Page 
2016: 84). 
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The major rivals to PPP are: 
 

The Ability-to-Pay Principle (APP): Those who are able to pay should pay 
the cost for climate change, in proportion to their ability. 

The Beneficiary-Pays Principle (BPP): Those who have benefitted from 
climate change (or the actions leading to it) should pay the costs for climate 
change, in proportion to their benefits.  

 
As is clear, none of these rival principles to PPP attribute responsibility for emis-
sions to emitters qua emitters. Hence, none of them makes use of any emissions 
accounting method. In order to motivate the further discussion about the emissions 
accounting methods, it seems that we need to justify PPP over these rivals.  

It becomes clear that something is lacking in PPP once we consider the intuitions 
that motivate APP and BPP. Take the intuition behind APP first. One might argue 
that the ability condition restricts the cases to which PPP and its accompanying 
emissions accounting methods are supposed to be applicable (see, e.g., Page 2011). 
But this does not help us all the way. The reason is that ability is not a binary concept, 
but rather a matter of degree. One agent might be more able than another, yet both 
are able. Suppose that agents A and B are both able emitters, where A has emitted 
more and where B is more able. Irrespective of how little more A has emitted than B, 
and of how much more able B is than A, PPP would assign more remedial responsi-
bility to A than B. This is counterintuitive. If A has emitted just slightly more than B, 
and if B is much more able than A, the intuitive answer is that more remedial 
responsibility should be assigned to B than to A. This is not what PPP recommends.  

The intuition behind BPP, on the other hand, says that people’s different climate 
change-related benefits are relevant for their remedial responsibilities. To exempli-
fy why this intuition is not explained by PPP, suppose that A and B have emitted 
equal amounts and that they are equally able to pay, but that only A has benefitted 
from the emissions and their climate effects. In this case, PPP (and APP) would 
divide responsibility equally between A and B, although the intuitive verdict assigns 
more responsibility to A in virtue of the fact that A, but not B, has benefitted from 
the emissions. BPP, however, would provide this answer. 

Even if we want to add ‘being able’ or ‘being a beneficiary of emissions’ as respon-
sibility-making features, our reasons remain for thinking that ‘being an emitter’ is 
such a feature. The reason is that we, in any case, want to be able to say that emitters 
bear more responsibility for emissions than non-emitters, other things being equal. 
To exemplify, suppose that A and B are equally capable of remedying emissions, and 
are equal beneficiaries of emissions, but that A has emitted more than B. In such a 
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case, A has a stronger duty to remedy emissions than B, other things being equal 
(see, e.g., Couto 2018).  

This suggests that we nevertheless need to determine who is an emitter, and to 
what extent they emit, in order to give a full account of how remedial responsibility 
for emissions should be divided between people. And for that reason, an emissions 
accounting method is needed. 

Still, one could question the role of emissions accounting methods in the overall 
climate ethics framework. Suppose we had an optimal carbon tax, so that climate 
externalities were internalized, and that the tax revenues were then used to pay for 
climate change mitigation. In this case, it seems to make little difference whether 
the tax is levied at the point of extraction, production, or consumption. It will, in 
whichever case, disincentivize carbon-intensive activities to the same extent: If the 
tax is levied at the point of consumption, fewer consumers will buy, so demand will 
be lower, and hence there will be less production and less extraction; if it is levied at 
the point of production, the associated products will end up more expensive for 
consumers and demand will drop in response; if it is levied at the point of extraction, 
it will make production more expensive, and thus make end products more expens-
ive for consumers, which in the end will incentivize consumers to consume less. 
Given this, one might question what role emissions accounting methods play in our 
efforts to fight climate change.4  

It is true that under ideal circumstances, where a carbon tax system has been 
successfully adopted and where all costs for emissions are thus internalized, there 
would be no point of assigning attributive responsibility for emissions. Indeed, under 
a carbon tax system, it would make little sense to debate whether polluters, the able, 
or beneficiaries should pay the costs for emissions. The simple reason is that there 
would then be no leftover, unpaid, social costs of emissions to distribute. Until such 
a carbon tax system is adopted, however, there are such unpaid costs the distribu-
tion of which it makes sense to debate. And it makes sense, under current nonideal 
circumstances, to say that emitters bear some responsibility in this respect, and that 
they should thus pay at least some of these costs (along the lines of PPP). Therefore, 
it also makes sense in current circumstances to debate who should count as an 
emitter in this regard – which is exactly what the debate on emissions accounting 
methods is about.  

Of course, this does not mean that we should not work towards the implement-
ation of a carbon tax system even under present nonideal circumstances. But doing 
so will not solve the problem of how to divide responsibility for emissions that occur  
 

 
4 I thank Hilary Greaves and Christian Barry for raising this worry. 
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until that implementation is completed. And, for that task, emissions accounting 
methods have an important role to play. 

4. Why Existing Emissions-Accounting Methods 
Fail 
Having established the role of emissions accounting methods, I will now move on to 
the question of how they can be evaluated. Typically, issues regarding causal 
responsibility, effectiveness, political and technological feasibility are considered 
relevant for the evaluation of emissions accounting methods. Roughly, these 
considerations can be boiled down into two main desiderata, that any satisfactory 
emissions-accounting method must meet (c.f., Steininger et al 2016; Mittiga 2019; 
Duus-Otterström 2022):  
 

Fairness: It provides an identification of the responsible agents, and ex-
plains why the identified agents are responsible. 

Effectiveness: It provides a feasible recommendation that contributes to 
solving issues of climate justice. 
 

It is not unambiguous what the fairness desideratum requires. I will stick to the idea 
that an assignment of responsibility is fair if it is sensitive to people’s different con-
tributions and capacities (Steininger et al 2014). When it comes to the effectiveness 
desideratum it suffices for the argument in this paper to say that it implies techno-
logical and political feasibility, since a recommendation cannot be effective without 
being feasible in these respects. 

In the remainder of this section, I will evaluate the existing emissions accounting 
methods on the basis of the fairness desideratum. I assume that the way to test 
whether such a method meets this desideratum is to see whether it can offer an 
intuitive answer to the question of how responsibility for emissions should be 
assigned in clear cases. I follow the existing literature when saying that goods or 
services “embody” emissions, by which it is meant that things come with, involve, or 
are attached to emissions (see Peters & Hertwich 2006; Davis & Caldeira 2010; 
Duus-Otterström & Hjorthen 2018; Tukker et al 2020). 

To see why EA, firstly, fails to provide the intuitive answer to whom responsi-
bility for emissions should be assigned, consider the following case: 

 
New Invention: A high-tech company invents a new smart device for which 
a certain rare earth mineral and certain amounts of fossil fuels, is needed. 
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To be able to produce the device, the company pays an extractor to extract 
these minerals, giving rise to a large amount of emissions. Assume that no 
other agent is relevantly involved in the situation, and that without the 
company’s influence the extractor would not have extracted the resources. 
To whom do these emissions belong?  
 

In this case, the intuitive answer is that the emissions should be attributed to the 
producer – and not the extractor. Indeed, the producer’s invention and then produc-
tion of the new smart device is what initiates the process that leads to the emissions. 
However, this answer cannot be provided by EA. Hence, we might want to adopt PA 
instead, on which the producer would be responsible. But now, consider:  
 

Current Demand: A number of consumers demand certain goods that are 
not yet available on the market. This incentivizes a company to produce the 
goods demanded by the consumers. These goods yield carbon emissions 
that would never have been generated without the consumers’ demand. 
Assume that no other agent is relevantly involved in the situation. To whom 
do these emissions belong? 
 

Since the consumers’ demand is what initiates the causal chain leading to the emis-
sions in this case, the intuitive answer is here that the consumers bear responsibility 
for the emissions. However, this answer can be provided neither by EA nor by PA, 
but by CA. One might hence think that both EA and PA are unsatisfactory, and that 
CA should be adopted instead. However, CA fails in other clear cases. Consider a 
case similar to New Invention: 
 

Market Introduction: A high-tech company produces, manufactures and 
makes advertisement for a new smart device, which makes consumers buy 
and use it. There was no demand for the device before the producer’s 
activities. This device embodies a large amount of emissions. Assume that 
no other agent is relevantly involved in the situation. To whom do these 
emissions belong?  

 
In Market Introduction, the intuitive answer attributes the emissions to the compa-
ny qua producer, simply for the reason that the producer triggers the process 
leading to the emissions. This verdict is implied by PA, but not by CA.  

Altogether, these simple cases might suggest that the responsible part is some-
times the extractor, sometimes the producer, and sometimes the consumer. This 
might be seen as a motive to move towards an emissions accounting method such as 
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MA. But even if such a method would manage to yield the right answers in all above 
cases, it would fail in other clear cases. For instance, consider: 

 
Defensive War: Iron ore is extracted in Sweden and exported to Poland 
where it is used for production of military weapons. These military weap-
ons are then used by Ukraine in self-defense against a Russian invasion. 
These weapons embody a large amount of emissions. Assume that no other 
agent is relevantly involved in the situation. To whom do these emissions 
belong? 
 

In this case, it seems clear that the emissions should be attributed to Russia. How-
ever, this cannot be explained by MA – since Russia is neither of an extractor, a 
producer, or a consumer in this case. As this moreover implies, it cannot be ex-
plained by any of EA, PA or CA either. Consequently, this shows that there are clear 
cases where all standard emissions-accounting methods fail to correctly answer 
who is attributively responsible for emissions. 

What conclusion should we draw from this? One would be that the existing emis-
sions accounting principles fail to identify the correct responsible-making feature. 
This means that, in cases where the right verdict holds the extractor or the producer 
or the consumer attributively responsible for the emissions, the explanation is not 
that this is because the agent is an extractor, a producer, or a consumer per se. 
Instead, the right explanation would be that the responsible agents in these cases 
possess some common feature that is independent of them being extractors, pro-
ducers, consumers – or invaders.  

5. Inducement-Based Emissions Accounting (IA) 
What is the most crucial feature of all responsible parts in the cases above? The 
apparent answer to this question seems to be that they are all inducers of the 
emissions in those cases. In New Invention, the producer is responsible in virtue of 
inducing the extraction and production which give rise to the emissions; in Consu-
mer Demand, the consumers are responsible in virtue of inducing the emissions-
generating activities undertaken by the producer; in Market Introduction, the 
producer is responsible in virtue of inducing the production as well as the consum-
ption of the emissions-generating device; and in Defensive War, Russia is respons-
ible because of inducing Ukraine’s defensive weapon-use that yields the emissions.  

This suggests that we should adopt the following emissions accounting method: 
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Inducement-Based Accounting (IA): Responsibility for emissions is assig-
ned to agents in proportion to their respective inducements of emissions. 
 

Although one might have an intuitive grasp of what “inducement” means, it is not 
clear when considered more carefully. In any case, it should not be understood in 
counterfactual terms, since it is true of most agents involved in the cases above that 
the emissions would not have occurred if they had not acted as they did. Instead, 
“inducement” should be understood in probabilistic terms, where an agent counts 
as an inducer of emissions if they saliently increase the probability of those emis-
sions. I say “saliently” increase the probability of the emissions, by which I mean 
making a significant contribution to its occurrence, simply in order to rule out non-
salient factors (i.e., background conditions) that might also increase the probability 
of the outcome. On this account, then, an agent is the main responsible part for an 
outcome if their action increases the probability of the outcome more than the 
actions of other agents. If an agent does not at all increase the probability of a certain 
outcome, then she bears no attributive responsibility for that outcome. 

If I am right about this, the existing emissions accounting methods are thus 
mistaken about what is the appropriate responsible-making feature of agents. While 
the cases above show that it is (often) appropriate to assign responsibility to either 
extractors or producers or consumers, this should be considered an implication of a 
method like IA – rather than being considered an emissions accounting method in 
itself.   

Of course, the arguments above are too quick to prove that IA is more plausible 
than its rivals. First of all, there might be alternative explanations as to why the 
existing views fail to provide the correct answers in the considered cases.  

For instance, one might want to argue that by unjustly invading Ukraine, Russia 
is committing a severe wrongdoing in Defensive War, which in turn triggers a duty 
to correct for this wrongdoing, and that this corrective duty is what explains why 
Russia is responsible in this case. But this corrective duty is victim-regarding, in the 
sense that it is a duty to Ukraine considered as a victim of Russia’s invasion. It is thus 
unrelated to the duty to remedy the involved emissions, and hence cannot explain 
why Russia is responsible for the related emissions.   

Still, as I argued in section 3, there are (plausibly) other responsible-making 
features of agents besides that of ‘being an emitter’. One could thus argue that what 
explains our intuitions in Defensive War is that we find Russia responsible for 
emissions not in virtue of being an emitter in this case, but in virtue of possessing 
some other such responsible-making feature. At closer scrutiny, however, it seems 
that none of the features that would be potentially relevant in the case of emissions, 
such as ‘being able’ or ‘being a beneficiary of emissions’, are relevant here. It is not 
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because we find Russia a beneficiary of emissions, or particularly able to remedy 
them, that we find them responsible for them. It is rather because we find Russia to 
be a contributor to emissions in this case.  

On that note, however, it seems that Russia is only inducing the emissions that 
are due to the use of the weapons, and not the emissions that are due to the produc-
tion of the weapons, or the extraction of the resources used in this production. This 
would mean that even IA fails to assign responsibility for these emissions to Russia 
in this case. At a closer look, however, some of the related extractions and produc-
tions are in fact induced by threats from Russia, implying that IA would assign 
responsibility to Russia for a corresponding proportion of these emissions. Still, the 
remaining emissions should be attributed to whichever part – Sweden, Poland, or 
Ukraine – is the inducer of these emissions. This, however, should not be seen as a 
shortcoming of IA but rather as a positive feature of IA, as it opens for the possibility 
of assigning responsibility to several different agents in one and the same situation, 
depending on the extent to which they induce emissions in that situation.    

6. Potential Fairness-Objections to IA 
Despite the abovementioned advantages of IA over its rivals, it is still not clear that 
IA manages to satisfy the fairness desideratum. It might fail to yield the correct 
answer in independent cases. For instance, consider:  
 

The Contract: A consumer decides to reduce her net emissions. She finds 
out about a company offering to offset her emissions in an appropriate way, 
and contracts them to do so. However, the company violates the contract, 
takes the money but refuses to conduct any offsetting. This leads to more 
emissions. Who is responsible for these emissions? 
 

In this case, it seems obvious that the company is the main responsible part for these 
emissions. However, it appears as if the company has not induced any emissions at 
all, since the emissions are already made by the consumer. Hence, it seems that the 
intuitive answer in this case cannot be provided by IA.  

Here, however, it should be emphasized that what matters fundamentally is net 
emissions. Hence, it does not suffice to look only at the activities yielding the initial 
positive emissions induced by the consumer, since we need also look at any related 
negative emissions. Since the consumer would in fact (we may assume) have given rise 
to zero net emissions had the company kept to the contract and offset her emissions 
appropriately, the company is in fact an inducer of net emissions once they fail to do 
so. Hence, IA can nevertheless provide the intuitive answer in this case.   
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Talking of the possibility of yielding net zero emissions, another case that might 
appear problematic for IA is: 

 
Climate Neutrality: The world has become climate neutral, and hence there 
are no longer any inducers of net emissions around. Still, climate change 
affects people, since enormous amounts of greenhouse gases are already in 
the atmosphere. Hence, there is a need for measures of adaptation and 
compensation. So, who should pay for that?5 

 
In this case, IA would not attribute responsibility for emissions to any living agent, 
since no one is anymore inducing any net emissions. And this may be counter-
intuitive, since we want someone to pay for the mitigation and adaptation measures 
needed.  

Here, it is first worth noting that if this case poses a problem for IA, then it would 
pose a problem for any emissions accounting method. In a climate neutral world, 
where there would be no net emissions, there would be neither any extractors of 
emissions-generating resources, nor any producers or consumers of emissions-
generating goods or services. Consequently, IA would not fare worse than these 
other emissions accounting methods in this respect.6 

More importantly, however, we have already seen that emissions accounting 
methods are not necessary for remedial responsibility for emissions. Indeed, such 
methods make sense only in cases which involve emitters. But in Climate Neutrality, 
there are no emitters. Hence, any remedial responsibility should in this case be 
divided based on some other consideration – perhaps related to people’s different 
abilities or benefits from emissions. Once again, this suggests that being an emitter 
is not the one and only responsible-making feature in the context of climate change. 

7. Potential Effectiveness-Objections to IA 
Even if IA would win over its rivals from the perspective of fairness, it is less clear 
that it would win from the perspective of effectiveness. For one reason, it is not clear 
that IA would be of any help when determining the extent of an agent’s responsibility 
for emissions, at least in comparison with other emissions accounting methods. It 
appears to be easy to identify the initial extractor of emissions-generating re-

 
5 See Mittiga (2019: 185-6). This relates to the problem of historical emissions. See Page (2008: 559), 
Duus-Otterström (2014), and Torpman (2022). 
6 This is a bit too simplified, however. In fact, CA can capture some hitorical emissions to the extent 
present people consume goods produced in the past. See Torpman (2022). However, this does not affect 
my present argument. 
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sources. Likewise, it is relatively easy to identify the producers who refine these 
resources into goods and services, as well as the final consumers of these products. 
However, it appears to be much harder to identify all inducers of emissions, and to 
determine the respective extents to which they induce emissions.  

A similar worry is raised by Steininger et al (2014: 78), saying that “...we would 
have to be able to ascribe [...] relative shares of contribution, and thus relative shares 
of causation. Unfortunately, this is impossible...”. They continue: “[T]he only robust 
statement that we can make is that consumers and producers both contribute 
emissions, but it is hardly possible to justify a statement to the effect that one of 
them contributes more than the other or that they both contribute equally much” 
(2014: 78). In Steininger et al (2016: 1), they explain the complexity further by saying 
that “[f]irst, there is the problem of identifying those agents who are causally 
responsible for the harmful emissions. [...] Second, there is no agreement on how to 
determine relative causal shares in any instance of joint causation of harm, where 
each single agent’s contributions were neither necessary nor sufficient”. This point 
is rehearsed by Mittiga (2019: 173), saying that “[p]arsing the causal impacts of 
consumers versus producers [...] is – philosophically and practically – infeasible” 
(see also Tukker et al 2020: 54-55). 

There is certainly something into these worries. But there are reasons not to 
exaggerate them and their implications for the evaluation of IA. Although it is hard 
to make practical use of IA in many cases, it is not so in all cases. This is shown by the 
cases brought up in section 3 above. This suggests that IA can be used to assign 
responsibility for emissions in those cases. 

For example, existing life cycle analyses provide detailed information about the 
origin and extent of emissions in the supply chain of goods and services, from which 
it can be inferred how an agent can lessen inducement of emissions and hence 
responsibility for emissions in a broad range of cases. From an extractor’s perspec-
tive, it is possible to lessen inducement of emissions and hence responsibility for 
emissions by reducing extraction, for instance by recycling already extracted re-
sources. From a producer’s perspective, it is possible to reduce responsibility for 
emissions by producing more sustainable and long-lasting products, and by using 
renewable energy and recycled or carbon-free resources. From a consumer’s per-
spective, it is possible to lessen one’s degree of responsibility for emissions by con-
suming less, or more climate friendly, for instance by consuming second-hand or 
recyclable/reusable and long-lasting goods and services (Tukker et al 2020: 57).  

In cases where it is harder to exactly determine an agent’s degree of inducement 
of emissions, we could infer some rule of thumb for responsibility assignments that 
approximates IA. There are several possibilities in this regard. For instance, respon-
sibility could be assigned to the main inducer of emissions. In this respect, one of the 
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existing emissions accounting methods, such as PA or CA, could be used. This is 
what Mittiga argues, when saying that “[c]hoosing between [PA] and [CA] is less a 
matter of which method better captures contribution (which both do imperfectly), 
but of which performs better with respect to pertinent ethical factors: especially, 
fairness, environmental efficacy, and cost-effectiveness” (2019: 173). He moreover 
goes on to argue that “[CA] is superior in these three regards...”. 

Although I agree with Mittiga that CA might be superior to PA in many regards, I 
do not think that CA should be used singularly and universally. As shown in section 3, 
CA fails to yield the correct answer in several types of cases. Likewise, PA and EA fail 
in other types of cases, for which reasons they should neither be adopted singularly 
and universally. As Defensive War shows, even MA fails to capture the relevant induc-
ers of emissions in certain important cases. The more obvious answer, therefore, is 
that IA should be used to determine which of these methods to be used as a rule for 
assigning responsibility for emissions in particular cases. This implies that extractors 
will sometimes be held responsible, while producers and consumers will be so held at 
other times.  

The problem is, then, what we should do in cases where IA cannot be used to 
determine which of these rules is most plausible to apply, or in cases where we know 
that neither extractors, producers nor consumers are the main responsible part 
(such as in Defensive War). Here it seems that we would do best by following a 
‘principle of insufficient reason’ and thus divide responsibility evenly between all 
relevantly involved agents (where “relevantly involved” means “being an inducer of 
emissions”). This idea would suggest a revised version of MA, call it MA*: 

 
Revised Mixed Accounting (MA*): Responsibility for emissions in a certain 
situation is shared evenly between all involved inducers of emissions in that 
situation. 
 

Perhaps, one might wonder why we should not then move directly to MA* instead of 
going via IA. The answer is twofold. First, MA* applies only to cases where different 
agents’ inducements of emissions cannot be determined. As we have seen above, it 
is not generally the case that we lack the knowledge needed for IA to yield determi-
nate recommendations of responsibility assignments. And in those cases, IA should 
be applied directly. Second, MA* fails to meet the fairness desideratum, since it is 
uncapable of explaining why all involved agents should share equal responsibility 
for the involved emissions. However, if considered as a mere rule of thumb supposed 
to supplement IA, MA* does not have to provide such an explanation. That explana-
tion would then be provided by IA. 

It should finally be noted that it is one thing to answer the theoretical question 
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of which feature makes someone responsible for something, and quite another thing 
to answer the practical question of how to identify the agents who possess this 
feature. Just because IA might be hard to apply in some cases does not mean that it 
should be rejected. It all depends on how weighty the effectiveness desideratum is 
compared to the fairness desideratum, and the extent to which a principle like IA 
can be made further practicable in order to meet this desideratum. This is not a task 
ultimately for climate ethicists, but rather for economists, political scientists, and 
other social scientists to conduct together with policymakers. 

8. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have argued that the current emissions-accounting methods are 
implausible for failing to identify the responsible-making feature of agents. Hence, 
they also fail to meet the fairness desideratum. I have thus proposed an inducement-
based emissions accounting method which manages to identify the responsible-
making feature, and thus meets this desideratum. While this method has some trou-
bles meeting the effectiveness desideratum in certain cases, I argue that it should be 
used to determine which of existing emissions accounting methods to use for 
assigning responsibility for emissions in those cases. This suggests that the existing 
emissions accounting methods have a mere derivative role to play, and that none of 
them should be used singularly or universally.   
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Stephen M. Gardiner1 

The Ethical Risks of an 
Intergenerational World Climate 
Bank (as Opposed to a Climate 
Justice World Bank)2 
 
Recently, John Broome and others have been arguing that future 
generations should shoulder the burden of climate mitigation, through a 
strategy sometimes called “making the grandchildren pay”. This strategy 
appeals primarily to the idea of making a Pareto improvement that delivers 
“efficiency without sacrifice”, particularly for the current generation. More 
generally, “making the grandchildren pay” is said to have major pragmatic 
advantages, since it appeals to self-interest rather than morality. Broome 
argues that economists should take up the task of implementing the strate-
gy by designing a new institution along the lines of the World Bank and 
International Monetary Fund. He dubs this institution “the World Climate 
Bank”. In this paper, I argue against Broome’s proposal on both ethical and 
pragmatic grounds. Instead of a world climate bank that shifts all the 
burdens of climate action to the future, what is needed is a Climate Justice 
World Bank that respects principles of global and intergenerational ethics. 

 
1 Professor of philosophy at University of Washington, e-mail: smgard@uw.edu 
2 The first version of this paper was written in 2019-2020. One section of Gardiner 2021a summarizes 
part of that version. I am grateful to participants at the climate futures workshop at Princeton 
University and to audiences at Concordia University, the International Society for Environmental 
Ethics, and the University of Graz. I especially thank Gustaf Arrhenius, Alyssa Bernstein, Tim 
Campbell, Phil Carafo, Matthias Fritsch, Aaron James, Lukas Meyer, Matthew Rendall, and Olle 
Torpman. 
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Some climate ethicists propose that climate mitigation should be funded through a 
general strategy they dub “making the grandchildren pay” and “efficiency without 
sacrifice” (e.g., Rendall 2011; Broome 2012; Maltais 2015). The central objective of 
this strategy is to pass on to future generations the full costs of the technological 
transition away from fossil fuels, in order to avoid imposing any sacrifice on the 
current generation and so overcome political inertia. To implement the strategy, 
John Broome and Duncan Foley have called for the creation of a new financial 
institution that they name ‘the World Climate Bank’ (‘WCB’). This institution would 
resemble the International Monetary Fund and the conventional World Bank. 
According to Broome, economists should take on the responsibility of designing a 
global financial institution which has the specific aim of shifting all of the burdens 
of climate mitigation onto the future (e.g., Broome 2012; cf. Rendall 2021).  
 The proposal to “make the grandchildren pay” is an interesting one, and borne 
out of a genuine desire to aid future generations in confronting the climate threat. 
Its proponents deserve respect for trying to push the debate forward in a positive 
way. Nevertheless, the proposal itself raises several key worries. These at least 
require attention, and may ultimately undermine the whole approach (Gardiner 
2017; 2021a; Arrhenius 2022). One worry is that, in context, encouraging the policy 
of “making the grandchildren pay” poses a profound threat of intergenerational 
extortion, or at least something very much like extortion.3 However, there are also 
more specific worries that do not depend on that complaint. In this paper, I explore 
some of these latter concerns, in order to give them greater clarity and depth. For 
ease of presentation, I concentrate on Broome and Foley’s World Climate Bank. 
However, many of the points being made apply much more widely, to proposals of 
the same general form. Hence, my account is of broad relevance to intergenerational 
ethics, whether concerning climate change or other issues. 
 One central conclusion is that we should be skeptical about optimistic argu-
ments based on the mere possibility of Pareto improvements across generations. 
Among other things, mere possibility is not the right standard, Pareto-violating 
outcomes are plausible, and many Pareto-improvements are nevertheless ethically 
unattractive or even disturbing. More generally, “making the grandchildren pay” 
may encourage a tyranny of the contemporary and become mired in moral corrup-
tion. Indeed, at the extremes, it may overreach in ways which undermine norms of 
intergenerational ethics and threaten not only future catastrophe but also the gains 

 
3 Part of that argument is grounded on the claim that making the grandchildren pay is structurally 
similar to proposals mentioned or implied in other climate contexts, that those most vulnerable to 
severe climate impacts, such as poor countries (like Bangladesh and Haiti), should pay off the richer 
countries (such as the US, EU, China and Russia) to cease their excessive emissions (e.g., Posner and 
Weisbach 2010). Whereas making the most vulnerable pay suggests international climate extortion, 
making the future pay encourages intergenerational climate extortion.  
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of civilization and the existence of humanity itself. These are severe threats that 
ought not to be ignored by any serious effort at protecting the future. To highlight 
them, I contrast Broome’s proposal for a World Climate Bank that implements 
“making the grandchildren pay” with my rival proposal for a Climate Justice World 
Bank that respects principles of global and intergenerational ethics. 

1. Context 
Earlier generations are typically in positions of asymmetric power over later gene-
rations, in ways that are easy to exploit for their own ends. Elsewhere I have 
explored this idea extensively, including by identifying a specific kind of inter-
generational collective action problem that I call the tyranny of the contemporary 
(Gardiner 2011). In my view, the tyranny of the contemporary poses a basic standing 
threat to human communities and endeavors, and so should be at the heart of 
intergenerational ethics and political philosophy. I have also tried to show that the 
threat is live and severe in the case of climate change.4  

 One way to illustrate the tyranny of the contemporary is to point out that any 
given generation is in a position to make decisions about both front-loaded goods 
and back-loaded goods. For our purposes, let us say that front-loaded goods are 
those whose benefits accrue to the decision-making generation but whose burdens 
(e.g., costs, harms) fall on later generations; by contrast, back-loaded goods are those 
whose burdens come to the decision-making generation but which benefit later 
generations.5 Notably, if the choices of a decision-making generation are driven 
primarily by its own generation-relative ends (or more narrowly by its own self-
interest), we might expect it to oversupply front-loaded goods and undersupply 
back-loaded goods relative to wider ethical norms, such as those of justice, benefi-
cence and virtue (Gardiner 2011). 

 To take a pure case, imagine that the current generation of decision-makers 

 
4 The idea is introduced and applied to climate change in Gardiner 2001, 2003, 2004, 2006, and 
elaborated in Gardiner 2011. A road towards a solution is proposed in Gardiner 2014, 2019, 2022b. 
5 The basic terminology of ‘front-loaded goods’ and ‘backloaded goods’ is intended to be generic, and to 
cover a variety of scenarios. Consider three especially salient examples. In one kind of case (call these, 
‘narrow cases’) the decision-making generation accrues only benefits, and the later generations only 
burdens. In another kind of case (call these, ‘wide cases’), the decision-making generation receives net 
benefits, and the later generations net burdens. In a third kind of case (call these, ‘focused cases’), our 
interest is in benefits and burdens of specific types. So, for example, we might be concerned with 
situations where the decision-making generation receives morally trivial benefits (e.g., minor consumer 
luxuries), and the later generations morally serious burdens (e.g., major violations of basic rights). For 
illustrative purposes, narrow cases and focused cases are perhaps the most helpful, since they often 
present especially clear examples of intergenerational buck-passing (though wide cases can also be very 
compelling). In practice, when it comes to analyzing real world problems, wide and focused cases are 
likely to be the most prevalent.  
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can make a choice that will benefit them directly, but only modestly; however, the 
choice will inevitably bring on severe impacts 200 years in the future (e.g., negative 
climate impacts). Suppose that the choice would clearly be ruled out on ethical 
grounds (e.g., as profoundly unjust, maleficent, or callous), and that there are no 
unusual or confounding factors (i.e., the case is at it sounds). Still, the current 
generation of decision-makers may be tempted to make the ethically illegitimate 
choice. For example, suppose that it benefits them, has no direct costs for them, and 
only relatively minor indirect costs. Given this, to use terms I employ elsewhere, the 
decision-making generation is in a position to “pass the buck” for its behavior onto 
the future due to its asymmetrical power; it can engage in a distinctive kind of 
collective action problem, the tyranny of the contemporary (Gardiner 2011). 

Unfortunately, it is all too easy for the threat of intergenerational buck-passing 
to be obscured. For the current generation, and especially the most affluent, are 
vulnerable to moral corruption: roughly-speaking, to ways of thinking and talking 
about problems which are seriously distorted and self-serving. Such framings 
facilitate continued exploitation of the future (Gardiner 2006, 2011, 2022a).6    

Notably, there are various ways in which moral corruption can be encouraged 
and facilitated. These include complacency, selective attention, unreasonable 
doubt, pandering, false witness and hypocrisy. Perhaps the most obvious enabler of 
moral corruption is unreasonable doubt, which has been and continues to be promi-
nent in the climate case. However, in this paper, I will concentrate on pandering. To 
pander is to “gratify or indulge (an immoral or distasteful desire, need, or habit or a 
person with such a desire)” (Lexico 2022). The proposal to create a World Climate 
Bank, with the specific objective of sparing the current generation from any sacrifice 
and making the grandchildren pay for climate mitigation, seems especially likely to 
engage this mode of moral corruption. 

One reason I am interested in the proposal for a World Climate Bank is that 
Broome and I agree both that the current climate situation is very serious, and that 
new, intergenerational institutions are needed to resolve it effectively. However, 
beyond that we appear to have a sharp disagreement.  

In my view, the right way to begin is by calling for a global constitutional conven-
tion on future generations (Gardiner 2014, 2019, 2022b). This would be a delibera-

 
6 Those tempted to engage in bad intergenerational behavior are likely to favor ways of conceptualizing 
the situation that obscure what is really going on. This encourages distorted framings to emerge, 
particularly those which ignore or marginalize the intergenerational dimension, and cast the behavior 
of the current generation in a more favorable light (e.g., elsewhere I argue that the conventional 
prisoner’s dilemma and tragedy of the commons analyses are helpful distortions from the point of view 
of moral corruption). Uptake of such framings is made easier by the lack of pressure on them coming 
from the victims, who, being young or not-yet-born, are poorly placed to question them, or to propose 
alternatives. 
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tive forum tasked with developing proposals for new, intergenerational institutions 
to confront the deep challenges humanity faces, now and over the very long term. 
Among other things, these new institutions would consider how to fund projects of 
intergenerational importance, such as climate mitigation. Importantly, they would 
do so in light of central intergenerational norms, including ethical norms.  

By contrast, Broome believes that ethics has and will continue to fail us. Instead, 
he argues that climate policy should be grounded in direct appeals to self-interest, 
even if that results in injustice. He also appears to favor embedding his World 
Climate Bank in a fairly conventional institutional and political setting, since he 
emphasizes it on the existing World Bank and International Monetary Fund.  

Part of the point of this paper is to explore these differences between us, and to 
clarify why I propose a more ambitious and thorough-going approach to institu-
tional reform in the intergenerational context. As we shall see, a key issue is that 
Broome, like many writers on climate policy, appears not to regard the prospect of a 
tyranny of the contemporary as a real threat, or at least one worth emphasizing. I 
shall argue that this attitude manifests a troubling complacency. It also raises 
awkward questions about the possibility of moral corruption when it comes to how 
proposals like “making the grandchildren pay” are received and implemented.   

2. The Standard Argument for “Making the 
Grandchildren Pay” 
Initially, the main positive rationale offered for “making the grandchildren pay” 
(‘MGP’) appears straightforward. Relative to business as usual, advocates say, both 
the current generation of decision-makers and future generations can benefit from 
passing the costs of climate mitigation to the future: the current generation benefits 
since it no longer needs to absorb the costs of decarbonization; future generations 
benefit because they avoid severe climate change. Thus, “making the grandchildren 
pay” can deliver a strong Pareto improvement: both the current generation and 
future generations are made better off than under the status quo (and no one is made 
worse off). As Broome characterizes it, making the future pay generates a “win-win” 
scenario.  

2.1. A Transformative Analysis? 
In light of the Pareto argument, proponents of MGP typically assert that their argu-
ment is transformative: it radically alters how we should understand the climate 
problem, and thereby potential solutions. A first major claim involves the shape of 
the problem. Conventional accounts of how to allocate climate mitigation responsi-
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bilities emphasize sacrifice, burden-sharing and requirements of justice7; by con-
trast, we are told, the Pareto framing implies that we should think of climate mitiga-
tion in terms of “the division of a surplus”, and one that can be shared by the current 
generation and the future (Broome and Foley 2016).  

A second major claim is that “making the grandchildren pay” can deliver efficien-
cy without sacrifice. Under the Pareto argument, no generation need make a sacrifice, 
since each generation can be made better off than under the status quo. Notably, 
Broome himself appears to embrace two particularly strong forms of the “no sacri-
fice” position. In general, he says that “literally everyone” can benefit from pursuing 
climate action in a Pareto efficient way. Thus, it seems that there is no need to think 
in terms of burdens or burden sharing at all: “no one needs to bear a burden to 
mitigate climate change” (Broome and Foley 2022).8 More specifically, Broome 
emphasizes the ability of the current generation to demand full compensation for 
itself for any threatened sacrifice. For instance, he says: “If we [the current genera-
tion] make a sacrifice by emitting less greenhouse gas, we can fully compensate 
ourselves by using more … artificial and natural resources for ourselves. We can 
consume more, and invest less for the future” (Broome 2012, 44). 

A third major claim typically made by proponents of MGP is that the strategy of 
“making the grandchildren pay” will enable us to move beyond the ongoing political 
inertia impeding climate action. Under “efficiency without sacrifice”, advocates say, 
those in the current generation who would otherwise resist change can be placated. 
Future generations can “buy off” the recalcitrant (Broome and Foley 2016). They 
can shoulder the costs of climate mitigation themselves, in order to ensure that the 
current generation bears no burdens. 

A fourth major claim is that “making the grandchildren pay” helpfully enables us 
to embrace self-interest rather than ethics. Broome, for instance, claims that em-
phasizing moral arguments has so far failed us in motivating climate action. By con-
trast, the “making the grandchildren pay” strategy allows us to move beyond ethical 
motivations to rely on the power of self-interest. As Broome puts it in his aptly-titled 
paper “Do Not Ask For Morality”: “We should give up trying to solve the problem of 
climate change by appealing to the morality of governments. Instead we should con-
centrate on building the institutions that will make it possible to solve the problem 
without asking for morality” (Broome 2017). 

 
7 Conventional accounts likely include my own, together with those of Agarwal and Narain, Simon 
Caney, Axel Gosseries, Dale Jamieson, Catriona McKinnon, Henry Shue, Peter Singer, Olefemi Taiwo, 
and numerous others. 
8 Arrhenius points out that this is a high and implausible bar. He also points out that Broome and 
Foley’s revised account of Pareto efficiency does not protect individuals in the future against suffering 
“no sacrifice” since it considers only collective resources and not population size. (See Arrhenius 2022; 
on the first point, see also Gardiner 2013). 
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A fifth major claim is that our practical priority should now become to develop 
institutions that will facilitate “efficiency without sacrifice”. Enthusiasts argue that 
implementation of “making the grandchildren pay” will require institutional change, 
and that the institutions that are relevant here are primarily economic institutions 
(rather than, say, political or legal institutions).  

The most prominent proposal is Broome and Foley’s call for the creation of a 
genuinely new institution, the World Climate Bank, modelled along the lines of the 
World Bank and International Monetary Fund (Broome and Foley 2016). The 
World Climate Bank would be empowered to issue long-term debt on extended 
timeframes, of 300 years or so.  

Other proposals involve a more modest reorientation of existing institutions. 
Thus, for example, Matthew Rendall argues that specific countries who are current-
ly well-positioned in terms of debt, such as the Nordic countries and South Korea, 
should perform the more limited task of providing funds for the research and devel-
opment of green technologies by taking on intergenerational debt (Rendall 2021).  

A sixth major claim made by proponents of “making the grandchildren pay” is 
that the task of designing new institutions is one for economists. For instance, Broome 
says: 

Efficiency without sacrifice is technically possible. It is a big task for economics 
to make it practically possible. Economic institutions need to be created that can 
shift resources in the required direction. The economics profession should take 
on this responsibility. Making efficiency without sacrifice available would lubri-
cate the political process, and make it much more likely that the problem of 
climate change will be resolved.” (Broome 2012, 48) 

Thus, Broome explicitly delegates the project of devising and developing his World 
Climate Bank to economics as a profession. Notably, he does not call on experts in 
ethics and justice, such as (say) those engaged in designing human rights regimes, 
constitutions, development, or humanitarian aid. Whereas economists are pre-
sumed to have the right expertise, those in (say) philosophy, political science, law, 
development, human rights organizations, and so on, do not even rate a mention. 

A seventh major claim suggests one reason for this. Typically, advocates for 
“making the grandchildren pay” maintain that conventional concerns about justice 
should be largely set aside.  

At a theoretical level, we see two main camps (cf. Gardiner 2017). On the one 
hand, some proponents of MGP (e.g., Broome 2017) adopt a concessive approach: 
they grant that their approach is morally problematic, in part because it perpetuates 
injustice and violates duties of beneficence. Nonetheless, they argue, “the best” 
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should not become “the enemy of the good”: the stakes are high enough that we 
should pursue MGP anyway. On the other hand, other proponents of MGP (e.g., 
Rendall 2021) appear to adopt a more enthusiastic theoretical understanding of 
“making the grandchildren pay”: they suggest that the relations between genera-
tions are such that MGP raises little or no moral problem. Both camps emphasize 
the expectation (coming from mainstream economics, they say) that the future will 
be much richer, and so better off, than the present.  

At a practical level, one symptom of the marginalization of justice is that both the 
concessive and enthusiastic camps approach institutional proposals with notable 
enthusiasm and few, if any, reservations. For instance, Rendall says: 

The moral case for EWS [efficiency without sacrifice] is strong. If states can agree 
to establish a world climate bank, as Broome and Foley propose, they should do 
it…. States need have no reservations about financing a research programme to 
discover such technology through public debt, in part or in full. It will be better 
for future generations to share in the effort than for us to do too little, too late.” 
(Rendall 2021, 980)  

Similarly, Broome and Foley urge: 

Provided the quantities are properly balanced, future generations will end up 
better off: the cleaner atmosphere will more than compensate for the smaller 
quantity of conventional capital they receive. We know that a proper balance can 
be found, because the theory tells us that a Pareto improvement is possible. 
(Broome and Foley 2016, 163) 

Is it institutionally feasible to issue all this debt? It certainly should be. We have 
shown how a Pareto improvement can be achieved in the real economy. Conven-
tional investment needs to be shifted into reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
The only remaining question is whether the world’s financial system can make it 
happen. It would be a terrible indictment on the world order if the great gains that 
could be achieved by controlling climate change were prevented by the weakness 
of the financial system. (Broome and Foley 2016, 166–167) 

In summary, the standard argument for “making the grandchildren pay” paints a 
comparatively rosy picture of our predicament and how to find a feasible way out. 
The central ideas are: we should see the climate problem as one of sharing a surplus, 
and facilitating Pareto improvements; under these conditions, everyone benefits 
and no one needs to make any sacrifice; this enables us to overcome ongoing political 
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inertia by embracing the power of self-interest; the main difficulty is practical and 
concerns implementation; but the solution is relatively straightforward: economists 
should design new, but more-or-less conventional institutions that allow the costs 
of climate action to be passed on to future generations. 

This rosy picture stands in stark opposition to more conventional accounts of 
both the climate problem and the needed solutions. For instance, conventional 
diagnoses typically emphasize deep issues of injustice, institutional inadequacy and 
moral failure; similarly, conventional solutions often require sacrifice, major struc-
tural reform, and wrestling with wider injustice on a global scale. By contrast, 
“making the grandchildren pay” offers the promise of setting aside such issues. 
Initially at least, it appears to reveal a simpler and more political tractable strategy 
for making progress. Consequently, it is bound to sound attractive to some. 

2.2. Overview of My Response 

Alas, I fear that this rosy picture is misleading, and in ways which obscure much of 
what is really at stake. We might even say that it “sugarcoats” where we are (Gar-
diner 2017). In the subsequent sections, I will summarize some central concerns and 
extend them. But before diving in, let me offer a brief overview of my response. 

First, I am critical of the framing. In particular, the standard argument fails to 
acknowledge (i) the serious threats to the future posed by climate policies based on 
“making the grandchildren pay”, (ii) the grim reality of many potential Pareto 
“improvements”, and (iii) the wider risks of transforming global norms in ways that 
threaten both future generations and humanity’s progress more generally.  

Second, I am concerned about the policy proposals. Importantly, the framing 
problems complicate, and may ultimately compromise, the institutional proposal 
for a World Climate Bank. In particular, (iv) to guard against the obvious threats, 
such an institution would need to embrace strong intergenerational ethical norms; 
(v) these norms go far beyond the call for Pareto improvements: and (vi) are 
themselves in need of further elaboration and defense. Moreover, (vii) a climate 
world bank, together with the global institutional architecture in which it resides, 
would also have to be capable of delivering on such norms, including not just in its 
own decisions but also in wider enforcement of those decisions. None of this seems 
easy, and (viii) much of it invites the re-emergence of many of the obstacles to 
effective climate action that have hampered earlier international efforts. 

Third, these concerns have implications for how to proceed. One consequence is 
(ix) that it is far from obvious that Broome’s own World Climate Bank is fit for 
purpose, especially since it is to be structured along the lines of current institutions 
such as the World Bank and IMF, and supported by national governments as con-
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ventionally understood. Another is (x) that, arguably, making it so requires more 
ambitious proposals for institutional reform, such as my proposal for a global con-
stitutional convention for future generations (Gardiner 2014, 2019). Indeed, (xi) 
without such reform, Broome’s World Climate Bank and similar proposals may well 
turn out to be more a further manifestation of threats to future generations, rather 
than an effective foil to such threats.  

In section 4, I shall develop these arguments through four basic points. However, 
before doing so, let us clarify the terms of the debate. 

3. Terminology 

3.1. “Making the Grandchildren Pay” 

The first clarification concerns the slogan “making the grandchildren pay”. This is 
primarily a catchphrase: a short expression that indicates a wider idea in a memo-
rable way. Importantly, the invocation of ‘the grandchildren’ is intended to be eye-
catching rather than literal. For one thing, the proposal is not restricted to grand-
children as such (whatever that might be supposed to mean).9 Instead, the focus is 
on future generations broadly conceived, where this includes young people alive 
today and those not yet born. In essence, the idea being signaled is that young people 
and those not yet born (or some subset of them) should pay for climate mitigation, 
as a way of “buying off” or “compensating” the current generation of decision-mak-
ers in exchange for their cooperation in climate action. Thus, the phrase ‘the grand-
children’ stands in for (loosely-speaking) all those future generations who would be 
benefited by mitigation in the longer term, and so positively impacted by making the 
bargain with the current generation of decision-makers. Plausibly, this means most 
of those who live beyond the lifetimes of current decision-makers, stretching at least 
a couple of hundreds of years into the future, and perhaps much farther.10 Given this, 

 
9 Numerous issues would arise if it were so restricted. Consider just two examples. First, one proposal 
would be that the burdens should be borne only by those whose grandparents are currently living, and 
so count as “grandchildren” by that definition. Second, another proposal would be that members of the 
older generation could be bought off only if they themselves were grandparents, rather than (say) 
childless. Such proposals might be of interest if “making the grandchildren pay” was understood in a 
restrictive way. However, since that is clearly not the intention of authors like Broome, I set it aside 
here. 
10 None of this has much to do with “grandchildren” as such. For one thing, many of these are not 
“grandchildren” of those currently alive – some are children, some will be great grandchildren, some 
great-great-grandchildren, and so on. More generally, the crucial point has nothing to do with family 
lines. Some of those alive now will have no descendants, and so none of those being asked to bear 
burdens in the future are “grandchildren” of theirs, or indeed any kind of direct descendant. More 
importantly, one’s own immediate familial connections with the future will only constitute a very small 
percentage of the vast number of people who will actually be affected by choices about climate change 
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a more accurate label than “making the grandchildren pay” would be something like 
“making the otherwise climate-burdened future generations pay”, or in abbreviated 
form, “making the future pay” (MFP).11 So, in what follows I shall use this phrase 
instead. 

3.2. Contribution vs. Absorption 

The second clarification concerns what is meant by ‘pay’ in the phrase “making the 
future pay”. As it stands, this is ambiguous and in ways that are likely to cause con-
fusion.  

First, taken out of context, the phrase “making the future pay” might be under-
stood in a very weak or minimal way, as meaning only that the future should contri-
bute something to the project of climate mitigation, as part of some intergene-
rational burden-sharing scheme. We might call this, ‘the contribution principle’, 
and take it to refer to the general idea of “making the future contribute (something)” 
to the costs of climate action (‘MFC’). I will consider the idea of MFC later in the 
paper. For now, let us simply observe that the contribution principle is clearly not 
the principle in operation in our context.  

Instead, in arguments like Broome’s the internal logic of “making the grand-
children pay” is that the future must absorb all of the costs of climate mitigation, or 
at least all of those that would otherwise be passed on to the current generation (see 
later). The central point of Broome’s proposal is that the current generation must be 
spared any sacrifice. Importantly, his version of MGP is not advocating a burden-
sharing scheme to which each generation must make a contribution. On the con-
trary, its core goal is to shield the current generation, so that they make no sacrifice. 
Thus, this second version of “making the future pay” endorses the ‘absorption 
principle’: the key idea is to spare the present by making the future absorb the costs 
of climate mitigation. 

It is also worth mentioning a third interpretation of the phrase ‘making the 
future pay’. In English, one popular idiom involves someone using the form of words 
“I will make X pay” as a way of signaling that a state of enmity exists between them-
selves and X, together with their intention to punish X. The key idea in play then is  
that of retribution against X, typically (though not always) for something that X has 
done. We might call this ‘the retributive principle’. 

Clearly, this is not the sense of “making X pay” operative in our context. Propo-

 
and shifting burdens. Thus, the “grandchildren” framing tends to obscure the scope of the implications 
for unethical action toward the future. 
11 I shall ignore many of the complexities that arise in this setting, such as issues of generational 
overlap, nonexistence, and the nonidentity problem. 
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nents of “making the grandchildren pay” have no such enmity, and in no way intend 
to punish future generations. Nevertheless, it is perhaps worth noting that critics of 
MFP tend to worry that some versions of it turn out to be both unduly harsh on 
future generations, and to undermine the right kind of intergenerational relation-
ships. While not signaling that the current generation and the future are enemies, 
some forms of “making the grandchildren pay” appear to express acquisitive, 
adversarial, or even manipulative attitudes towards the future, and these threaten 
to undermine or destroy any bonds of fellowship, solidarity or even minimal good 
will between the relevant generations. More generally, there is a background worry 
that some proposals that rest on the absorption principle are liable to alienate 
generations from one another, perhaps in a particularly deep way. One example of 
potential alienation is when “making the grandchildren pay” appears extortionate 
(e.g., Gardiner 2017); but there are others. 

3.3. ‘World Climate Bank’ 

Our third terminological clarification concerns the phrase ‘World Climate Bank’. 
This should be approached with care. The mere form of words ‘world climate bank’ 
communicates only: (a) a single body; (b) global in scope; (c) focused on climate 
alone; which (d) takes the particular institutional form of a bank. Nevertheless, in 
the context of Broome’s argument, ‘world climate bank’ clearly means something 
much more specific, necessitating further claims. In addition to features (a)-(d), 
Broome’s ‘World Climate Bank’ also: (e) has the central aim of foisting the costs of 
mitigating climate change onto future generations; (f) is charged with achieving this 
aim in such a way that ensures that the current generation experiences no sacrifice; 
and (g) is structured so as to relevantly similar in nature (e.g., in character and 
design) to the International Monetary Fund and existing World Bank. Given that 
this specificity is obscured by the much more generic label ‘world climate bank’, it 
seems wise to introduce some further terminology. 
 
Climate-specific financial mechanisms 
Let us begin with the bare idea of a financial mechanism focused on climate. Call this 
a ‘climate-specific financial mechanism’ (‘CFM’). Such mechanisms might function 
at various levels, including local, national, regional, and global levels. So, for instance, 
we might distinguish ‘national climate-specific financial mechanisms’ (NCFMs) 
and ‘global climate-specific financial mechanisms’ (GCFMs). Given this, we can 
already see ways in which Broome’s World Climate Bank is controversial. Consider 
three examples. 

First, the general proposal to pursue climate-specific financial mechanisms is 
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not obviously correct. Some may favor financial institutions that are either broader 
or narrower in their scope.12 So, for example, on the broader side they may advocate 
for more general environmentally-focused institutions rather than only climate-
specific ones (e.g., an Environmental World Bank); on the narrower side, they may 
propose financial institutions that are linked to some aspects of climate policy (e.g., 
to technological transfers, adaptation or loss and damage), rather than others (e.g., 
a Green Technology World Bank). 

The second area of controversy involves the gap between the appeal of having 
climate-specific financial institutions of some sort and Broome’s specific proposal. 
Though many might favor some form of CFM, they may do so for a wide variety of 
reasons. Crucially, simply advocating for climate-specific financial mechanisms in 
no way puts one in the position of endorsing “making the future pay”, or “efficiency 
without sacrifice”, or specific institutions designed to implement these principles, 
such as Broome’s World Climate Bank.  

This point is worth emphasizing. While proponents of MFP do advocate for 
climate-specific financial mechanisms, theirs are CFMs of a highly-specific, and 
indeed controversial, form. The specific form rests on the distribution of burdens 
across people over time, and especially across generations. MFP demands (i) that 
the future shoulder all the burdens of a climate transition, and (ii) that the current 
generation suffer no sacrifice. We might say that MFP “saddles the future”, and 
“spares the present”. Hence, the climate-specific financial mechanisms advocated 
for by advocates of “making the grandchildren pay” are restricted to those that are 
essentially both future-saddling and present-sparing.  

Notably, this restricted vision of climate-specific financial mechanisms con-
trasts with other possible approaches to organizing CFMs. As we have seen, one 
obvious approach is one where burdens are shared over time, so that different tem-
poral groups adopt a contribution principle based on intergenerational burden-
sharing. Another approach would be one where the current generation absorbs the 
burden and spares the future. Either alternative approach might turn out to be 
ethically justifiable, and that would need to be the subject of further argument and 
analysis. Presumably, some versions of each would also be ethically unjustifiable or 
ethically flawed; and that would be worth investigating too. 

These are matters from another time. The point here is simply that there are 
genuine rivals to “making the future pay” when it comes to thinking about how to 
design climate-specific financial mechanisms. Thus, it is important that proposals 

 
12 Of course, some will be against any kind of climate action or genuinely global institution; and others 
will say that genuinely global institutions are needed if we are to have a good chance of resolving the 
climate crisis in any ethically reasonable way. But such matters are not my concern in this paper (see 
Gardiner 2014, 2019). 
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based on MFP, like Broome’s “World Climate Bank”, do not get a free pass simply 
because they advocate for some form of climate-specific financial mechanism. Many 
other approaches might do the same, including those that argue for burden-sharing 
rather than saddling the future. Crucially, Broome’s proposal is not neutral in this 
regard: that it rejects such proposals – and as part of its basic rationale – is a central 
feature of his World Climate Bank. 

The third area of controversy concerns the appropriate institutional models. 
Broome’s proposal is for a new institution designed by economists and modelled on 
the existing International Monetary Fund and World Bank. However, one difficulty 
here is that the IMF and WB have serious critics. Some object that they are strongly 
influenced by a small number of very powerful actors, and so (among other things) 
run counter to acceptable norms of justice and legitimacy. Other critics are against 
any kind of genuinely global institution, and more sympathetic to financial institu-
tions grounded at a national or regional level.13    

Another kind of difficulty is the seemingly exclusive reliance on economists. 
Many would argue that other kinds of expertise would be relevant to designing a 
successful climate-specific financial institution, such as in ethics, law, governance, 
and so on.14 Of particular concern might be expertise relevant to forming institu-
tions that are appropriately inspired by, grounded in, reflective of, and accountable 
to, various principles and ideals of justice. 
 
Climate Justice World Banks 
This leads to a second terminological point about climate world banks. Given that 
we are concerned with ethics and justice, let us call climate-specific financial mech-
anisms (CFMs) that seek to allocate burdens according to reasonable ethical guide-
lines, principles or requirements, Ethical Climate-specific Financial Mechanisms 
(Ethical CFMs), and those that take the form of banks, Ethical Climate Banking 
Mechanisms (or Ethical CBMs). A subset of Ethical CBMs will be those that satisfy 
requirements of justice. So, we might refer to these as Just CBMs. To fix ideas, and 
give us a simpler label to work with, let us focus on Just Climate Banking Mecha-
nisms at the global level, and call these Climate Justice World Banks.  

Now, our central concern is with intergenerational issues. Hence, for current 

 
13 Notably, Rendall (2021), for example, while advocating for MFP, seems sometimes to favor national 
actors rather than a world climate bank. 
14 In a related comment, Broome and Foley say that “the managers of a WCB would have the 
responsibility of detecting and rejecting fraudulent or misleading applications for loans based on 
expenditures that in fact would have no impact on greenhouse gas emissions” (Broome and Foley 2022, 
11; emphasis added). This seems surprisingly weak kind of enforcement mechanism. I would have 
thought that international law, powerful courts, anti-corruption organizations and a relevant police 
force should be considered as well. 
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purposes our focus will be on Intergenerational Climate Banking Mechanisms 
(‘ICBMs’) or (for short) ‘Intergenerational Climate Banks’. Some of these will be in 
accordance with justice, and so can be called Just ICBMs. Just ICBMs will presump-
tively fall under the general category of Climate Justice World Banks. Some may be 
embedded within a wider institution that we might call a Global Justice World Bank. 

Notably, the relationship between “making the future absorb” the costs of climate 
mitigation and the idea of a Climate Justice World Bank is not simple or obvious, as 
we have already seen. For instance, on the one hand, some proponents of “making the 
future pay”, such as Broome, explicitly concede that their future-saddling ICBM 
would perpetuate injustice. So, they do not think of their “World Climate Bank” as 
one form of Climate Justice World Bank. However, on the other hand, some 
proponents of MFP maintain that saddling future generations with the burdens of 
climate change would be in accordance with justice (or could be under some 
circumstances). Hence, they are interested in the idea that MFP might be endorsed 
by some form of Climate Justice World Bank.15  

Summing up, in this section we discussed ways in which the language employed 
in the debate about the “World Climate Bank” is unhelpful and potentially mis-
leading. To help clarify some crucial issues, we introduced some new terminology. 
Most notably, this included: ‘making the future pay’ (as opposed to ‘making the 
grandchildren pay’); ‘making the future absorb’ and ‘making the future contribute’ 
(as opposed to ‘making the future pay’); ‘climate-specific financial institutions’ (as 
opposed to ‘World Climate Bank’); ‘Intergenerational Climate Bank’; ‘Climate 
Justice World Bank’; and ‘Global Justice World Bank’.  

The hope is that distinguishing these different concepts helps to promote a 
broader vision of the possibilities, and to highlight what is most distinctive and 
controversial about Broome’s own proposal.  

4. Four Basic Points 
With these ideas as background, let us now assess the general idea of “making the 
future absorb” the costs of climate mitigation thorough the creation of an Inter-
generational Climate Bank, and especially one grounded in “efficiency without 
sacrifice”, self-interest, and perpetuating injustice. I offer four basic points. 

 
15 Relatedly, Broome himself does say that his future-saddling World Climate Bank at least has a moral 
purpose. Hence, he may believe that there are some limits on how unethical a MFP policy one should 
adopt. Hence, for example, he might think that his WCB must be at least tolerably unjust, and not fall 
into complete moral horror. 
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4.1. The Playing Field of Possibility 

The first basic point is that much of the argument for MFP is conducted on what I 
shall call “the playing field of possibility”. Proponents treat establishing the possi-
bility of Pareto improvements as their key move, and then move quickly from that 
to institutional proposals. For instance, Broome and Foley say: 

The current generation leaves greenhouse gas for future generations, but it also 
leaves  them nice things. It leaves conventional capital such as roads and cities, 
and it leaves natural resources, because it does not use up all the natural 
resources it could. It can therefore compensate itself for reducing its emissions of 
greenhouse gas. By reducing its transfer of resources forward in time, it can in 
effect transfer resources backwards from future generations to itself. This 
transfer can serve as compensation from future generations to the present. In 
effect, the current generation has only to switch some of its investment from 
building conventional capital to reducing greenhouse-gas emissions. By this 
means, a Pareto improvement is possible. (Broome and Foley 2016, 158) 

Future generations benefit from the current generation’s conventional invest-
ment, and there will be less of that, but they will gain a cleaner atmosphere in-
stead. Provided the quantities are properly balanced, future generations will end 
up better off: the cleaner atmosphere will more than compensate for the smaller 
quantity of conventional capital they receive. We know that a proper balance can 
be found, because the theory tells us that a Pareto improvement is possible 
(Broome and Foley 2016, 163) 

The theory tells us that a Pareto improvement is possible. How, in more detail, 
can it be achieved? (Broome and Foley 2016, 163) 

As these quotes make clear, the words “can” and “possible” are at the heart of how 
the central Pareto arguments are presented. 

Unfortunately, this style of argument raises concerns. Most generally, establish-
ing bare possibility seems a very low bar, epistemically and practically. Epistemical-
ly, it is typically fairly easy for philosophers and economists to agree that something 
is possible. However, this shows little. For one thing, it is very permissive: many things 
are possible. For another thing, philosophers and economists are often accused as 
having unduly relaxed ideas of what is possible, especially by their colleagues in the 
policy world; this is particularly so when the arguments for possibility are made on 
theoretical grounds.  

From the point of view of action, mere possibility is also a low bar. We do not (and 
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should not) organize policy around pursuing outcomes merely because they are 
possible. The principle “if a good outcome is possible, we should develop institutions 
to facilitate that outcome” is not a compelling principle. Again, many good things are 
possible, and we cannot pursue them all. Moreover, policies that make good things 
possible often also make bad things likely. So, a more general assessment is needed. 

In short, establishing bare possibility does not get us very far. Although many 
may be willing to admit that attractive MFP policies (including a desirable form of 
intergenerational climate bank) are possible in theory, this falls well short of what 
needs to be shown to justify an actual policy initiative.  

Instead, what is needed is to show that the MFP approach is especially salient. 
The outcomes it pursues must be realistic, and likely (perhaps very likely) to be 
achieved through building the relevant institutions and implementing the related 
policies. Moreover, the MFP approach must look attractive relative to alternatives. 
If in fact MFP actively encourages negative outcomes that are also salient, or if other 
strategies are more likely to work, then claims of theoretical possibility will quickly 
lose their interest.  

Such criteria are relevant in the climate context. One reason is that there are 
other salient possibilities, and these may undermine the appeal of MFP and point in 
a different direction (see below). Another reason is that the key feature of MFP that 
is emphasized by its proponents – that Pareto improvements are possible – is not 
the only standard against which options can be judged, and may not be the most 
important. For example, additional standards include those of encouraging justice, 
protecting welfare over the long-term, and not encouraging or facilitating extortion. 

Of course, proponents of MFP believe that their proposals are realistic, and 
indeed this appeal to realism is central to their case. Specifically, they maintain that 
MFP has the major political advantage of appealing to self-interest of the current 
generation as a way of unlocking political inertia. However, to make good on such a 
claim we would need further arguments, beyond the mere possibility of Pareto 
improvements. For, as we shall now see, there are other salient possibilities. 

4.2. Pareto-Violating Cases 
My second basic point is that one salient category is that of Pareto-violating cases: 
situations where at least some are made worse off, perhaps substantially worse off. 
Such outcomes are surely possible. They also seem clearly salient in the climate 
case, and indeed more generally when it comes to relations with the future. For 
instance, advocates for future generations will be concerned about cases where the 
current generation runs up intergenerational debt in the name of MFP, but ulti-
mately does not deliver the expected benefits to the future.  
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One obvious example would be if the current generation sets up a World Climate 
Bank, draws loans from it under the pretext of enhancing climate mitigation, but 
then ultimately diverts those funds to other purposes, such as (say) for short-term 
consumption for its own benefit. Abuses of funding programs are, after all, hardly 
unprecedented in other areas. 

Less obvious, but still plausible, examples would include cases where the funds 
are used for projects that would have proceeded anyway, or to fund low-hanging 
fruit with significant co-benefits for the current generation, and where this may be 
done in ways that are not sustainable in the long-term. Those familiar with the 
difficulties that have confronted other climate policies will notice that there is 
ample precedent for such shenanigans (e.g., the CDM; REDD; offsetting). 

Of course, the standard argument assumes that the policies that will be pursued 
under MFP are only those that involve genuine Pareto improvements. Yet this is 
merely an assumption, nothing more. Crucially, there is no magic involved in 
pursuing policies of MFP that guarantees that doing so will actually serve to make 
the future better off. As the other examples mentioned above (CDM, REDD, 
offsetting) show, having high hopes for a climate mechanism is not enough to ensure 
that it will deliver. Among other things, generational bad faith is possible (and 
perhaps likely, given the problems of intergenerational buck-passing and moral 
corruption). Moreover, even if at the outset there is generational good faith, so that 
early proponents of MFP genuinely want to benefit the future (as I am confident 
that current philosophers and economists who advocate MFP and a Broomean 
World Climate Bank do), what those who initially propose policies intend and what 
actually results (in practice and over the longer term) are two different things. For 
example, good policy ideas are often hijacked by powerful interests; sometimes this 
happens quickly; sometimes it occurs slowly and inexorably over time. 

In summary, in my view, the possibility of Pareto-violating outcomes remains 
salient even when we notice (with the standard argument) that Pareto outcomes are 
possible. In particular, advocates for the future are right to be suspicious of 
institutions that do not take seriously the threat of outcomes that make future 
generations worse off, including worse off than under the status quo or “business-
as-usual” baselines.16 There is too much at stake to be complacent (and too much 
history of intergenerational buck-passing and moral corruption in international 
climate policy). 

 
16 Advocates for marginalized populations in the current generation should also be concerned about non-
Pareto outcomes from them. There are risks of intra-generational buck-passing, and of moral corruption, 
here too. Still, the prospects of those risks being noticed and resisted are at least a little higher. 
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4.3. Disturbing Pareto Baselines  

My third basic point concerns another category of salient possibilities: cases of MFP 
that technically count as Pareto improvements, but nonetheless remain deeply 
morally troubling.17  
 
The Older, Decision-Making Generation  
Consider first the relevant Pareto baseline (i.e., the baseline from the point of view 
of strictly generational self-interest of a simple, narrow sort) for the older, decision-
making generation: say those aged 50–80. This baseline is likely to be high (and 
perhaps very high – see section 4.4).18 

On the one hand, the benefits of keeping close to the status quo over the next few 
decades are likely to remain appealing to the older generation. In the short- to 
medium-term, the status quo largely preserves ways of life to which they are accus-
tomed. Transition is risky, and likely to be costly. This may seem particularly true of 
the kind of radical, “unprecedented” transition mainstream scientific reports say is 
now needed for even moderate chances of achieving the 1.5°C and 2°C targets (e.g., 
IPCC 2018). This attitude may also be especially prominent among those with the 
most resources and political power in this generation, whose influence makes the 
biggest difference in practice. 

On the other hand, when thinking of the downsides of the status quo – bad 
climate impacts – there are considerable time-lags which are likely to be highly 
salient to the older generation (again, solely from the point of view of generational 
self-interest). For one thing, even if they would prefer to avert the worst climate 
effects, for the older generation “avoiding the worst” is complicated by the fact that 
many of those effects are relevantly distant: they will not arise for at least decades, 
often centuries, and sometimes thousands of years into the future; in short, not until 
they are dead and gone. For another thing, given the time-lags, even if some bad 
impacts will occur relatively soon – over the next few decades, while they expect still 
to be alive – many of these are already “in the cards”, in the sense that they cannot 

 
17 Of course, there are other, more general reasons to be troubled by those actors (as opposed to 
theorists) who take the Pareto baselines to be especially salient. For instance, arguably, even taking the 
point of view of generational self-interest to be paramount in the climate case itself expresses a profound 
disrespect for future generations (e.g., through indifference to their plight, or excessive concern for 
one’s own generation, or an attachment to lesser values (such as conspicuous consumption), or for 
other reasons). But here my concerns are more specific to the standard argument. 
18 For current purposes, I assume we are talking about simple, narrow and primarily economic 
understandings of self-interest, since I presume that this is what Broome and others have in mind in 
their “pragmatic”, nonmoral arguments. I myself would reject such a conception of self-interest. For 
discussion, see my analysis of the similar narrow arguments offered by David Weisbach (e.g., Gardiner 
2021b). 
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be avoided, or at least avoided through emissions reductions that are likely to prove 
physically or socially feasible (Gardiner 2011, In press). For both reasons (relevant 
distance; “on the cards”), it seems likely that much climate mitigation does not 
benefit the current generation of decision-makers directly. 

Given the pressure from each side (the appeal of the status quo; the influence of 
time-lags), if we assume that the older generation’s main relevant motivation is 
generational self-interest (per the standard argument for MFP), it is likely to demand 
more “compensation” for deviations from business-as-usual than one might initially 
think, or than would younger generations. The baseline against which a strong Pareto 
strategy must benefit the current generation of decision-makers is likely to be high. 
(In section 4.4, we see that it may be very high.) 

More generally, we must beware of the comfortable language of “efficiency with-
out sacrifice” and Pareto improvement. On the surface, both phrases are compatible 
with – and indeed tend to highlight – the idea that the current generation of deci-
sion-makers is merely made no worse off than under the status quo. However, the 
wider shape of the MFP argument goes further: it emphasizes the claim that the 
current generation will actually benefit from MFP, and so undergo an improvement 
in its condition; moreover, this seems central to the idea that MFP appeals to self-
interested motivation, rather than morality. In essence, then, the key motivating 
thought is not “efficiency without sacrifice” but efficiency with profit (Gardiner 
2017). Without some positive motivation that gives the current generation reason 
not to prefer the status quo, the self-interested argument cannot get off the ground. 
(Perhaps an ethical argument could fill this gap – see below – but this would under-
mine one central appeal of MFP highlighted by its proponents.)  

Even more importantly, if self-interest is the key motivation, then it seems that 
the relevant baseline should not be “no sacrifice” or what the current generation 
expects without MFP. Instead, it should be whatever they can realistically get away 
with demanding. However, unfortunately this baseline is likely to be very high. The 
simple reason is that it will be the current generation itself that first implements 
MFP and creates the new intergenerational climate banks. It therefore has pro-
found asymmetric power over the situation. Thus, at first glance, it is not clear what 
would prevent it from aiming to maximize its possible gains from the venture. As we 
shall now see, that appears to be a very high baseline; it is also likely to be a morally 
horrifying baseline. 

 
The Young and Other Future Generations  
Consider now the Pareto baseline for future generations. This is likely to be low; 
indeed, dangerously low. For the salient threshold there is making the future gen- 
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erations better off than they would be in a genuine climate catastrophe; but this is, 
by definition, a very bad state of affairs.  

Many of the multiple threats posed by climate change are clearly catastrophic on 
a range of scales (e.g., local, national, regional, global). They also become manifest at 
different levels of global warming, some of which are uncertain. At the higher end, 
plausible catastrophes include scenarios that involve rises in global average temper-
ature of somewhere in the region of 4°C by the end of the century, where some say 
that this threatens the collapse of global agriculture, and so the food supply of 
humanity.19 Mainstream science also suggests that we should at least consider threats 
of even more extreme warming, of (say) 5-6°C or more, which would potentially 
undermine conventional social systems altogether and render large parts of the world 
uninhabitable for human beings. These are just two of the salient possibilities. They 
suggest that many of the relevant Pareto baselines for future generations are very 
low. They may bring on truly dystopian circumstances, such as those depicted in 
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road or Margaret Atwell’s MaddAddam trilogy. Indeed, 
both authors were partially inspired by the climate threat. 

This brings us to a crucial point: making future generations better off than under 
baselines of genuine global catastrophe is (i) not very demanding, and so (ii) barely 
a constraint at all. For one thing, it is not very demanding because satisfying the 
Pareto criterion for future generations can be met merely by bequeathing them a 
condition slightly better for them than genuine global catastrophe. Yet this is com-
patible with bequeathing all manner of severe, but still lesser, circumstances to the 
future.  

Moreover, in context this threatens to render the Pareto principle barely a 
meaningful constraint at all. Consider just one salient scenario. Suppose the current 
generation were to hand on to the future a climate 3–4°C warmer and saddled with 
heavy intergenerational debt. Climate change in that world is severe, and well above 
the conventional thresholds of 1.5° and 2°C for dangerous anthropogenic inter-
ference. Suppose that the combination of climate damages and inherited debt were 
sufficient to depress the quality of life well below that common in affluent countries 
now. Imagine, for instance, that it would set back human progress by hundreds of 
years. Still, this might be “better than genuine climate catastrophe” for the future, 
and so satisfy the Pareto principle, and be justified by the standard argument for 
MFP and the Broome’s World Climate Bank.  

This result appears deeply objectionable. For one thing, intuitively, “making the 

 
19 By 2100, the IPCC suggests temperature rises of 3.3-5.7°C under a very high emission scenario and 
2.1-3.5°C under an intermediate scenario (IPCC, 2021, 17); by 2300, the projections are 6.6–14.1°C 
under a very high emission scenario, and 2.3–4.6°C under an intermediate scenario (IPCC, 2021, 2–10).  
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grandchildren pay” in such ways seems seriously wrong. For instance, it seems to 
violate any reasonable duty of care we might have toward future generations, espe-
cially given that other options are on the table. For another thing, painting this and 
similar scenarios as a simple “win-win” is deeply misleading, and obscures what it at 
stake, ethically-speaking. For instance, consider a suggestion from the current 
generation of the form “we’ll hand you “only” a 3.7°C rise – and so spare you com-
plete agricultural collapse – in exchange for you accepting a huge intergenerational 
debt”. Proposing such a bargain seems much more accurately cast as intergenera-
tional extortion than as a “mutually beneficial transaction”. 
 
Pressure on the Pareto Argument  
This last point has wider relevance (Gardiner 2017). On the one hand, future 
generations and their advocates may not accept extortionate bargains. Some people 
resist extortion. They do this even in cases where the extortionate bargains look to 
be Pareto improving, and so good in one respect. This is not obviously irrational. For 
one thing, welfare is not the only value, and can be outweighed by others; for another 
thing, acceding to extortion might be beneficial in the short-term, but undermine 
welfare in the longer-term. (These points are quick to state, but nevertheless of cen-
tral importance.)  

On the other hand, even if future generations would accept an extortionate Pare-
to improvement, they would be doing so under compromised circumstances. A 
realistic threat of catastrophic climate change is being made against them. Their 
choice is therefore made under duress. Consent under extortion is morally compro-
mised, and has little or no moral value.  

In short, in context, the claim that future generations would accept the bargain 
being offered by the current generation becomes seriously misleading. It may not be 
true; and if true, it is likely of limited moral relevance. 

Summing up, once we notice the different baselines for the current generation 
(high) and for future generations (low), the achievement of Pareto superiority is cast 
in a different light. Rather than Pareto appearing evenhanded – “both generations 
benefit!” – the asymmetry in relevant baselines implies a deep bias toward the cur-
rent generation and against the future. Crucially, Pareto alone offers little to no 
protection to future generations (“the grandchildren”). The baseline seems not only 
low, but dangerously low. As a result, the standard argument for MFP opens the 
future up to all kinds of treatment that otherwise appears objectionable. In my view, 
these are highly salient possibilities that any proposal for MFP, or concrete policy 
recommendations like establishing an intergenerational climate bank, must take 
seriously. 
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4.4. Overreach 

This brings us to my fourth basic point, which concerns the persistence of perverse 
incentives. The greatest risk of all may be that “making the future pay” and the new 
institutions charged with implementing it themselves pose a dramatic new threat to 
the future in terms of their potential for overreach. Once norms are established that 
legitimize MFP, and institutions that can make it happen, then new rationales for 
more payments can easily emerge.  

Most notably, what ensures that the new system based on MFP will not itself 
become an agent of, or otherwise facilitate, intergenerational buck-passing? The 
temptations are clearly still there. The current generation can use the new institu-
tions to take more from the future than is justified, and also benefit the future less 
than is needed. Once more, it is not clear what would stop them. Again, those not yet 
born are unavailable to play a substantial role in running the institutions, or holding 
them accountable, while the young probably lack the necessary social power as 
things stand. 

Overreach may occur within the climate domain. The initial official remit for 
MFP is financing mitigation, and especially research and deployment of energy 
technologies. But why would the current generation stop there? Many other “bur-
dens” can be connected to climate. Broome, for example, has already suggested that 
MFP be used to compensate for historical climate emissions, even though these are 
not matters of climate mitigation (Broome 2017, 17). Presumably, it won’t be long 
before we see further demands: for instance, that the future pay for adaptation 
measures, loss and damage, relocation of climate refugees, ecological restoration, 
and much else besides. Once launched, what is to stop Broome’s future-saddling 
World Climate Bank from rapidly expanding beyond mitigation to cover all these 
other areas and more? 

Yet climate overreach is only the tip of the iceberg. Pressure for further expan-
sion seems likely to arise much more generally. In time, we might see demands that 
the future should pay to address all manner of other threats that arise to them, for 
example, for nuclear disarmament, pandemic preparation, toxic waste disposal, and 
so on. Once there is a World Climate Bank, how long before we see calls for “making 
the future absorb” the costs of many other things too: for example, through a World 
Disarmament Bank, a Global Biodiversity Bank, a Weapons of Mass Destruction 
Bank, A Global Reforestation Bank, and so on? Indeed, ultimately, there may be calls 
for a grand simplification. Plausibly, the current generation will end up arguing that 
they need an overarching Future-Saddling and Present-Sparing institution, such as 
a Broomean Intergenerational World Bank or Intergenerational National Bank, for 
them to call on whenever the “need” strikes them, for whatever purposes they choose.  
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Over time, it is not difficult to imagine a major erosion of intergenerational ethi-
cal norms, as we slide toward making the future pay for a huge range of things 
formerly thought to be the responsibility of each individual current generation in 
turn. Eventually financial institutions based on MFP may simply become uncon-
strained revolving lines of credit for whatever the current generation sees fit to 
demand funds to do. Of course, the mechanisms of moral corruption are such that 
such activities won’t be framed in these ways. But that does not ensure that the 
framing is not apt. 

These various possibilities are already morally shocking. They pose a profound 
threat to future generations. Nevertheless, there is a further possibility that is even 
worse. MFP writ large also puts at risk humanity’s progress. If institutions are set in 
place that license MFP to such an extent that the present generation at any partic-
ular time can effectively claw back from the future whatever it likes, this puts at risk 
the accumulation of the gains of civilization. It also makes humanity in the future 
more vulnerable to existential risks. In my view, these are at least among the salient 
possibilities that should be considered in any serious assessment of the MFP 
approach and the institutions empowered to deliver it. They may even be the most 
salient possibilities. 

Again, recognizing the perverse incentives invites another comparison to para-
digm cases of extortion. People say that once an extortionist has his claws into you, 
he never stops, but keeps coming back for more. This is a central reason why some 
resist extortion even when acceding to the initial threat appears to represent a 
strong Pareto improvement for them. For to accede may be merely the first step in 
a downward spiral, with no end in sight. Here, the initial Pareto improvement is at 
best short-lived, and in the end short-sighted. Given this phenomenon, one can see 
why defenses of MFP and a Broomean WCB might be resisted and for good reason. 
Claims about the theoretical possibility of strong Pareto improvements, or “win-
win”, fail to take seriously the underlying risks of the situation. (As Tony Soprano 
says, “I won’t pay; I know too much about extortion” (cf. Gardiner 2017).)  

One might even go so far as to argue that worries about intergenerational extor-
tion and the threat to humanity’s progress make resisting mechanisms of MFP itself 
a high priority for intergenerational ethics. Perhaps this is too much. Still, the issue 
is worth discussing; and it is worth noting that it contrasts markedly with the strong 
moral case for MFP with no or few reservations made by proponents of the standard 
argument. 

To sum up, in this section I raised four basic points relevant to assessing MFP 
and Broome’s World Climate Bank. I argued that the standard Pareto argument 
relies too much on the bare possibility of Pareto improvements. In doing so, it avoids 
taking seriously the risks posed by Pareto-violating outcomes, skewed baselines, the 
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extremely minimal protection afforded future generations by the Pareto criterion 
in the climate context, and the threat of overreach once new norms and institutions 
are established. Yet these should be central to any ethical analysis of intergenera-
tional climate policy, and of intergenerational institutions more generally. 

5. Optimism & Realism 
The dark picture I have painted stands in sharp contrast to that presented by 
advocates for MFP. What explains the mismatch?  

5.1. More Attractive Baselines? 

I suspect that part of the answer is an optimism bias: advocates for “making the 
future pay” simply assume that their policies will benefit future generations against 
high baselines, and protect the current generation only against lower ones. Even 
though the standard argument is pitched in terms of Pareto improvement alone, 
MFP proposals are often implicitly – and occasionally explicitly – carried forward 
on the basis of much more demanding baselines. These pick out a subset of Pareto 
improvements reflecting a particular, optimistic vision of the future. 

The vision goes something like this. First, the economy will continue to grow into 
the future once the climate threat is brought under control; second, future 
generations will be benefitted by that growth to such an extent that they will be 
much richer than the current generation is now; third, these riches ensure that the 
amount the future would need to pay to induce the current generation to engage in 
climate action does not threaten their (superior) posterity; therefore, fourth, the 
future can fully compensate the current generation either at low cost to itself, or at 
least while remaining substantially better off than the current generation, or against 
some other attractive baseline of prosperity. The upshot is that those attracted to 
the vision ultimately appeal not to the Pareto principle as such, but rather to differ-
ent, more specific background ethical principles that imply that the threats to the 
future I discuss above are not salient after all.  

Some evidence for the vision is found in Broome. On the one hand, considering 
future generations, he asserts: 

Common opinion among economists is that the world economy will continue to 
grow despite climate change, and that future people will be better off than we are. 
Since growth is caused by investment, this suggests that we are more than fully 
compensating our successors for the damage we do them through climate 
change. (Broome 2017, 15) 
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In this passage, Broome is assuming that MFP will make future generations better 
off than the current generation.20    

The most plausible interpretation here, suggested by Broome’s comment about 
investment, is that he is claiming that future generations will be much better off 
than people now. This interpretation is plausible because Broome is imagining con-
tinued economic growth, compounded over many decades and then centuries. Given 
this assumption of ongoing growth, the thought seems to be that future generations 
will have such a high level of welfare that whatever burdens they have to bear to 
cover the costs of climate mitigation will be of small account. The vision is not only 
“win-win” against the baseline of “business as usual” under severe climate change, 
but also against very high baselines of genuine benefits and absolute advantage in 
the future.21 

On the other hand, this interpretation is not the only one available. In particular, 
Broome and Foley sometimes make major claims that appear to restrict the scope of 
“compensation” for the current generation. For example, at one point they claim 
that “leaving consumption constant ensures the present generation makes no 
sacrifice” (Broome and Foley, 2016).22 Here, the focus on “leaving consumption con-
stant” suggests that their operative assumption is that MFP will merely not decrease 
the consumption of the current generation; they do not say that MFP must actually 
increase the consumption of the current generation, and so positively benefit it.  

Interestingly, this nonworsening assumption may initially appear to block wor-
ries such as mine that (i) each current generation may leverage MFP so as to enrich 
itself further by appropriating numerous benefits from the future, and perhaps 
maximally so. It may also make my more specific complaints less plausible, such as 
that Broome’s strategy (ii) permits or encourages clawing back the gains of 
civilization; (iii) threatens humanity’s progress; and (iv) may undermine its very 
survival in the longer-term.  

 
20 Notice also that in saying “we are more than fully compensating our successors”, Broome appears to 
be implicitly suggesting that the current generation deserve some kind of credit (moral or causal) for 
the exchange. For some, this may seem uncomfortably close to an extortionist claiming credit for 
improving the lives of her victims by withdrawing her threats in exchange for being “paid off”. 
21 Another possible baseline is more modest. Broome might be read as claiming only that future people 
must be at least as well off as current people, and that this functions as the relevant baseline for 
calculating “sacrifice”. In context, I don’t think that this is what he means. In any case, there are reasons 
to doubt that it would be a compelling baseline of “no sacrifice” from the point of view of future 
generations. Among other things, note that it treats whatever gains might have otherwise occurred over 
time as “manna from heaven” to be appropriated by the current generation, and so (again) threatens 
humanity’s progress and the gains of civilization. (For related discussion, see Gardiner 2017.) 
22 Similarly, elsewhere they say that “we can transfer some of the [future] benefit [from climate 
mitigation] back in time to ourselves – enough to compensate us fully for the sacrifice we make and 
leave us at least as well off as before” (Broome and Foley 2022, 5). 
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Another example of restricting the claims of the current generation is when 
Broome and Foley sometimes claim that current owners of fossil fuels need only be 
compensated for the true value of their assets, and not their current market value. 
Their idea here is that economic theory tells us that greenhouse gas emissions are 
externalities that should be internalized in their price of fossil fuels so that the price 
reflects their true costs. Current market prices do not reflect the true price, and so 
are overvalued in the market. Since these fuels cannot be burned without causing 
catastrophic climate change, Broome and Foley say, owners of fossil fuels should be 
compensated for the true value of their holdings, not their present market value: 
“[fossil fuel investors] cannot and need not be compensated for having made a bad 
investment” (Broome and Foley 2022, 8). Again, this appears to be a serious con-
straint on the demands that can be made by the current generation. 

In summary, proponents of MFP sometimes seem to presuppose more ethically 
attractive baselines than I have so far discussed. These baselines are based on satis-
fying more demanding ethical principles than potential Pareto improvement, and 
ones that constitute serious constraints on the current generation’s pursuit of its 
own self-interest and are in some sense generous to future generations. 

5.2. Preliminaries 

Does the implicit appeal of these more demanding baselines and principles under-
mine my criticisms of the standard, Pareto argument? Are those criticisms now 
simply irrelevant? I think not. Let me begin with four preliminary points.  

First, I agree that the optimistic vision opens up a world of possibility. So, (again) 
I will concede that versions of MFP that satisfy more attractive baselines are 
possible in principle. Nevertheless, we have already said that mere possibility is not 
enough. Less attractive outcomes of MFP are also possible, including ethically 
compromised or even disastrous outcomes. So, if establishing mere possibility is the 
point, we have not yet made much progress. Possibility is not where the action is. 

Second, when we come to the action, it will be important to assess whether the 
economic optimism championed by Broome and others is realistic, and sufficiently 
so that we would be justified in relying on it. After all, there are significant reasons 
for skepticism. For example, [a] many will complain that it effectively assumes away 
the most severe threats posed by climate change, such as the possibility of abrupt 
shifts or runaway climate change, some of which may already be “on the cards”. 
Similarly, [b] one might argue that the economic optimism fails to consider wider 
threats to human prosperity, some of which are live and accumulating (e.g., Bostrom 
et al.). So, for example, the optimism fails to consider environmental threats, such 
as those signaled in the Planetary Boundaries analysis and similar scientific assess-
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ments (e.g., Rockstrom and Gaffney 2021). It also fails to mention nonenvironmen-
tal threats, such as from nuclear war (Rendall 2022). 

Third, proponents of MFP need to specify which more attractive baselines they 
wish to endorse. There are countless possibilities, and considerable variations 
between them. One concern is that it is difficult to assess the plausibility of the 
optimism completely in the abstract. Another, vital consideration is that specifying 
the principle implicitly being assumed to be satisfied under optimism will likely 
shape concrete proposals, such as the World Climate Bank, in central ways. For 
instance, we might expect it to reveal critical constraints on how they operate, some 
of which must be incorporated at the level of institutional design. Such questions are 
much closer to the core issues we are interested in than discussion of mere possibili-
ty. (More on this below.) 

Fourth, it seems likely that ethics will need to play a central role in making the 
more attractive baselines relevant after all. On the one hand, if the current genera-
tion is really to settle for leaving its own consumption constant, and to accept that 
future people will be much better off, how is this to be justified on the grounds of 
simple generational self-interest, and that alone? Alas, the whole idea seems im-
plausible on its face. Thus, at the very least, those arguing that morality should be 
set aside need to explain how the more attractive baselines can be reliably achieved 
without ethics.  

This demand seems especially pressing in the case of the two baselines men-
tioned above: the nonworsening constraint, and the true value of fossil fuels con-
straint. Why would the current generation or very powerful actors within it (such as 
fossil fuel companies) accept such low bars for compensation? Simple self-interest 
does not seem to provide an answer. On those grounds, surely the current genera-
tion as a whole will demand being made better off, and the fossil fuel barons will 
demand compensation that is at least close to the present market value of their 
holdings. Without ethics then, there seems no way forward. 

By contrast, on the other hand, the more compelling positive approaches seem 
to be infused with ethics, not self-interest. So, for example, some might argue that 
members of the current generation are entitled to some level of protection against 
the negative effects of a climate transition, as a matter of (say) showing appropriate 
respect for their human rights, or ensuring they have access to central capabilities 
and functionings, or avoiding undue suffering. This, they would claim, flows from 
considerations of justice. Importantly, justice would not imply that such protection 
should be unlimited, nor that its key subject should be consumption, and include 
(say) an abundance of luxury goods. In addition, though perhaps some of this burden 
should be shouldered by future generations, some should presumably be borne by 
other parties (e.g., the rich, or those especially responsible for climate change). In 
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any case, the arguments would be based in ethics, and reflect the conventional 
debates in climate ethics, rather than the allegedly transformational approach based 
in self-interest.23  

5.3. Key Questions 

These preliminaries aside, let us identify some key questions. We know the “making 
the future pay” argument must eventually move beyond possibility. Recall that a 
central motivation for the approach, grounded in Pareto improvement, is practical 
and pragmatic. It concerns what will actually work. MFP is supposed to break the 
political logjam and put an end to ongoing inertia on climate mitigation. The inter-
generational climate bank is the mechanism through which it is going to do this. 
Given this, we must ask some key questions (or clusters of questions): 

 
(Q1) Even supposing that MFP makes meeting attractive baselines possible, what 
suggests that institutions and policies that really do so are actually likely to emerge 
from our current, morally compromised circumstances?  
 
(Q2) What kinds of institutions would be best positioned to reliably achieve 
attractive baselines? What structures and safeguards would need to be put in place 
to facilitate their doing so? 
 
(Q3) Is Broome’s own world climate bank, based on self-interest rather than ethics, 
such an institution? Is it likely to reliably achieve attractive baselines? Does it 
embody or reflect the needed safeguards? 

 
As far as I can tell, current discussions of MFP and Broome’s WCB do not really 
address these questions. They effectively assume promising answers to them, rather 
than providing such answers. This is perhaps the optimism bias at work. Still, the 
door is open to enthusiasts for MFP to develop the view further by providing 
answers. I, for one, would welcome the effort. The possibility of meeting attractive 
baselines is worthy of further discussion. 

Nevertheless, I must admit to thinking that the most plausible answers to the key 
questions are worrying. Consider first, Q1. Unfortunately, I suspect that the emerg-
ence of MFP that embodies attractive baselines for MFP for each generation is 
unlikely under present circumstances. This is partly because I believe that there is a 

 
23 Elsewhere I discuss related arguments, based in generational self-defense (e.g., Gardiner 2013, 2016; 
Hedahl and Fruh 2019). 
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governance gap. Current institutions may be good at capturing short-term con-
cerns, especially of particular kinds (such as narrow economic concerns). But they 
are not good at protecting the future. Why then should we assume that pursuing 
MFP in such an institutional environment will actually result in better outcomes for 
future generations? It seems like a triumph of hope over experience. 

Turning to Q2, I argue that we need genuine intergenerational institutions to fill 
the governance gap, and that developing them should be the subject of a global 
constitutional convention focused on future generations (‘GCC’) (Gardiner 2014, 
2019). The GCC would take up the task of developing institutions that reliably fill 
the governance gap, and consider appropriate structures and safeguards. It would 
itself need to satisfy requirements of procedural and substantive legitimacy, em-
body some ethical ideals, and respect various constraints of justice. To me, the 
silence of the MFP approach on the need for more general, and distinctively inter-
generational, institutional reform (beyond an intergenerational climate bank and 
its distinctively financial function) is a concern. Without wider intergenerational 
institutions, and especially the safeguards they would put in place to protect future 
generations, I do not see how we can have confidence in MFP as a strategy. 

Third, on Q3, Broome’s World Climate Bank, considered in isolation, appears to 
be a limited, and in various ways inappropriate, institution. It is not clear what its 
international and intergenerational legitimacy would be, nor why it could be relied 
upon to respect ethical ideals or constraints of justice. Moreover, while it could 
perhaps play an effective role within a more robust and intergenerationally appro-
priate governance regime, within the current global system it appears ripe for 
disfunction and also for moral corruption. Note, for example, that Broome’s WCB is 
to be modelled on the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. These are run 
on the basis of financial contributions from national governments of the most 
powerful countries, and so largely at their behest. However, these governments have 
so far failed to address the climate crisis, and arguably this failure is in large part due 
to their short-term, narrowly economic focus. If it copies the World Bank and IMF 
in these respects, Broome’s WCB appears poised to recreate a central dynamic that 
explains past political inertia as part of its essential structure. 

In light of all this, should we go in a different direction? Broome’s World Climate 
Bank proposal is justified by and conceptually linked to MFP and the “efficiency 
without sacrifice” (Pareto) argument. Instead, perhaps we should argue for a diffe-
rent kind of global banking proposal, one that asks for an intergenerational climate 
bank that is not essentially tied to these ideas. For instance, perhaps we should call 
for a Climate Justice World Bank, one that allows for contributions from future 
generations, in accordance to norms, principles and ideals of global and intergene-
rational justice. Couldn’t this bank legitimately impose some burdens on the future? 
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Perhaps it could. After all, many approaches to climate responsibility might 
endorse the contribution principle (“making the future contribute” to climate 
action), including ones based in justice. For instance, in general, it seems plausible 
that most ethical approaches would allow that both future generations and the 
current generation should contribute something to climate mitigation as part of an 
intergenerational burden-sharing scheme. Indeed, as far as I know, no one has 
insisted that the current generation should bear all of the burdens of climate miti-
gation, no matter what the wider circumstances. On the contrary, it often seems 
plausible that some burden-sharing across generations is appropriate. One reason 
that this approach seems reasonable for climate is that at this point in history the 
climate problem has been evolving over many decades, so that one thing that needs 
to be addressed is how to share the burdens created by the moral failures of past 
generations (e.g., those in charge in the 1960-1989 or 1990-2019). Thus, there is 
perhaps a presumption that just intergenerational institutions, including a Climate 
Justice World Bank, would allow for some intergenerational burden-sharing. 

Nevertheless, we would need to be very clear that the call for a Climate Justice 
World Bank is a very different proposal than Broome’s call for his Future-Saddling, 
Present-Sparing World Climate Bank. Consider four initial ideas. First, the Climate 
Justice World Bank is motivated by ethics and constrained by justice, rather than 
driven by self-interest. Second, since it aims to reflect norms, principles and ideals 
of justice, the design of the CJWB should not be left solely, or even primarily to 
economists. Instead, it should draw on the expertise of disciplines and professions 
centrally tied to concepts of justice. Third, I would suggest that the CJWB should be 
specifically constructed so as to combat the central threats of intergenerational 
buck-passing, the tyranny of the contemporary and moral corruption. Fourth, I also 
believe that any call for a climate justice world bank is probably best seen as part of 
a wider institutional proposal to be considered by the global constitutional conven-
tion for future generations, rather than a standalone institution. In summary, I 
conclude that the call for a Climate Justice World Bank is one with a strikingly 
different flavor to Broome’s call for a Future-Saddling, Present-Sparing World 
Climate Bank. 

6. Conclusion 
Where does this leave us? I hope to have made clear that neither “making the future 
pay” in general, nor the Pareto argument and proposal for a Broomean World 
Climate Bank more specifically, are compelling considered in the abstract or in 
isolation. While it is possible to imagine attractive versions of each, it is equally 
possible to envision deeply ethically compromised, and even horrifying scenarios. 
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Fortunately, possibility should not be our standard; instead, we must be more realis-
tic and look at the root of our problems.  

Sadly, this creates fresh concerns for the “making the future absorb [the burd-
ens]” strategy. When we look at the context of international climate policy, and in 
particular its history of failure, and when we note the roles of current national and 
international institutions in that failure, there is little reason to believe that morally 
attractive versions of an intergenerational climate bank are likely to emerge from 
them. Indeed, plausibly, in our current institutional context Broome’s proposal is 
more likely to reproduce the problems we face than to resolve them. It may also 
amplify such problems. 

More generally, I suspect that progress depends on developing better institu-
tions, including by filling the governance gap for future generations, and incorpo-
rating appropriate safeguards and protections against intergenerational buck-
passing and moral corruption. Elsewhere I propose that a global constitutional con-
vention for future generations is the appropriate forum for developing such 
reforms. Perhaps that would be the best context in which to discuss an intergene-
rational climate bank and “making the future contribute” to climate finance more 
generally. Notably, the GCC would put ethics at its heart, in its core motivation, 
principles and constraints. It would resist the appeal to simple self-interest that 
motivates many rival approaches, including Broome’s World Climate Bank. One 
upshot is that, while a Climate Justice World Bank may be desirable, there is a strong 
presumption that it would look very different from Broome’s World Climate Bank.  
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Longtermism and Neutrality 
about More Lives 
 
Longtermism is associated with the claim that we have moral reason to 
attempt to reduce the risk of ‘futuristic threats’ to humanity’s survival, 
even taking into account considerable opportunity costs for present people. 
A tempting response to this uncomfortable claim is to pin it to a specific 
way of conceiving moral reasons directed at human welfare, namely a 
totalist one that turns on more worthwhile lives being inherently better. 
The opposing conception is that more worthwhile lives is neither better 
nor worse, but rather inherently neutral. The well-known ‘greediness of 
neutrality’ (Broome 2004, 2005), however, has the wider implication that 
conclusions about futuristic threats of any kind are not greatly dependent 
on totalist moral mathematics. In deliberating about the goodness of 
actions that affect present persons, our predictions about those who may or 
may not exist later inevitably matter. 
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1. Introduction 
The momentum of the Longtermism movement—escalated by the publication of 
Will MacAskill’s (2022) book What We Owe the Future—owes in part to an exciting 
vision of the power of the present generation to give humanity a leg up towards a 
brighter, longer-lasting future. The headline calls to action are for significant invest-
ments to reduce the risk of what are perceived as ‘futuristic threats’, e.g., premature 
human extinction due to engineered pathogens, or a long-enduring tyranny enabled 
by artificial superintelligence (ASI). The idea is that these are the threats to human 
flourishing that, while not necessarily immediate, span the longest time scales and are 
most impactful. Indeed, the time scales are so long that we have very strong moral 
reasons to pursue even small reductions in the risk of these threats materialising. 

While a gripping vision, many find the idea of devoting significant resources to 
addressing future threats deeply troubling if it means diverting resources from, say, 
tackling the more immediate and cumulative problem of climate change, or reform-
ing existing institutions to reduce economic inequalities and other injustices. I too 
find this troubling. Many simply dismiss the longtermists’ conclusions—or at least 
those concerning premature human extinction—on the grounds that they rely on a 
faulty premise regarding the fundamental nature of moral reasons directed at 
human welfare. The supposed error lies in treating more worthwhile lives as in-
herently better since this increases total positive human welfare. The proposed 
alternative is that more worthwhile lives is neither better nor worse, but rather 
inherently neutral. Kieran Setiya2, for example, has made this claim as follows: 

But if neutrality is right, the longtermist’s mathematics rest on a mistake: the 
extra lives don’t make the world a better place, all by themselves. Our ethical 
equations are not swamped by small risks of extinction. And while we may be 
doing much less than we should to address the risk of a lethal pandemic, value 
lock-in, or nuclear war, the truth is much closer to common sense than MacAskill 
would have us believe. We should care about making the lives of those who will 
exist better, or about the fate of those who will be worse off, not about the number 
of good lives there will be. 

One problem with this statement is that it groups different kinds of future threats 
together, both those that affect the number of worthwhile lives (premature human 
extinction) and those that do not affect the number of lives at all, just the quality of 
these lives (‘value lock-in’, or a long-enduring tyranny). But consider just the former 

 
2 This is from his (2022) article in Boston Review. 
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kind of threat, for which the question of neutrality is pertinent. If the diagnosis stated 
above were right, we would not need to engage with the longtermists’ empirical 
premises regarding premature human extinction, given various courses of action. 
Nor need we consider how they propose to manage uncertainty about such conse-
quences in decision making. 

But unfortunately this short circuit strategy does not work. I will argue that none 
of the longtermists’ prominent conclusions rest precariously on a deeply divisive view 
about the fundamental nature of moral reasons directed at human welfare. That 
includes, somewhat surprisingly, the conclusion that we have strong moral reason to 
reduce the risk of premature human extinction (or at least conclusions in this 
ballpark). I show this by revealing how neutrality about additional worthwhile human 
lives does not preclude longtermist concerns, including premature human extinction, 
that are associated with totalism about additional worthwhile human lives. It is not 
just that there are welfarist reasons, whether totalist or neutral, to care about 
reductions in the risk of specific kinds of future threats—in particular those which 
affect the welfare of a population of fixed size.3 Rather, there are welfarist reasons, 
whether totalist or neutral, to care about reductions in the risk of many kinds of 
future threats—including those which determine the size of the population. More-
over, I will argue that the neutral approach may lead to problematic non-longtermist 
conclusions in cases where additional lives are worthwhile and yet fall short of a 
utopian level of welfare. 

This does not mean that the longtermists’ calls for action are well founded. To 
effectively challenge them, however, we must instead redirect attention to the non-
moral premises on which their robust appeal—given less fundamental disagree-
ments about welfare—depends. It is one thing to care about the possibility of a 
reduction in the risk of a future threat. It is quite another to take there to be strong 
moral reason to actually pursue, in a direct way, a reduction in the risk of that threat. 
This point may be clear enough in the case of future threats to a fixed population. I 
therefore start out—in the next section—with this case. We see that the empirical 
premises are crucial to the choice conclusions. With select premises, differing 
accounts of moral reasons directed at human welfare, whether totalist or neutral, 
converge on seemingly radical choice conclusions. The remainder of the chapter 
argues that the case of reducing the risk of premature extinction is not much differ-

 
3 That is the line pursued by Hilary Greaves and Will MacAskill (2021, p. 18) in their brief discussion of 
the sensitivity of longtermist claims to the details of moral theory. They say, cautiously: ‘According to 
the spirit of a person-affecting approach, premature extinction is in itself at worst neutral: if humanity 
goes prematurely extinct, then there does not exist any person who is worse off as a result of that 
extinction, and, according to a person-affecting principle, it follows that the resulting state of affairs is 
not worse. The far-future benefits of extinction risk mitigation may therefore beat the best near-future 
benefits only conditional on controversial population axiologies.’ 
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ent; seemingly radical choice conclusions to this end are not greatly sensitive to the 
difference between totalist and neutral approaches to moral reasons directed at 
human welfare. That is, here too, totalism in the longtermists’ mathematics plays a 
relatively minor role. 

2. Future threats to a fixed population 
First some set up that will assist the discussion throughout the paper. We are 
concerned with the deliberations of a decision maker who faces choices with far-
reaching implications. This may be a single individual or a governing body. In line 
with the orientation of longtermists, we will consider just the moral reasons direct-
ed at general human welfare—what might be called reasons of impartial beneficence, 
but which we will refer to simply as ‘welfarist reasons’—that bear on this decision 
maker’s choice. There may be other moral reasons, and perhaps more important 
ones, that bear on her choice. Perhaps it is reasonable to assume that all else is equal 
with respect to these other moral reasons, which might concern special relation-
ships or rights and obligations. But perhaps that is not a reasonable assumption for 
the kinds of applications the longtermist has in mind. Our decision maker may in 
any case have further non-moral reasons for choice, for instance, personal or 
prudential reasons. There is an important and overarching question of how all her 
reasons, both moral and non-moral, may be weighed against each other. But we put 
this overarching question aside here. Our discussion is limited to the welfarist 
reasons that bear on a decision maker’s choice, as this is arguably how the long-
termists’ claims or ‘choice conclusions’ are best interpreted. 
       Consider the claim that our decision maker has strong welfarist reasons to 
pursue a ‘far-sighted’ option pertaining to the use of some resource X that would 
exclusively benefit the many who will exist in the further future. For instance, the 
option in question might involve spending X on reducing the risk of debilitating 
‘value lock-in’ or long-lasting tyranny enabled, say, by artificial superintelligence 
(ASI). That our decision maker has strong welfarist reasons to pursue this option 
depends on a number of premises, regarding: i) the empirical decision set-up, ii) the 
proper resolution of uncertainty and iii) the nature of the welfarist reasons. Note 
that one can think of the welfarist reasons as dependent on the relative moral 
goodness of the outcomes with respect to human welfare (or the ‘welfarist good’ for 
short).4 
 

 
4 One can interpret ‘welfarist good’ in a very general way; the associated ranking of outcomes may, for 
instance, be ‘context sensitive’ such that transitivity is not satisfied across choice sets. That said, I will 
later assume transitivity in my discussion of the implications of neutrality in Section 4. 
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Table 1: Choice Problem for a Fixed-Sized Population 
 

 
State 1 State 2 

near far  near far 

short-sighted modest none  modest none 

far-sighted none extreme  none none 
 
 
Table 1 exemplifies the substantive nature of the first kind of premises. The table 
depicts just two competing options for spending X, or two deviations from the status 
quo (which is not explicitly represented, but is the reference point for describing the 
outcomes of the other options). All of the possible outcomes contain populations of 
the same size.5 The outcome of the ‘far-sighted’ option, unlike the ‘short-sighted’ 
option, depends on which of the possible states of the world turns out to be actual. 
The first state in the table, ‘State 1’, is highlighted to emphasise that the welfarist 
comparison of the options depends primarily on the outcomes under this state. This 
is the state of the world in which pursuing the ‘far-sighted’ option makes a signifi-
cant difference to the welfare of the ‘far’ group, which contains a relatively enorm-
ous number of people further away in time—in aggregate, this is an extremely 
positive change in welfare from the status quo. Even if we assume that State 1 is 
extremely unlikely compared to State 2, the extraordinary welfarist difference in 
the outcomes under State 1, let us say, is such that the relatively minor welfarist 
difference in the outcomes under State 2 is not important. 

This brings us to the question of what our decision maker has most welfarist 
reason to do. If it is assumed that she faces the choice problem represented by Table 
1, then it is not such a large jump to the conclusion that she has (even strong) wel-
farist reason to pursue the ‘far-sighted’ option, given standard ways of resolving 
uncertainty.6 This conclusion does not depend at all on the difference between the 

 
5 We might add an even stronger premise that all of the possible outcomes contain populations 
constituted by the same people. Then the choice recommended by welfarist reasons would be even less 
sensitive to differences in the various accounts of the welfarist good. But since the focus here is the 
fundamental difference between totalist and neutral approaches to the value of additional worthwhile 
lives, we will put aside more extreme ‘person affecting’ versions of the latter, whereby the relative 
goodness of a pair of outcomes depends only on their welfare effects with respect to those who exist on 
both outcomes. 
6 While we do not have the space to properly address the resolution of uncertainty in this setting, Table 1 
facilitates an ex post approach, which involves evaluating the respective outcomes and then using this 
information, as well as the probability of the outcomes, in evaluating the options. A ‘standard way’ of 
evaluating the options would be one that conforms to (some conservative generalisation of) the 
expected value principle, whereby the higher the expected value the better the option. 
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totalist and neutral approaches to the value of additional worthwhile human lives, 
given that the size of the population is not in question. Just how robust is the con-
clusion that our decision maker has most welfarist reason to pursue the far-sighted 
option depends on some further considerations that are elided in Table 1. For 
instance, it will be more robust if the many further away in time are the worst off and 
the welfare increments for each of these individuals in State 1 is moreover large 
enough for these to count as ‘relevant claims’7 when compared to the welfare incre-
ments at stake for each of the individuals nearby in time. So there is some slightly 
more detailed specification of Table 1 such that, according to a large range of views 
about the relative welfarist goodness of outcomes, our decision maker has (even 
strong) welfarist reason to pursue the far-sighted option. 

The argument that we have strong welfarist reason to pursue a reduction in the 
risk of a long-enduring tyrannical regime enabled by ASI is most puzzling and 
compelling when presented along the lines of Table 1. It is puzzling because it is 
counter to ordinary practice to think that our welfarist reasons direct us to focus on 
the far future. And yet it is compelling because the conclusion seems irresistible 
since robust to differences in views about the welfarist good. But the conclusion is 
only irresistible on the assumption that the decision problem really looks some-
thing like Table 1. This seems initially plausible, if we consider the possibility, how-
ever remote, of a long-enduring tyrannical regime. The aggregate welfare benefit of 
reducing the risk of this outcome, even very slightly, is presumably large enough to 
easily outweigh any modest welfare benefits that would accrue to relatively few 
people nearby in time. But a decision problem like that in Table 1 depends on further 
empirical premises: that acting to directly reduce the risk of specific future threats 
will really work, and that the opportunity costs, or the relative benefits of alternative 
actions, are located just within the nearby time period and are thus relatively small. 

In the next section, I claim that the same sorts of considerations apply to long-
termists’ arguments that we have strong welfarist reasons to pursue a reduction in 
the risk of premature human extinction. Here it may seem that the empirical details 
matter less; that one can get off the longtermists’ wagon simply by denying the 
totalist approach to the value of additional worthwhile human lives. But we will see 
that this is a mistake. 

3. Future threats to population size 
Let’s for the moment assume a totalist approach to the value of additional human 
lives. On such an approach, every extra life with positive welfare—assuming welfare 

 
7 For an influential welfarist view that turns on aggregating only ‘relevant claims’, see Voorhoeve (2014). 
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is scaled so that a life of zero welfare is neither good nor bad for the person living it—
increases the welfarist good of an outcome, and every extra life with negative welfare 
decreases the welfarist good of an outcome. (For the specific totalist approach 
known as total utilitarianism, for instance, the overall welfarist good of an outcome 
is just the sum of the welfare of all who exist in that outcome.) It is not hard to see 
that, on a totalist account of the welfarist good, greatly increasing the number of 
persons with positive welfare who will exist is, all else equal, a very good thing to do. 

Accordingly, it seems prima facie plausible that we have strong welfarist reasons, 
if some version of totalism is right, to reduce the risk of premature human extinct-
ion. After all, premature human extinction cuts off an indefinitely long period of 
human history that plausibly contains on balance extraordinary amounts of positive 
welfare. Just like in the case of a long-enduring tyranny, the welfare benefit of 
reducing the risk of premature human extinction, even very slightly, seems then 
large enough to easily outweigh the welfare benefit of any shorter-term project. 

 
Table 2: Choice Problem for a Varying-Sized Population 
 

 
State 1 State 2 

necessary possible  necessary possible 

short-sighted modest none  modest none 

far-sighted none extreme  none none 
 
  
That is, it seems that our plight as decision makers may plausibly resemble Table 2, 
where the ‘far-sighted option’ is to spend some resource X on directly trying to 
reduce the risk of premature human extinction. And if so, we would have strong 
welfarist reasons, if these reasons are broadly totalist at least, to pursue this option. 
As before, the table depicts the outcomes for two options or deviations from the 
status quo. The outcomes are presented with respect to a partition of the possible 
overall population: in this case, the first group contains some inevitable number of 
people, the ‘necessary’-sized group, and the second group contains some further 
number of people that is contingent on the natural and agential forces pertinent to 
this choice problem, i.e., the ‘possible’-sized group.8 Again, ‘State 1’ is highlighted. 
This is the state of the world in which pursuing the ‘far-sighted’ option makes a 

 
8 This is a variant of the ‘necessary people’ versus ‘possible people’ distinction. There is a subtle 
difference in that here we are focusing just on the size of the population. By contrast, the ‘necessary 
people’, for instance, are the specific people who will exist, whatever choice one takes; they are not 
merely those who make up some fixed number of people who will exist, whatever choice one makes. 
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significant difference to the welfare of the ‘possible’ group, because it adds an enor-
mous number of people to this group. 

Many are unmoved, however, by the use of Table 2, or something like it, to argue 
that there are strong welfarist reasons to directly aim at reducing the risk of pre-
mature human extinction. The thought is that any such argument is a non-starter 
since it depends precariously on welfarist reasons of a totalist kind. The alternative 
approach to welfarist reasons that many find attractive, especially in view of future 
threats that turn on premature human extinction, is what was referred to above as 
the neutral approach, or ‘neutrality’ for short. On this approach, extra lives with 
positive welfare are neither good nor bad in and of themselves, but are rather 
neutral.9 It does seem that welfarist reasons of a neutral kind would provide no 
reason to aim at ensuring the existence of more people, especially when there are 
significant opportunity costs to presently existing people, or more generally to a 
population of guaranteed size. Only under totalist approaches is there an extra-
ordinary difference in welfare between the two outcomes under ‘State 1’, a dif-
ference that effectively determines the welfarist comparison of the options even if 
‘State 1’ has extremely small probability. 

Before going on in the next section to examine the implications of neutrality, I 
will pause to state the position more carefully. The thought is that there is some 
range of welfare that we can refer to as the neutral range, whereby adding an extra 
person whose welfare falls within that range does not make the world better or 
worse in and of itself. The neutral range is typically thought to have a lower bound 
equating to the value of a life that is neither good nor bad (zero, by convention). Lives 
with welfare below the neutral range—those that are bad for the person living 
them—are thought to detract from the welfarist goodness of an outcome. 10  The 
upper bound of the neutral range could be very high or even infinite. Arguably the 
common thought is that any good life, no matter how good, does not in itself make 
the world a better place. Wlodek Rabinowicz (2022, 116) refers to this as the ‘radical’ 
interpretation of neutrality, whereby the neutral range of welfare extends from zero 
all the way up to the value of a maximally good life, or else infinity if there is no upper 
bound on a person’s welfare. (He contrasts this with the ‘moderate’ interpretation, 
whereby the neutral range of welfare extends from zero to some positive, not-too-
high level of welfare.) Here we will initially stick with the ‘radical’ interpretation, 

 
9 Not everyone thinks it is obviously a mistake to worry about premature human extinction, including 
some who endorse neutrality. For instance, Frick’s (2017) project is to offer an account, consistent with 
neutrality, of our reasons to prevent premature human extinction. 
10 That is, neutrality is typically spelled out in a way that is sensitive to the so-called ‘Procreation 
Asymmetry’, whereby there is a duty not to bring into existence a person with a bad life, presumably 
because this would be bad, and yet there is no duty to bring into existence a person with a good life, 
presumably because this is neither good nor bad. 
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since, in spite of Rabinowicz’s label, that is arguably what many advocates of neu-
trality have in mind. 

Neutrality seems initially to have much to recommend it. Indeed, Jacob Nebel 
(2019) and Johann Frick (2020) have provided rich accounts of the notion of value 
that underpins intuitions supporting neutrality. The idea is that positive welfare is 
not something we have unconditional reason to bring about. Nebel and Frick pro-
pose instead welfare-related reasons that are conditional on the person in question’s 
existence, or the bearer of welfare. This leads to an account whereby outcomes are 
ranked according to a notion of conditional welfare value: It is better that bearers of 
welfare have positive rather than negative welfare (and more generally higher 
rather than lower welfare), and it is better for there to be no bearer of welfare than 
for there to be one with negative welfare, but it is neither better nor worse for there 
to be no bearer of welfare than for there to be one with positive welfare. Surely then, 
one might think, preventing premature human extinction (or rather, increasing the 
number of lives with positive welfare) is not worth any sacrifice if one assumes 
neutrality. 

4. Implications of Neutrality 
The implications of neutrality turn out to be difficult to glean, however, just by 
contemplating the kind of welfare value that underpins this approach. John Broome 
(2004, 2005) showed that the resulting ranking of outcomes with respect to welfare 
(or ‘welfarist ranking’) is more complicated than first appearances suggest. Here I 
will extend Broome’s insights to outcomes with long time horizons that allow for 
much variation in the number of persons who exist. We will see that neutrality does 
not in fact preclude acting on welfarist reasons to directly reduce the risk of 
premature human extinction, even at great opportunity cost to those living in the 
present, or more generally to the fixed-size population that is bound to obtain. In 
fact, neutrality does not preclude even more counter-intuitive conclusions. 

4.1 Greedy Neutrality 
The starting point for Broome (2004, 2005) is what precisely is the relationship, in 
terms of the welfarist good, between some original population and that population 
with an additional life of positive welfare. Neutrality says that the former, with the 
additional life, is neither better nor worse than the latter. Should this be interpreted 
as indifference? Arguably not, since if the indifference and better-than relations 
satisfy transitivity, we get an inconsistency with the (strong) Pareto principle. Con-
sider the following case, where the population outcomes, A, B, and C, are represent-
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ed as vectors. Each entry in the vector corresponds to a particular person and gives 
their lifetime welfare, with ‘-’ representing that the person does not exist on that 
outcome: 

A = (2, 3, -) 

B = (2, 3, 4) 

C = (2, 3, 5) 

On the indifference interpretation, neutrality here implies indifference between A 
and B (A = B) and between A and C (A = C). But then by transitivity of indifference, 
we would get B = C. But C weakly Pareto dominates B, so by the (strong) Pareto 
principle C is better than B (C ≻ B). Hence, an inconsistency. 
       Broome (2004, 2005) proposes instead that neutrality be fleshed out in terms of 
the relation of incommensurability. In that way, neutrality conforms with both 
strong Pareto and transitivity of the better-than relation with respect to the wel-
farist good. For our example, A is then incommensurable with both B and C (A ≈ B 
and A ≈ C). Since incommensurability is not transitive, we may yet have C ≻ B. 
Indeed, the classic examples used to illustrate the difference between incommen-
surability and indifference have precisely this form. For instance, in the ranking of 
holiday destinations, to say that a rugged wilderness escape, A′, and a cultural city 
sojourn, B′, are incommensurable (that is, A′ ≈ B′) is to say that there is some 
enhancement (say a fixed amount of extra spending money) to the cultural city 
sojourn (yielding C′, where C′ ≻ B′), such that A′ and C′ are also incommensurable 
(that is, A′ ≈ C′). 

What Broome further draws attention to—our starting point for the next 
section—is that the incommensurability of neutrality is ‘greedy’. It allows good and 
bad changes to the original population to be offset by the addition of lives with 
positive welfare to the original population. (What is meant by ‘offset’ here is that, on 
net, there are no welfare reasons for or against the new augmented population 
involving gains or losses to the original population, as compared to the original 
population; since the two are incommensurable.) A simple example (owing to Rabi-
nowicz 2009) will suffice to demonstrate both aspects of this point: 

D = (3, 4, -) 

E = (3, 4, 1) 

F = (3, 3, 3) 

G = (3, 3, -) 
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According to neutrality, D and E are incommensurable with respect to the welfarist 
good (D ≈ E) and similarly F and G are incommensurable (F ≈ G).  But plausibly F ≻ 
E, since F has greater equality, and also greater total welfare. But since E is not worse 
than D, F cannot be worse than D. And yet the move from D to F involves a decrease 
in welfare for someone and the addition of a new person with positive welfare. So we 
see that neutrality entails that the addition of a person with positive welfare (in the 
neutral range) can offset a decrease in welfare for those in the original population. 
(Broome says rhetorically that neutrality about added lives can ‘swallow up’ the 
original people’s loss in welfare, neutralising it, and making the change overall not 
bad.)  
       Now consider G and E. Since, according to neutrality, F is not better than G, and 
F is itself better than E, then E cannot be better than G. But the move from G to E 
involves an increase in welfare for someone and the addition of a new person with 
positive welfare. So we see that neutrality entails that the addition of a person with 
positive welfare (in the neutral range) can offset an increase in welfare for those in 
the original population. (Again, we might say that neutrality about added lives can 
‘swallow up’ the original people’s gains, neutralising it, and making the change 
overall not good.) 

Broome (2004, 2005) claims that the appeal of neutrality depends on there being 
no swallowing up of this sort, and so the incommensurability interpretation of neu-
trality shows this approach to be based on some false hope. Others disagree (e.g., 
Rabinowicz 2009, Frick 2017); they suggest that greediness is not necessarily an 
unwelcome consequence of neutrality for those who find it appealing. In any case, 
the focus here is to simply extend Broome’s investigations of the greediness of 
neutrality to the long-term or large-scale setting where many lives may be at stake. 
We will ultimately compare, in this setting, the neutral and totalist approaches to 
the welfarist good. 

Note that our discussion will treat transitivity as a constraint on the better-than 
relation with respect to the welfarist good. (Further assumptions will also be intro-
duced for ease of explication, more on which below.) On a broader notion of the 
welfarist good—one that simply tracks reasons for choice in any given choice 
context—the associated ‘more-choice-worthy-than’ relation need not be transitive 
across choice contexts. For instance, Frick (2022) allows that the choice-worthiness 
relation between pairs of options may change depending on the context: for the 
above options, E may be no less choice-worthy than D in a pairwise comparison, but 
less choice-worthy where the option set also includes F, because in that case the 
choice of E would involve unnecessary inequality (compared to F). This sort of 
context dependence may make neutrality less greedy overall, but it depends on the 
details of the fully formulated account. Teruji Thomas (forthcoming, sections 5.1 & 
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5.2) offers fully formulated accounts along these lines that he claims are defensible 
in the context of uncertainty, but, on these accounts, as per my discussion below, the 
lives of additional people matter in the welfarist comparison of options. So I tenta-
tively suggest that weakening the transitivity assumption would not dramatically 
change the overall story in what follows in the ways that defenders of neutrality who 
wish to resist longtermist conclusions might hope. 

4.2 Greedy Neutrality and Longtermism 
Let us turn then to the long term or large scale. Even if the greediness of neutrality 
is not particularly surprising or unwelcome on a small scale, things may look dif-
ferent on a large scale. The investigation of the latter setting is, however, not so 
straightforward. We saw that simple demonstrations of the greediness of neutrality, 
like that above, depend on very few assumptions regarding the welfarist ranking of 
options. When it comes to settings in which many lives are at stake—including 
decision problems for which the choice of option affects the threat of premature 
human extinction—we must introduce further assumptions to assess the implica-
tions of neutrality. Indeed, it helps to work with a rather specific account of the 
welfarist good and leave it largely to the reader to consider how the results would 
change for nearby accounts. At the very least, we can say that the results demon-
strated here are not precluded by neutrality. 

For the sake of clear explication, assume then that the welfarist good has the 
following features: i) populations of differing size are compared in a way that con-
forms to neutrality, whereby adding lives with positive welfare to an original popu-
lation yields an augmented population that is incommensurable with that original 
population, and ii) populations of the same size are compared in terms of average 
welfare, the higher the better. 11  (The second feature is clearly arbitrary in the 
context of our discussion; it might just as well be some other approach to comparing 
populations of the same size.) 

This notion of the welfarist good makes clear that neutrality does not commit 
one to a view whereby populations of the same size constituted by different people 
are incommensurable. On the account just outlined, such populations are ranked 
according to their average welfare. So the following statement from MacAskill 
(2022, 175) is rather misleading: 

 
11 This may well be an alternative description, or at least a partial description, of a specific version of 
‘critical-range’ utilitarianism (see Rabinowicz e.g., 2009, 2022), in which the ‘critical range’ extends 
from zero (representing the welfare of a life that is neither good nor bad for the person living it) to 
positive infinity. 
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Consider two people, Alice and Bob. If we keep fossil fuel subsidies, Alice will be 
born in 2070. If we end fossil fuel subsidies, Alice will not be born and Bob will be 
born instead. Both have happy lives, but, because climate change will be less 
extreme without fossil fuel subsidies, Bob will be happier than Alice would have 
been. According to the intuition of neutrality, we do not have reason to ensure 
that Bob exists rather than Alice. According to the intuition of neutrality, pre-
venting Alice’s existence is neither good nor bad, and bringing Bob into existence 
is also neither good nor bad. So doing both at once is neither good nor bad. 

MacAskill describes a violation of what Derek Parfit (1984, 367) calls the ‘No Dif-
ference View’, since the change in identity here between the happy and happier 
person does affect the comparison of the two outcomes. But neutrality does not itself 
imply violations of No Difference. In fact, defenders of neutrality typically also de-
fend No Difference (see, e.g., Frick 2020). For the example above, that would mean 
that ending fossil fuel subsidies is the better option, since were it not for a change in 
identity from Alice to Bob, this option weakly Pareto dominates the other. The 
change in identity does not affect this ranking. 

So, neutrality does not lead to so much incommensurability in the comparison of 
options as MacAskill suggests. But it still leads to a lot of troubling incommensur-
ability owing to the greediness of neutrality. 

Consider the case where added lives ‘swallow up’ suffering or bad changes for the 
original population. The recipe for generating such cases of swallowing up is as 
follows: Take an ‘original population’. Add n lives right at the cusp of being worth 
living, or just above zero welfare. Call this the ‘augmented population’. It is incom-
mensurable with the original population with respect to the welfarist good. Now 
there will be various populations of the same size as the augmented population that 
are better than that population. These ‘+n-populations’ are thus not worse than the 
original population; they are either incommensurable with or better than the 
original population. But some of these +n-populations will involve welfare losses for 
the original population. These are the populations in which the added lives ‘swallow 
up’ losses to the original population. For our account of the welfarist good in which 
same-sized populations are compared in terms of their average welfare, the +n-
populations will include populations with any given sum of welfare loss to the origi-
nal population; this loss must be effectively compensated by at least as great a sum 
welfare gain for the added n people, compared to what they each could have had in 
the augmented population, which was close to zero welfare. 

The swallowing up gets even worse. It is not just that any welfare loss to the orig-
inal population can be swallowed up by sufficient total gains for the added people 
relative to their lives being only just worth living (or close to zero welfare). Worse, 
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the more people added to the original population, or the greater that n is, the less 
their respective welfare levels need to surpass zero for their sum gains to be suffi-
cient. 

Return then to the choice problem in Table 2, where under State 1, the ‘far-sight-
ed’ option results in many more lives with positive welfare. On a totalist approach to 
the welfarist good, the ‘far-sighted’ option is better than the ‘short-sighed’ option, 
provided the difference in the goodness of the outcomes under State 1 is sufficiently 
large relative to the (very small) probability that State 1 is true. Can we get around 
this uncomfortable conclusion with a neutral approach to the welfarist good? 
Neutrality does not preclude the ‘far-sighted’ option being incommensurable with 
the ‘short-sighted’ option. This is to say there is no positive welfarist reason in 
favour of present sacrifices (forgoing present welfare gains) to pursue additional 
future lives with positive welfare. But equally, there is no welfarist reason against 
present sacrifices to pursue additional future lives. Acting to reduce the risk of 
premature human extinction may therefore not have less merit, on welfare grounds, 
than acting to mitigate present suffering. That would be so, at least, if the choice 
problem looked somewhat like that described in Table 2. 

4.3 Greedy Neutrality and Non-Longtermism 
We see that neutrality does not preclude choice conclusions that depend on the 
number of people who will live and the quality of their lives: great gains in worth-
while future lives may be worth (or can at least offset) sacrifices in welfare for those 
in the present. That should already give defenders of neutrality pause—this approach 
to welfare does not insulate present decision making from considerations of varying 
population size, at least not to the extent that one might have hoped. It gets worse, 
however. Neutrality does not preclude further disturbing implications that are not 
shared by totalist approaches. We will see that not only are the advantages of the 
neutral compared to the total approach to welfarist reasons less pronounced than 
first appearances suggest, but the former also has marked disadvantages.12  
       To see this, let us consider now the other side of greedy neutrality: cases in which 
welfare gains to the present are swallowed up by the addition of future lives with 
positive welfare. The recipe for generating such cases of swallowing up is similar to 

 
12 This is not surprising in light of the ‘impossibility theorems’ of population ethics (see, for instance, 
Arrhenius ms.). Standard forms of totalism notoriously imply the ‘repugnant conclusion’. Alternatives 
designed to avoid that conclusion have other problems, for instance they imply the ‘sadistic conclusion’. 
Neutrality is somewhere in the middle. It may lead to a less repugnant conclusion, but the other side of 
the coin is that it leads to a less, say, sadistic conclusion. In other words, we might expect that a neutral 
approach to the welfarist good will not have the extreme counterintuitive properties of other accounts, 
but will have many counterintuitive properties nonetheless. 
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that outlined above: Take an ‘original population’. This time add n lives with 
extremely high welfare; some finite level of welfare will work in the recipe since we 
are assuming that the neutral range is unbounded. Again, call this the ‘augmented 
population’. It is, by construction, incommensurable with the original population 
with respect to the welfarist good. Now there will be various populations of the same 
size as the augmented population that are worse than that population. These ‘+n-
populations’ are thus not better than the original population; they are either incom-
mensurable with or worse than the original population. But some of these +n-
populations will involve welfare gains for the original population. All that is required 
for a population to qualify as a +n-population is that the sum welfare gains for the 
original population are outweighed by at least as much sum welfare loss for the 
added n people, compared to their welfare in the augmented population (i.e., ex-
tremely high welfare). These are the populations in which the added lives ‘swallow 
up’ gains to the original population. 

This is a very troubling implication for neutrality, at least when formulated with 
the features specified above.13 Note that the first feature is a neutral range that is 
unbounded from above, extending to positive infinity. It is arguably that first 
feature, rather than the second which specifies an average welfare approach to 
comparing populations of the same fixed size, which yields the most trouble. When 
the neutral range is unbounded from above, the added lives to the original popula-
tion could have had any positive welfare whatsoever and the resulting augmented 
population would still count as incommensurable with the original population. So 
whatever the actual welfare of the added lives, a sum welfare loss of any size whatso-
ever is incurred, relative to the augmented population. This loss can outweigh any 
sum welfare gain to the original population. In short, neutrality does not preclude a 
very severe kind of swallowing up of gains to an original population. We see that 
adding any number of lives to an original population, at any positive level of welfare, 
‘swallows up’ any sized welfare gain to the original population.  That is, the resulting 
population is no better (incommensurable, or even worse) than the original popula-
tion. 

We can refer to this as a (worrying) non-longtermist implication of neutrality: 
increasing the size of the human population, even if this is a win-win scenario with 
no intertemporal trade-offs, is no better than the status quo. So, for instance, the 
mitigation of climate change, or fantastic advances in medicine, insofar as they 
increase the size of the human population by adding worthwhile lives, are not better 
than the status quo, even if they also come with many welfare benefits for those in 

 
13 It amounts to a violation of an axiom known as Dominance Addition which Gustaf Arrhenius (ms., 307) 
articulates as follows: ‘An addition of lives with positive welfare and an increase in the welfare of the 
rest of the population doesn’t make a population worse, other things being equal.’ 
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the present. We strangely have no positive welfarist reason under neutrality to 
pursue these win-win options.14  

The way neutrality can swallow up gains in welfare is pertinent to Parfit’s (1984, 
453) pointed question (and yet is easily overlooked).15 

Compare three outcomes: 

(1)   Peace. 

(2)   A nuclear war that kills 99% of the world’s existing population. 

(3)   A nuclear war that kills 100%. 

Outcome (2) would be worse than (1), and (3) would be worse than (2). Which is 
the greater of these two differences? 

Parfit himself suggests that most people believe the greater difference is between (1) 
and (2). The neutral approach to welfare, unlike the totalist approach, can partially 
respect that intuition. By neutrality, (2) and (3) are incommensurable, assuming the 
two are identical except that the former includes extra people with worthwhile lives. 
So (3) is not worse than (2). But at least it is not the case that the gap in welfarist good 
between (2) and (3) is much greater than the gap between (1) and (2). (Let us assume 
that the populations in (1) and (2) end up being the same size.) 

However, that is not the whole story. The problem with neutrality is that it does 
not preclude a highly counter-intuitive assessment of options (1) and (3). Most 
people believe that (3) is much worse than (1), since (2) is much worse than (1). But 
neutrality allows that (3) and (1) are incommensurable. Consider the shift from (3) 
to (1): it involves large welfare gains for the small population who were bound to 
live—from the destitution and shortening of lives that precedes extinction to a state 
of world peace and increased longevity. And then there are all these extra people 
living in the state of world peace, since humanity does not go extinct. Surely (1) is 
better than (3). The trouble is that, on neutrality, the additional persons on the 
world peace outcome may ‘swallow up’ the large gains in welfare to the original 
people. After all, if the destitute people were joined by additional people who 
enjoyed not just world peace but super blissful world peace, this larger population 
outcome would have been incommensurable with the smaller destitute population. 
And plausibly, the outcome (1) is no better a population than the one with super 

 
14 This is presumably why Broome (2005, 410) claims that neutrality yields ‘incredible’ assessments of 
everyday choices: specifically, that doing nothing about climate change, or more locally, about road 
safety or taxation reform, is no worse than acting in a positive way to mitigate climate change, improve 
roads or reform the taxation system respectively. 
15 MacAskill (2022, 168) quotes this passage, and Setiya (2022) moreover appeals to Parfit’s three 
options in his criticism of MacAskill’s claims. 
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blissed-out extra people: the downward shift in welfare of many from super blissful 
world peace to world peace outweighs the upward shift in welfare of relatively few 
from destitution to world peace. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
We see that the neutral approach to welfare is more complicated than first impres-
sions suggest. The greediness of neutrality, when there are many additional lives are 
at stake, means there is less of a contrast between the neutral and totalist approach-
es to welfare than might be hoped. On either approach, significant present sacrifices 
in welfare may be permissible (albeit, for neutrality, not required) if the result is a 
small reduction in the probability of some future threat, including threats whose 
severity turns on premature human extinction. 

If Table 2 more or less accurately describes the choice problem we now face—
whether we should aim to directly reduce the risk of some threat—neither the neut-
ral nor the total approaches clearly furnish us with strong reasons not to act on the 
future threat and instead focus on more proximate suffering. The extreme gains in 
welfare for the ‘far-sighted’ option under State 1 are relevant (and if large enough, 
swamp the comparison of options) for both kinds of approach. 

One might yet hope that there is some plausible neutral approach to welfare that 
allows us to effectively sideline, in our welfarist reasoning, changes to the timing of 
human extinction or to population size more generally. After all, the analysis in 
Section 4 depends on a specific version of the neutral approach. But it is far from 
assured that alternative versions of neutrality would change the overall story in 
ways that defenders of neutrality would welcome. For instance, the extent to which 
neutrality swallows up gains in welfare for an original population could be mitigated 
by lowering the upper bound of the neutral range to something not too much greater 
than zero.16 But this would only lessen the difference between the neutral and total-
ist approaches to welfare. One might otherwise make different assumptions when it 
comes to comparing populations of fixed size. Instead of appealing to average 
welfare, one might rather compare fixed-size populations in terms of minimum 
welfare, for instance, or in some other way more sensitive to (in)equality. But many 
such differences will lead to changes in degree rather than kind when it comes to 
greedy neutrality. Similarly for the assumption of transitivity, I speculate. At any 
rate, the burden falls on defenders of neutrality to provide a fully worked out account 
that has clear advantages over the one presented in Section 4. 

 
16 This would be what Rabinowicz (2009) calls a ‘moderate’ interpretation of the neutral range. His own 
critical-range utiltarianism involves a moderate neutral range—it is the range of critical values. 
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That brings me back to the underlying aim of the paper, which is to deflate the 
idea that the fundamental approach to welfare one adopts matters a great deal in 
assessing longtermists’ conclusions about future threats that affect the size of the 
population. The robustness of the longtermists’ claims about what we have strong 
welfarist reason to do and not do hangs on whether the extreme empirical picture 
that is painted is in fact true. Do our choice problems really look like those described 
in Tables 1 and 2? If not, then we may not have strong welfarist reason to try to directly 
reduce the probability of premature human extinction, even on a simple totalist 
account of the welfarist good. 

 
Table 3: Modified Choice Problem for a Varying-Sized Population 
 

 
State 1 State 2 … State n 

 necessary  possible  necessary  possible …  necessary possible 

short-sighted  modest  none  modest  none …  modest  none 

medium-sighted  high  small  high  small …  high  small 

far-sighted  none  extreme  none  none …  None  none 

 
 
What would an alternative choice scenario look like? Table 3 offers just one example; 
it includes a ‘medium-sighted’ option. The ‘medium- sighted’ option might, say, invol-
ve institution building that is very good, over the long run, for the given number of 
people bound to exist, and also enhances expected population size to some extent 
relative to the status quo. Moreover, the ‘far-sighted’ option might possibly backfire, 
making a long-enduring tyrannical regime more likely for the fixed population (an 
extremely bad outcome). In that case, even on a simple totalist account of the welfarist 
good, it is not obvious that there is welfarist reason to pursue the ‘far-sighted’ option. 

I have said nothing here to help settle the question of whether Table 3 or Table 2 
more accurately represents the choice problem we now face regarding future threats 
that affect population size. The point is rather that these are the kinds of hypotheses 
that we should be raising and scrutinising in assessing longtermists’ choice conclu-
sions about what we have welfarist reason to do. The totalist approach to welfare 
plays a relatively minor role in the longtermists’ mathematics.17 

 
17 Many thanks to Christian Barry, Hilary Greaves and Alan Hájek for valuable comments on draft 
versions of this paper. Thanks too to the seminar audience of the Institute for Futures Studies (IFFS) 
for very helpful feedback. I am moreover grateful for support from the ‘Climate Ethics and Future 
Generations’ project at the IFFS, funded by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond (grant number M17-0372:1) 
and from an ANU Futures Scheme grant. 
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Population, Existence and 
Incommensurability2  
 
In this paper, I consider what highly plausible principles we can 
consistently combine with certain deeply held, widely shared intuitions we 
have regarding matters of existence. Does an approach that has such 
intuitions at its core—does the existential approach—rule out, e.g., transi-
tivity?  Does it rule out trichotomy? Is it like certain incommensurability 
theories in those respects? Another question I’ll consider is whether our 
only means of both securing deeply held, widely shared intuitions regarding 
matters of existence and avoiding inconsistency lies in incommensura-
bility. As part of those discussions, I’ll note what the existential approach 
has to say about two nonidentity cases, briefly sketch Broome’s 
inconsistency objection against the so-called neutrality intuition and finally 
explore Rabinowicz’s incommensurability proposal for avoiding Broome’s 
objection without abandoning intuition.   
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1. Introduction   
What I’ll call the existential approach includes—and gets its name from—the exist-
ence condition (EC): 

Existence condition (EC): Where x and y are possible worlds and y is 
accessible relative to x, x is morally worse than y, and a choice c made at x is 
morally wrong, only if  

there is a person p and an alternate accessible world z such that: 
(i) p does or will exist in x, and 
(ii) x is worse for p than z (where z may, but need not, be identical to y). 

EC is a non-additive but still a consequentialist principle—and a maximizing principle 
at that: if, for a given person who does or will exist at a given world, that person’s well-
being isn’t maximized at that world as compared against all other accessible worlds, 
then EC leaves the door open for the result that that world is worse than whatever 
other world we are comparing that world against: even one where the person never 
exists at all. 

The main work of EC is to capture a familiar intuition about existence: that, other 
things equal, leaving a person out of existence altogether doesn’t make things moral-
ly worse; the intuition that, if you want to make things morally worse, you must make 
things worse for a person who does or will exist.   

One question I’ll address in this paper is what highly plausible principles we can 
consistently combine with EC to define the existential approach. Can we accept 
transitivity? Trichotomy? Or does the existential approach, like certain forms of the 
incommensurability approach, rule out those principles?   

A second question I’ll try to answer is whether an approach that both secures cer-
tain highly intuitive results in cases where a person’s coming into existence is at stake 
and avoids inconsistency requires incommensurability in some form or another.   

2. Two nonidentity cases and the existence 
condition  
The first case we shall look at—the two option nonidentity case—isn’t, I think, a very 
interesting type of nonidentity case. It doesn’t, that is, seriously challenge EC.  

It’s a case in which no additional wellbeing at all is available to be assigned to 
either of two nonidentical future people. The better off person A cannot accessibly 
be made any better off than that person is in w1, and the less well off person B cannot 
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accessibly be made any better off than that person is in w2. Each individual’s well-
being has been maximized at the world at which that individual exists. 

 
Figure 1: Two option nonidentity 

 
Now, of course there exist more remote, logically possible, worlds that are better for 
B. The accessibility stipulation just reflects the fact that it’s part of the case that 
those worlds can’t come about given certain features of w1 and w2: the history of w1 
and w2 (and the fact that we can’t change the past); given gravity (and the fact that 
we can’t undo gravity); given genetics (and the fact that we can’t “correct” certain 
genetic or chromosomal features without destroying the individual). It’s not just 
that such a better-for-B world is highly improbable or that such a world (counter-
factually) would not have come about “but for” whatever agents in fact did to bring 
about w2. Rather, it’s that such a world isn’t available—isn’t, that is, accessible: it 
isn’t a world that agents, whether operating either as individuals or collectively, 
have the ability, the power, the resources to bring about.3 

Applied to this case, EC implies that it’s not the case that w1 is worse than w2 (~w1 ≺ w2) and it’s not the case that w2 is worse than w1 (~w2 ≺ w1).   
Let’s now add trichotomy to the picture. 

 
3Accessibility isn’t otherwise defined for purposes here. When our focus is moral betterness, however, it 
seems plausible that a world y is accessible relative to a world x just in case agents, regardless of the 
probabilities and regardless of what some or all of them would have done had they not done what they in 
fact have done in x, have the ability, the power, the resources to bring about y rather than x. In contrast, 
when y itself is ruled out by features of x that are themselves unalterable relative to x (x’s past; the fact 
of gravity), then y is, though barring inconsistency logically possible, nonetheless inaccessible. Why 
bring agents into the picture? Because the concern here isn’t aesthetic value; or prudential value. It’s 
moral value: the logically possible world that allows us all to live forever at our highest possible 
wellbeing levels throughout doesn’t rank, in respect of its moral betterness, any higher than the poor 
and morally bankrupt world in which we do now find ourselves.    

(No accessible world better for B than w2; w1 exhausts the set of worlds 
accessible relative to w2; c1 and c2 exhaust the set of available choices; 
connection between choice and world is certain; A and B are distinct persons.) 

 c1 c2 
 w1 w2 

90 A  
. . .   
50  B 
. . .   
0 B never exists A never exists 
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Trichotomy: If it’s not the case that x is worse than y (~x ≺ y) and it’s not the case 
that y is worse than x (~y ≺ x), then x is exactly as good as y (x ∼ y). 

EC, trichotomy and some conceptual principles now together instruct that w1 is 
exactly as good as w2 (w1 ∼ w2).   

I find that result at least credible—and certainly no counterexample against EC.  
After all, in all the interesting nonidentity cases—the cases that, on their face, chal-
lenge the intuition behind EC (though not I think successfully due to fallacies in the 
relevant probability assessments4); cases like depletion, risky policy, historical injus-
tice, climate change, slave child and pleasure pill—things could accessibly have been 
made better for the less well off person. But, in two option nonidentity, things could 
not accessibly have been made better for that person; and it’s just part of the case 
that whether w1 or w2 obtains makes no difference (in terms of either existence or 
wellbeing) to anyone else at all. It’s hard, then, for me to see that w2 is morally worse 
than w1, that is, that w1 is morally better than w2. 

I reject, in other words, what we might call procreative perfectionism. 
In the absence of further accessible alternatives, and other things equal, leaving 

a person, even the better off person A, out of existence and bringing the less well of 
person B into existence, doesn’t make things worse. 

Moreover, if we accept that, under conditions of certainty, the evaluation of choices 
as permissible or wrong is closely connected to the ranking of worlds in respect of 
their moral betterness—if we accept the principle of connection—we’ll conclude 
further that c1, which ends in w1, and c2, which ends in w2, are both permissible.  
(That particular implication from connection is actually built into EC.) 

But now consider three option nonidentity, a more interesting nonidentity case—
one that in one way looks a little more like depletion, risky policy, historical in-
justice, climate change, slave child and pleasure—with one huge, morally critical, 
difference: in contrast to all those cases, three option nonidentity stipulates that the 
relation between choice and world is certain: that, given a choice c, the probability that 
the identified world w will unfold is 1.0.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4Roberts 2007; Roberts 2009; Roberts and Wasserman 2017. 
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Figure 2: Three option nonidentity 

 
Here, B’s future may unfold, if B exists at all, in more than one way: a way that is 
worse for B and a way that is better for B. In two option nonidentity, EC implies that 
w1 ∼ w2. EC now tells us that w1 ∼ w3. But EC—unlike many other so-called “person-
affecting” principles—doesn’t imply, in three option nonidentity, that w1 ∼ w2. The 
inference to that result is blocked: for, in the second case, there is a w3 that is better 
for B than w2, and we thus can’t infer from EC that w2 isn’t worse than w1.5   

We therefore have room to say that w2 is worse than w1 (w2 ≺ w1).   
And we proceed to do just that. We appeal to the substantive moral principle we 

can call same people Pareto as well as trichotomy and some other conceptual princi-
ples. 

Same people Pareto: If exactly the same people do or will exist in worlds x and y, 
and y is better for at least one of those people than x and worse for none, then x 
is morally worse than y (x ≺ y) (that is, y is morally better than x (y ≻ x)). 

About the second case we can then say: 

1. w2 ≺ w3  same people Pareto 

2. w1 ∼ w3 EC, trichotomy 

3. w3 ≺ w1 logic, 2 

4. w2 ≺ w1 transitivity, 1, 3 

 
5 We can spell that out. According to EC, w2 ≺ w1 only if there does or will exist a person in w2 such that 
w2 is worse for that person than some other accessible world. In the second nonidentity case that 
condition is satisfied; w2 is worse for B than w3; the inference from EC that w2 isn’t worse than w1 is 
therefore blocked; and we room to say that w2 is worse than w1—that w2 ≺ w1. 

(The world w3 is accessible and better for B than w2; A and B are distinct 
persons; w1 and w3 exhaust the set of worlds accessible relative to w2; c1, c2, c3 
exhaust the set of available choices; connection between choice and world is 
certain.) 

 c1 c2 c3 
 w1 w2 w3 

90 A   
. . .    
60   B 
50  B  
. . .    
0 B never exists A never exists A never exists 
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I find the result that w2 is worse than w1 highly intuitive. (Yes, it means rejecting the 
mere addition principle. But that principle has become increasingly suspect in recent 
years.)  

Connection lends that account of the case intuitive force. It implies that c1 and 
c3 are permissible and that c2 is wrong. You can bring a child into existence or not, 
but if you do bring a child into existence and can do (or could have done at some 
point in the past) more for that child rather than less, then you ought to do (or ought 
to have done) more for that child rather than less. One need not conceive a child, or 
continue the early or middle pregnancy that will end in a new person coming into 
existence. (Here, I make the plausible assumption that there’s no person there until 
a connected consciousness has materialized, which seems not to happen until at least 
the 24th week of pregnancy or so.6) But if one does bring a new person into existence—
say, one’s own child—then one must (other things equal) do more for that child rather 
than less: stockpile resources months or years or decades before conceiving a child 
(assuming doing so contributes to the future child’s wellbeing); take vitamins before 
conceiving a child (assuming doing so contributes to the future child’s wellbeing); 
avoid certain drinks and drugs early in the pregnancy (assuming doing so contrbutes 
to the future child’s wellbeing).   

Two questions about the existential accounts of our two nonidentity cases arise. 
Consistency. First, don’t we now have an inconsistency—one that forces us to 

reconsider EC itself or perhaps trichotomy or transitivity or something else near 
and dear to our hearts? Don’t our two nonidentity cases nicely demonstrate that the 
existential approach is inconsistent? 

Not, I think, if we understand that what we are comparing in these two cases or 
any of the cases under scrutiny in this paper aren’t simple distributions of wellbeing 
across particular populations but rather worlds.7   

Since worlds have all their features necessarily and since features like the 
accessibility of a world z relative to a world x and a world y are built into x and y, the 
w1 and w2 in two option nonidentity are necessarily distinct from the w1 and w2 in 
three option nonidentity. Just because worlds happen to share a wellbeing distribu-
tion across a given population isn’t enough to make them the same world. 

 

 
6 Roberts 2010. 
7 Some theorists have assumed that the only morally critical feature about a given world is its 
population and the distribution of wellbeing across its population. The existential approach denies that 
minimalist picture. While it avoids any appeal to intention, character, special prerogatives, reasons, 
duties, rights and the like, it nonetheless insists that what is going on in worlds accessible to a given 
world x—with accessibility itself being a function, as noted just below, of what is going on in x itself—on 
occasion bears on the moral value of x. Specifically, it may on occasion be relevant to how x compares 
against y that a further accessible world z makes things better for a person who does or will exist in x.   
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To make this point explicit, we can adopt a more precise vocabulary to describe 
the two cases. We can, for example, just add little asterisks to one pair of “w1” and 
“w2” or the other. Thus for two option nonidentity we can write w1* ∼ w2*, and for 
three option nonidentity we can write what we did before: w1 ∼ w3, and w2 ≺ w1 and 
w2 ≺ w3. 

Inconsistency avoided—and same people Pareto, transitivity and trichotomy 
preserved—we can move on to a second question. 

Calibration of strength of necessary condition by reference to accessibility. What 
justifies—what’s the reason for—calibrating EC’s necessary condition on moral 
worseness in terms of accessibility? Why do we say that x can be worse than y only if 
an accessible world z makes things better for a person who does or will exist in x? 

The reason EC includes that condition rather than any stronger or a weaker 
condition is that those alternate conditions don’t work within a framework that 
aims to capture the relevant intuition about existence: that aims to say that leaving 
a person out of existence altogether doesn’t, other things equal, make things worse.   

The more typical “person-affecting” way of doing things would include a stronger 
condition. It would have it that x is worse than y only if x is worse for a person who 
does or will exist in x than y is for that same person. But the forced disregard of z can 
camouflage moral deficiencies in x and that make x worse than y: it can camouflage 
facts about x that bear on the moral value of x. When existence is at stake, it’s often 
a world beyond x and y that highlights for us what is amiss about x and what makes x 
worse than y.   

We see that in three option nonidentity: it’s w3, not w1, that reveals the moral 
deficiency in w2; it’s what is going on in w3 that correctly, I think, blocks the 
inference to the unhappy result that w2 isn’t worse than w1 and thus opens the door 
to the very happy result that w2 is worse than w1.   

Moreover, amending EC to include the more typical, and stronger, condition 
leads to the sort of inconsistency we can’t avoid by simply adopting a more precise 
vocabulary. Amending EC to include the stronger condition would tell us, not just 
that w3 is exactly as good as w1, but also that w2 is exactly as good as w1. The theory 
that also adopts same people Pareto, transitivity and trichotomy really is, then, 
enmeshed in inconsistency. We avoid the inconsistency by avoiding the result that 
w1 ∼ w2—and say instead what we said before: that w2 is worse than w1.   

What of the alternative of amending EC to include a weaker condition? That 
doesn’t work either, I think, for two reasons. First, such an approach would have it 
that x is worse than y only if x is worse for a person who does or will exist in x than 
any world z in that vast collection of worlds that is logically possible relative to x 
whether accessible or not—worlds whose histories are quite unlike x’s; worlds where 
gravity fails; worlds where happy people live on forever. Any such world z would 
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reveal a damning moral deficiency in x and thus open the door to the result that x is 
worse than y.   

To see that that’s so, we can just go back to three option nonidentity. The condi-
tion on w3’s being worse than w1 is immediately satisfied by the fact of all of those 
many inaccessible but logically possible worlds—w4, w5, w6, w-sub-a-hundred-
zillion—that make things better for B than w3. If the progression of worlds that are 
better for B than w3 extends indefinitely but ends finally at some fixed point wn, then 
the inference under amended EC to the result that w3, w4, w5 and all those worlds 
short of wn isn’t worse than w1 will be blocked, And same people Pareto, transitivity, 
trichotomy and logic will step to say that all those worlds, including w3, are worse 
than w1. That seems extreme (even to me).   

And there’s a second problem as well. It seems clearly permissible (though not 
obligatory) to bring B into existence in w3. After all, it’s part of the case that w3 
represents the very best that agents can accessibly do for B. Now, it’s true that we 
can secure that nice permissibility result by modifying connection: we can move 
accessibility away from the job of world-ranking back to its more traditional job of 
choice-evaluation and we can then say that choices that end in worlds than which 
there is no better accessible world are all permissible. But that way of doing things 
creates a new problem: that, even though w3 is morally worse than w1, the choice 
that ends in w3 is perfectly permissible. It’s one thing to say that choices that end in 
some logically possible better world aren’t obligatory if they are inaccessible. But in 
three option nonidentity w1 is perfectly accessible and is better than w3. How, then, 
can the choice that ends in the perfectly accessible and morally better w1 not be 
obligatory?  How can the choice that ends in w3 not be wrong?  

Thus the existential approach. We now turn to the incommensurability approach. 

3. Incommensurability approach 

3.1. Broome’s case 
Three option nonidentity closely tracks the case John Broome used to show that 
what he calls the neutrality intuition is false.8 (It’s that intuition that Wlodek Rabin-
owicz—as we shall see—aimed to rescue from inconsistency through his theory of 
incommensurability.) 

First, the neutrality intuition itself—the formulation of the underlying intuition 
 

 
8 See Broome 2004, pp. 145–149. Broome’s primary interest is in comparing worlds in respect of their 
overall betterness. Choices, however, have been included in Figure 3 below (“Broome’s Case”) since 
Rabinowicz’s treatment of the case, as well as my own, extends to the evaluation of choice. 
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(that is, the so called “person-affecting” intuition) that Broome himself presents as 
the most charitable he can come up with. (It’s not that charitable.) 

For a certain range of wellbeing levels—not just a single wellbeing level, but 
rather a range of wellbeing levels; the neutral range—the neutrality intuition states 
that: 

Neutrality intuition. If an additional person’s existence in a world y makes y 
neither better nor worse for anyone else than a world x and x and y otherwise 
contain the same people, then that person’s existence in y at a wellbeing level 
in the neutral range doesn’t make y morally better or morally worse than x. 

The case that Broome relies on in his argument to the conclusion that the neutrality 
intuition is inconsistent is this (the fiction of Harry is my own): 

 
Figure 3: Broome’s case 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

According to the neutrality intuition, w5 isn’t either better or worse than w4, nor is 
w6. On those facts, trichotomy tells us that w5 is exactly as good as w4, and so is w6.  
Still other principles—transitivity and symmetry—instruct that w6 is exactly as 
good as w5. Finally, same people Pareto produces the inconsistency: surely w5 is 
worse than w6.   

Amongst all these principles, Broome considered the neutrality intuition itself 
to be the weak link. And he rejects it, putting in its place the claim that there exists, 
not a range of neutral wellbeing levels, but rather exactly one neutral wellbeing level:  
exactly one level such that, other things equal, an additional person’s existence at 
that level makes the one world neither better nor worse than the other. At every 
other level, the additional person’s existence makes things either better or worse. 

* * * 

 

(w5 and w6 exhaust the set of worlds accessible relative to w4; c4, c5 and 
c6 exhaust the set of available choices; connection between choice and 
world is certain.) 

 c4 c5 c6 
 w4 w5 w6 

+60   Harry exists 
+50  Harry exists  
+0 Harry never 

exists 
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It can’t be emphasized enough how deeply at odds with intuition Broome’s conclu-
sion that there’s just a single neutral level of existence is.   

Suppose that the single neutral wellbeing level is what Harry has in w5. Then, w6 
is morally better than w4. Connection implies that c4, the choice not to bring Harry 
into existence, is wrong, and c6 obligatory. My intuition that c4 is just fine—that it’s 
perfectly fine to leave Harry out of existence—remains alive and well.    

Or suppose that the single neutral level is what Harry has in w6. Then—in 
another case, a case just like Broome’s original except that there is no accessible w6; 
there is just, we can say, w4* and w5*, such that Harry now has more wellbeing in 
w5* than in any other accessible world—w5* is worse than w4*. Given connection, 
we conclude that c5 is wrong. Here’s another intuition: that’s just false. When 
agents—all of them, as individuals or collectively—have done the best they access-
ibly can for a child whose existence is worth having, they haven’t done anything 
wrong.   

Broome’s single neutral level proposal avoids the inconsistency. That’s a plus.  
But to solve the problem that Broome’s case gives rise to—that the existence gives rise 
to—requires, I think, more than avoiding an inconsistency. To solve the problem is 
to solve the puzzle: it’s to fit all the puzzle pieces together and not just fit some of 
them together while tossing the rest. Of course, even a deeply held, widely shared 
intuition is on occasion quite rightly rejected or at least amended. But to solve the 
puzzle is to come to understand just how our original intuition has gone wrong.  
That, in turn, requires a new platform of deeply held, widely share intuition, a 
platform that serves to loosen the hold that the original intuition had on us. I don’t 
think Broome’s analysis provides us with the requisite platform.     

4. Rabinowicz’s incommensurability proposal 

4.1. How incommensurability avoids Broome’s inconsistency 
argument 
To get the inconsistency, we need the neutrality intuition and trichotomy.  

Where Broome considered the neutrality intuition the weak link, Rabinowicz 
proposes that it’s trichotomy. If we reject trichotomy in favor of incommensura-
bility, we can provide an interpretation of the neutrality intuition that avoids incon-
sistency but doesn’t force us—try to force us—to reject any of the various parts of the 
neutrality intuition.9   

 

 
9 Rabinowicz 2009. 
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Core incommensurability principle: x is incommensurate with y iff  
it’s not the case that x is worse than y (~x ≺ y) and 
it’s not the case that x is better than y (~x ≻ y) (i.e., not the case that y is worse 
than x) and 
it’s not the case that x is exactly as good as y (~x ∼ y). 

 
Let’s go back to Broome’s case. When the addition in question is a mere addition—as 
in Broome’s case—Rabinowicz proposes that the world “with added people at 
neutral levels must be incommensurate with the world without these additions.”10   

Additional person incommensurability principle. When the addition in question is 
a mere addition—in any case where the addition doesn’t make things better or 
worse for anyone else—the world “with added people at neutral levels must be 
incommensurate with the world without these additions.”   

On this principle, w5 is incommensurate with w4, and so is w6. And—since incom-
mensurability isn’t considered transitive—we never get to the problem result that 
w5 is incommensurate with w6. We can thus consistently retain same people Pareto 
and take the position that w5 is morally worse than w6.       

Stirring connection into the mix only strengthens the claim that the incommen-
surability approach comports with intuition. Since w5 ≺ w6, we conclude that c5 is 
wrong; and since there exists no world that is better than either w6 or w4, we can 
also conclude that c6 and c4 are permissible.     

I, at least, find most—though not all; I’ll come back to that point shortly—of those 
results highly intuitive. Rabinowicz, in other words, as compared against Broome 
comes much closer to actually solving the puzzle rather than ignoring the puzzle—
rather than throwing some of the puzzle pieces into the fire. 

4.2 The existential account 
The existential account of Broome’s case is so like the existential account of three 
option nonidentity that we don’t need to work through its details here.   

To sum it up: w4 is exactly as good as w6, while w5 is worse than both; c4 and c6 
are permissible and c5 is wrong. We as before are under no pressure to reject transi-
tivity or trichotomy, and end, as far as I can tell, with a perfectly consistent account 
of Broome’s case. 

 
10 Rabinowicz 2009, p. 392. 
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4.3 Three distinctions 
If the permissibility results from the existential and the incommensurability app-
roaches are the same, on what grounds do we prefer one rather than the other? 

4.3.1 Distinction as to whether w5 is worse than w4  

Though they agree on their evaluations of the relevant choices, the incommensur-
ability approach and the existential approach part ways on their rankings of the 
relevant worlds.   

The incommensurability approach stays true to the neutrality intuition. It im-
plies that w5 isn’t worse than w4—and, more generally, accepts all parts of the 
neutrality intuition.   

In contrast, the existential approach instructs that w5 is worse than w4, which is 
to reject one part of the neutrality intuition while accepting the rest.   

So: is w5 worse than w4, or not? Perhaps we can go either way on this point. 

4.3.2. Distinction as to trichotomy, transitivity 

The existential approach preserves trichotomy and has no problem with transitivi-
ty. While we can accept that there are reasons to think trichotomy fails in many 
contexts (when, e.g., different values are at stake), it’s less clear that it fails in the 
contexts we’ve considered here. I take it that significant controversy swirls around 
the rejection of trichotomy only if the claim is made in respect of a single value, e.g., 
moral value, and not a plurality of values. Surely, after all, we find claims of incom-
mensurability at least plausible (though we arguably also have the option of saying 
that we just aren’t yet in possession of a complete theory) when we are comparing 
baskets of values of very different sorts: filial duties against duties of citizenship; 
aesthetic value against prudential value; prudential value against moral value. Once, 
however, we narrow our focus to questions involving a single value—moral value—
and ask the single question of how two worlds compare in respect of moral value (i.e., 
whether one world is morally worse than another), it becomes conceptually hard to 
see how trichotomy (or transitivity) might fail. If x isn’t better than or worse than y, 
how can x not be exactly as good as y? Where else is there to go? 
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4.2.3. Distinction as to the difference proposition  

The following proposition seems plausible: 

Difference proposition. If the incommensurability approach is correct, then there 
nonetheless exists some difference (or, graphically, some distance) D between 
values such that, for any two worlds x and y, if the difference (graphically, dis-
tance) in value between x and y is greater than D, then either x is worse than y or 
y is worse than x. 

Let’s look at how this proposition works in the context of a certain version of 
Broome’s case, a case that includes certain details that our original presentation of 
the case lacked. Let’s suppose that the difference, or distance, in value between w5 
and w6 is at least three times D. This estimate reflects the fact that, despite the 
incommensurability rife in the case, w5 and w6 remain fully commensurate. Of 
course, any improvement in Harry’s position from w5 to implies, under the incom-
mensurability approach, that w5 is worse. But I take it that even a minute improve-
ment in Harry’s position is perfectly consistent with the position that the distance 
in value is not minute at all but rather substantial: it’s enough to ensure that w6 is 
indeed better than w5 and not incommensurate with w5. At the same time, surely the 
distance in value between w5 and w6 increases as things are made still better for 
Harry. I thus take it that improving Harry’s position by a full ten units—by one-
fifth—makes it safe to say that the difference in value between w5 and w6 is at least 
three times D. (If that guess doesn’t seem apropos, we can adjust certain details of 
the case: we can increase Harry’s wellbeing in w6 until the point at which the 
distance in value between w5 and w6 is at least three times D.)  

The difference proposition implies further that, since w5 and w6 are both 
incommensurate with w4, the distance between w5 and w4 is equal to or less than D 
and the distance between w6 and w4 is equal to or less than D. Graphically: w4 hovers 
in value around w5, while w4 also hovers in value around w6.   
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Figure 4: Geometry of incommensurability 

 
Fine. The problem is that, under the geometry we’ve laid out, the distance between 
w4, hovering around w5, and w4, hovering around w6, is of necessity greater than 
D—thus that w4 is either better than or worse than w4. But w4 is, surely, exactly as 
good as w4. And that’s an inconsistency. 

Does this mean that the incommensurability approach is inconsistent? No. It 
just means that that approach can’t be understood by reference to the difference 
proposition. But we then seem left with the following picture: w6 is clearly better 
than w5 but it’s nonetheless no farther apart in value from w5 than w4 is: w5 and w6 
might be no more different, or distanced, from each other in terms of moral value 
either is from w4.  

I think that that’s an implication that’s hard to grasp. At the very least, it means 
that we can’t understanding incommensurability without replacing the more graph-
ic, more mathematical, concepts and principles we are accustomed to employing in 
evaluating worlds with some other metaphor altogether. Will that metaphor fully 
enlighten us as to what is going on in the many additional person cases we need to 
understand—not just Broome’s case, but also our two nonidentity cases and still 
other cases as well? I’m not sure that it will. Even if it doesn’t, the implication might 
be that incommensurability is a hard theory to grasp, not that it’s false. But perhaps 
we already knew that it is a hard theory to grasp.   

 

 

   w4 w6 

 

                      3 x D  

 

                                           w4 w5 
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5. Conclusion 
I started this paper with the question what highly plausible principles we can con-
sistently combine with EC. Does an approach that has EC at its core rule out transi-
tivity? Does it rule out trichotomy? Is the existential approach like the incommen-
surability approach in those respects? I’ve argued that EC is consistent with transi-
tivity and trichotomy.   

My second question was whether an approach that both secures certain highly 
intuitive results in cases where existence is at stake and avoids inconsistency re-
quires that we accept incommensurability. If the existential approach is itself viable, 
I’ve shown that it doesn’t. 
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Many of our ancestors went beyond the call of duty, sacrificing much, sometimes 
even making the ultimate sacrifice, to benefit those who would come after them. 
They fought for democracy, freed slaves, built the infrastructure that serves us and 
so forth. Elsewhere, we both claimed that preventing human extinction renders those 
past sacrifices more worthwhile and developed the Unfinished Business Account, 
which states that if actor p reasonably judges performing a supererogatory act ϕ at 
great sacrifice to herself will enable beneficiary q to achieve a greater good, then 
failure to promote the good made possible by ϕ wrongs p (Kaczmarek and Beard 
2020, 202). We showed that these claims together imply a pro tanto duty to render 
the sacrifices of past (and present) people, from which we benefited, more worth-
while by preventing human extinction.  

Elizabeth Finneron-Burns questions whether it follows from the Unfinished Bus-
iness Account that we have a duty to prevent human extinction (Finneron-Burns 
2021). She develops two lines of criticism. First, she maintains that one cannot de-
rive obligations from worthwhileness. Second, she argues that we beg the question 
by assuming that future people would be benefited if caused to exist and have a good 
life. This note responds to her criticisms. 

1. On Trust and Worthwhileness  
Our suggestion was that when one person makes a sacrifice for another person’s 
good, they entrust that person with a duty to get as much value as possible from their 
sacrifice (Kaczmarek and Beard 2020, §2). Finneron-Burns raised two arguments 
against this claim, which we address in turn. 

 The first is that there may not even be pro tanto wrongness involved when one 
person, the beneficiary, does not do everything they could to maximise the benefits 
that were made possible by another person’s sacrifice. Specifically, Finneron-Burns 
denies that acting in this way violates any kind of trust since trust requires prior 
agreement between the parties involved (Finneron-Burns 2021, 6). Because no such 
agreement is possible between us and our forebears, it cannot be the case that we 
betray their trust by squandering the benefits made possible by their sacrifice. 
Finneron-Burns likens this to the case where I gift a million dollars to my neigh-
bours in the hope they set up a college fund for their children. She claims that my 
neighbours do not betray my trust if they instead used this money to revamp their 
kitchen. 

We interpret her case somewhat differently. My neighbours do betray my trust 
but they do so with adequate justification. I trusted them in the sense that, when I 
parted with my fortune, I expected that my neighbours would try to do what they 
ought to do, which was to make the most of my sacrifice. This sort of trust doesn’t 
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depend on prior agreement, and the wrong-making property is not acting contrary 
to my wishes but instead disregarding the reasons that spring from my sacrifice. 
However, it is also true that, by forgoing such renovations for the benefit of their 
children’s education, they would be making a sacrifice of their own, which might be 
too much for me to ask of them. Although they possess reason to set up the college 
fund, perhaps my neighbours also desperately crave a change of lifestyle, and so 
exercise their agent-centred prerogative to make their dream kitchen. 

In general, when I leave “unfinished business” for others, I do so expecting them 
to be sensitive to moral reasons, and not to my wishes, dreams, and hopes. One 
could, of course, question whether ‘trust’ is the right term for describing this sort of 
attitude taken towards duty-bearers. However, we take it that our main thought 
experiment, Liver Transplant, adequately demonstrated that common sense recog-
nizes that certain sacrifices are reason-giving.4  

This brings us to the second issue raised by Finneron-Burns. She maintains that, 
even if the source of the wrongness is a betrayal of trust, trust comes with limits. We 
recognized a number of such limits in the original paper; for instance, writing that 
“it is clearly not possible to oblige another person to accept a greater sacrifice than 
that which one originally accepted” and also that “if our obligations to the past are 
to play a decisive role in our moral choices, then they should be at least broadly in line 
with our long-term interests and consistent with our conception of the good life” (ibid, 
202). As we understand them, these limits relate primarily to the size and nature of 
the costs that could be justifiably imposed on the duty-bearer in rendering their 
benefactor’s sacrifice more worthwhile.5 Indeed, it is what motivates our conclusion 
about Finneron-Burns’ case involving the million-dollar gift to one’s neighbours. 

Finneron-Burns, on the other hand, seems only to be interested in limits on our 
obligations based around whether we can render some sacrifice worthwhile or not, 
and thus wrap up the “unfinished business” handed down by the past. Her argument 
assumes the need for a clear cut off between sacrifices that are ‘worthwhile’ and 
‘not-worthwhile’, and she interrogates various such cut-off points based on differing 
interpretations of what it means to ‘realise the full benefits of the sacrifice’.  

However, we see no obvious reason to commit to this binary framework. We 
suspect the disagreement between Finneron-Burns and us on this point stems, at 

 
4 Liver Transplant: Through no fault of his own, Jeff is very sick. He desperately needs a liver transplant. 
Though he is not obliged to do so, a stranger called Michael gives Jeff part of his liver at the cost of 
reducing his own lifespan by ten years. After the procedure, Jeff drinks heavily, and he dies from 
cirrhosis four months later (Kaczmarek and Beard 2020, 200). 
5 F. M. Kamm refers to the costs that duties can justify imposing on the duty-bearer as the ‘efforts 
standard’, which she describes being one of (at least) two dimensions of the normative strength of moral 
reasons alongside the ‘precedence standard’, which concerns the relative weights of duties when they 
clash. See (Kamm 1985). 
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least in part, from a mismatch in how the concept of ‘worthwhileness’ is being 
understood. Finneron-Burns writes that “The authors argue that a sacrifice is not 
morally worthwhile if the beneficiary fails to ‘realise the full benefits of the 
sacrifice’” (Finneron-Burns 2021, 3). But that is not what we think, though we blush 
to admit this was muddled in the original paper, and Finneron-Burns was right to 
put pressure on us to clarify. Our view is that a sacrifice would be less morally worth-
while than it might have otherwise been if its full benefits weren’t realized by the 
duty-bearer. The worthwhileness of a given sacrifice is a matter of degree, and it 
would always be better (in a reason-implying sense) if a sacrifice were rendered 
more worthwhile, no matter how worthwhile it may have already been made. 

One reason someone might believe that worthwhileness is not a matter of 
degree, but a black and white notion, would be if she believes there is a direct 
connection between whether we can be obliged to secure benefits from past sacri-
fices (or, more crudely, whether it would be wrong for us not to realize them) and 
whether those sacrifices would be made worthwhile by our intervention.6 

This is not the view that we hold. As rehearsed in the preceding paragraphs, to 
our minds, beneficiaries have obligations to the past when the reasons that flow 
from their benefactor’s sacrifices are sufficiently strong and decisive, and that this 
will depend upon at least three things: (1) how worthwhile the sacrifice would be 
with or without our intervention, (2) the cost to the duty-bearer of intervening and 
(3) the degree of fit between such an obligation and our disposition to bare such 
burdens even if they are not obligatory. And so, we simply have no need for a sharp 
cut-off between worthwhile and not-worthwhile sacrifices but instead obtain 
unambiguous claims about obligation and supererogation from a non-binary notion 
of ‘worthwhileness’ combined with these other considerations.  

However, Finneron-Burns’ critical discussion did prompt us to consider situations 
where one or more conditions in the Unfinished Business Account might not hold. We 
have come to believe that our initial formulation may be too weak; it doesn’t apply in 
cases where the benefactor chooses to give up more than could possibly be gained 
from that sacrifice. But it seems like perhaps it should. Wouldn’t a beneficiary wrong 
a benefactor (if only non-decisively), even in the case where the upper-bound of 
value made possible by the benefit that could be achieved was less than the cost of 
their sacrifice, if the beneficiary still chose to waste that sacrifice for less benefit 
than it might have realized? Common sense tells us that such suboptimal sacrifices 
are at least permissible, and even honourable. After all, it’s my good, and if I want to 

 
6 One could deny the very possibility of wrong-making properties featuring in acts that are permissible 
on balance. This position strikes us as awfully strong, implausible, and we hesitate to ascribe it to 
Finneron-Burns. Most will agree that an aspect(s) of an action can be pro tanto wrong even if the act is a 
permissible object of choice on balance, as set out in (Chappell 2021, §2.4). 
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let another person catch a break, then common sense instructs that I should be 
permitted to do so (Lazar 2019; cf. Hurka and Shubert 2012; Sider 1993). We do not 
attempt that project here, but it does seem to be a promising place to dig in more.7  

2. On Begging the Question 
In the second half of her paper, Finneron-Burns starts with the following observa-
tion. Since in our thought experiment, Liver Transplant, the benefit realized is a 
benefit to some individual, the benefit that is realized in the case we are concerned 
with, human extinction, should similarly, by analogy, be understood as a benefit that 
goes to some individual or thing. She proposes two accounts of who this beneficiary 
might be: ‘humanity’, in which case she says that the benefit must be cashed out as 
extending humanity’s lifespan; or the people who might then come into existence 
with good lives in the future (Parfit 2017, 129). 

On the first of these options we submit that Finneron-Burns’ claim about this 
benefit boiling down to longevity is too strong. Johann Frick, for instance, defends 
a richer notion of humanity’s ‘final value’, which while understood to attach to the 
species as a whole, and constitute a reason for promoting human survival, is not 
merely reducible to the longevity of human existence. As he puts it: 

Imagine a world in which each generation of humans dies and vanishes without 
trace before the next one is born…. Each new generation lives without knowledge 
of previous generations of humans. The human species survives in this scenario, 
but a lot of what we mean by ‘humanity,’ and a lot of what seems uniquely valuable 
about it — our sense of history, cultural traditions, relationships between parents 
and children, etc. — is lost (Frick 2017, 362-3).  

Similarly, a single human existing for two billion years, might also contribute less to 
the final value of humanity than six billion people existing together over the next 
five thousand years, which is the very claim Finneron-Burns offers for rejecting her 
notion of benefitting ‘humanity’. 

However, our main point of contention is with the second option, which Finne-
ron-Burns correctly claims is the one that we are more sympathetic towards. She 
suggests our argument assumes that possible people can be benefited by being 
caused to exist and have a good life, and that doing so begs the question against our 
target audience. 

 
7 A quick-fix would be to replace “a greater” with “some” in our statement of Unfinished Business but 
there might be other complications. 
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It is certainly true that we assume that creating people with good lives is good for 
them. But does that beg the question against those who endorse the No Complain-
ants Claim? 

We think not. The overwhelming majority of moral theories aren’t expressly op-
posed to, let alone fundamentally incompatible with, the possibility of benefiting 
people by doing what is good for them, by causing them to exist and have a good life, 
even when this is not better for them.8  

What’s more, this is true of moral theories within the No Complainants tradi-
tion, which states that an act cannot be wrong unless there is or will be someone 
whom this act wronged (Parfit 2017, 136). The philosophers crafting these theories 
have tended to pay little mind to existential benefits because they are concerned 
about whether anyone has a “complaint” and they believe these sorts of benefits 
cannot be the source of such complaints, because failing to provide them wrongs 
nobody. For such moral views, “it is enough to do nothing that would be bad for these 
people. We could achieve this moral aim in a purely negative way, by doing nothing” 
(Parfit 2017, 137). But notice that their rather stern (and, to Parfit’s mind, impover-
ished) focus on non-maleficence is consistent with the possibility of existentially 
benefiting. 

Far more controversial is the follow-up claim, that existential benefits give rise 
to deontic directives. Our target audience, as set out in the paper, are those who 
accept the No Complainants Claim and thereby resist this further step. It would beg 
the question against this group to appeal to a moral reason to promote existential 
benefits. But we did no such thing. Rather, we simply claimed that the failure to 
produce such benefits could make certain harms from past sacrifices worse by 
making the sacrifices they were associated with less worthwhile. On the view we put 
forward, it is solely for the sake of the past people who made these sacrifices (and the 
complaints they might have against us) that we pursue a future wherein those 
sacrifices are made most worthwhile. In this way, we were providing an argument 
for why certain benefits enjoyed by future people may be morally salient even to 
those who would reject standard arguments in favour of existential benefits being 
reason-implying.  

Our argument could still be said to beg the question against those who vehement-
ly oppose the very possibility of an act being good for someone if it is not also better 
for her.9 How worrisome is this for our project? 

Not very. While the arguments advanced in support of the stronger view have 

 
8 For instance, we have elsewhere shown that Scanlon-style Contractualists aren’t fundamentally 
committed to their denial (Beard and Kaczmarek 2019). 
9 That is, those who accept the Narrow Deontic Principle: an act cannot be wrong if it would be worse for 
no one (Parfit 2017, 119). 
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some force, we venture that few will end up denying the possibility of existential 
benefits for two reasons. 

Firstly, we standardly make sense of the wrongness of creating a miserable life 
by appealing to the corresponding notion of ‘existential harm’.10 If we think that this 
makes sense, as in fact most do, it seems ad hoc to insist that existential benefits are 
downright hokum (Harman 2009, 781–2). 

Secondly, the stronger view appears to imply that the vast majority of those now 
alive have no reason to be grateful for, say, those who worked to prevent a nuclear 
exchange during the Cold War.11 After all, had such a war occurred, many of us would 
not have been born, and thereby we cannot be said to be better off than we would 
have been had global war not been averted. Yet, we are grateful to these people, and 
this gratitude does not seem misplaced. The same can be said for the eradication of 
smallpox, the end of slavery in the Antebellum South and so forth. If not because 
these things were good for us, what might explain our gratitude?12  

A more pressing question for our project is whether existential benefits can still 
give us non-moral reasons for acting. We believe that they can. Understanding that life 
could be wonderful, even if only because one recognises that it would be wonderful to 
live such a life, or that future humans could achieve some great goods, even if only 
because we recognise that these goods would be great, is all that it takes. Each of us can 
recognise these lives as wonderful and these goods as great. On its own, such bare 
recognition may not be enough to make these facts morally salient. However, what 
this recognition of the potential for wonderful future lives can still do is inspire us to 
want to bring about great goods in the future. And once we have been inspired to 
perform sacrifices that would contribute to bringing such futures into existence, then 
there are at least some beings who would be wronged, by rendering their sacrifices less 
worthwhile, if these futures are allowed to vanish along with our species.  
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Scanlonian Contractualism and 
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1. A Challenge for Scanlonian Contractualism 
Consider the following two populations: 

A B 

 
Diagram 1 Two Futures 
 
In Diagram 1, the width of each block represents the number of people whereas the 
height represents their lifetime welfare. A population could consist of all the past, 
present and future lives in a possible world, or all the present and future lives, or all 
the lives during some shorter time span in the future such as the next generation, or 
all the lives that are causally affected by, or consequences of a certain action or series 
of actions, and so forth.4   

All the lives in the diagram have positive welfare, or, as we also could put it, all 
the people have lives worth living. The A-people have very high positive welfare 
whereas the B-people have very low positive welfare.5  The reason for this could be 
that in the B-lives there are, to paraphrase Derek Parfit, only enough ecstasies to just 
outweigh the agonies, or that the good things in those lives are of uniformly poor 
quality, e.g., eating potatoes and listening to Muzak.6   

Depending on what we do, different people will exist in the future. We shall here 
assume, if not otherwise indicated, that different people exist in A and B. Which 

 
4 More exactly, a population is a finite set of lives in a possible world. A, B, C,… A1, A2,…, An, A∪B, and so 
on, denote populations of finite size. We shall adopt the convention that populations represented by 
different letters, or the same letter but different indexes, are pairwise disjoint. For example, A∩B = A1∩A2 
= ∅. 
5 We shall say that a life has neutral welfare if and only if it is equally as good for the person living it as a 
neutral welfare component, and that a life has positive (negative) welfare if and only if it has higher (lower) 
welfare than a life with neutral welfare. A welfare component is neutral relative to a certain life x if and 
only if x with this component has the same welfare as x without this component. There are a number of 
alternative definitions of a neutral life in the literature, many of which would also work fine in the present 
context. For a discussion, see Arrhenius (2000), (forthcoming) ch. 2 and 9, Broome (1999), (2004), 
Bykvist (2007), p. 101, and Parfit (1984), pp. 357–358 and appendix G. Notice also that we actually don’t 
need an analysis of a neutral welfare in the present context but rather just a criterion, and the criterion 
can vary with different theories of welfare. 
6 See Parfit (1984), p. 388 and Parfit (1986), p. 148. 
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future is better? Which is the one that we ought to aim for? It seems obvious that A 
is better; that is, the population with a very high quality of life and perfect equality 
is better than a same-sized population with a much lower quality of life. The claim 
that A is better than B also follows from what is probably the most uncontested 
adequacy condition in population ethics: 

Egalitarian Dominance: If A is a perfectly equal population of the same size as 
population B, and every person in A has higher welfare than every person in B, 
then A is better than B, other things being equal.7  

It also seems obvious that A is the population that we ought morally to bring about 
when faced with a choice between A and B. The claim that we ought morally to 
choose A when faced with a choice between A and B, and that it would be wrong to 
choose B, follows from a normative version of the Egalitarian Dominance Condi-
tion:  

Normative Egalitarian Dominance: If population A is a perfectly equal population 
of the same size as population B, and every person in A has higher welfare than 
every person in B, then, in any situation involving a choice between A and B, it is 
wrong to choose B, other things being equal. 

This condition is, we think, as plausible as its axiological counterpart. The ceteris 
paribus condition involved here is a natural extension of the ceteris paribus condi-
tion used in the discussion of different axiologies:8 There are neither any constraints 
(for example, promise-keeping) nor options (for example, great personal sacrifice 
for the agent which is beyond the call of duty), nor any non-welfarist values in the 
outcomes (for example, cultural diversity) that give us a reason to (not) choose one 
or the other of the involved actions. The only reasons for choosing one or the other 
of the involved actions arise from the welfare of the lives in the involved populations.  

Consider a situation where you could, at no cost to yourself (you might even be 
among the beneficiaries), and without violating any other duties or compromising 
any other values, choose an outcome A in which everybody is equally well off, and 
better off as compared to another outcome B involving the same number of people. 
Surely it would be wrong to choose the latter outcome in this situation. 

One might object here that whether it is morally wrong to choose B depends on 

 
7  The ceteris paribus clause in the formulation is meant to imply that the compared populations are 
roughly equal in all other putatively axiologically relevant aspect apart from individual welfare levels. 
8 See Arrhenius (2000), (forthcoming), see section 3.3. 
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the welfare level of its members.9 If all the lives in this outcome have a very high 
welfare level, then perhaps choosing outcome A would be supererogatory. However, 
since these actions don’t involve any kind of personal sacrifice for the agent, they 
don’t fit the paradigm description of supererogatory actions, such as someone 
rushing into a burning house to save its residents at the risk of her own life, or 
someone donating a great sum of money to charity.10 Moreover, it is hard to see any 
reason for why it should be optional to choose B in the cases that falls under the 
condition’s domain. Hence, we think this objection misses its target.  

Nevertheless, for our arguments below, and for the evaluation of the populations 
in Diagram 1, we could employ a weaker version of Normative Egalitarian Dominance 
in which the B-people have at most very low positive welfare. With this revision, it is 
even harder to find a reason for considering the choice of the outcome in which every-
one is better off a supererogatory action. However, since we didn’t find the objection 
persuasive in the first place, we shall keep the above formulation of the condition. 

One might think that there is a way in which other things cannot be equal since 
at least one of the actions in a choice situation will be an omission and one might 
think that this is of relevance for an action’s moral status. We are not convinced that 
the former claim is true since, arguably, an action is an “active” act or omission 
under a certain description and it is open to us to describe all the actions in the situa-
tions we are going to consider as acts rather than omissions. At any rate, even if it is 
true that at least one action in a situation is bound to be an omission, there are clear 
cases in which this property doesn’t affect an action’s deontic status such as when 
the consequence of the omission is much worse than that of the other alternatives. 
Consequently, we could restrict the conditions presented here to only apply to 
comparisons between “active” actions and not to cover omissions and then include 
in the situation under consideration a very bad “omission alternative” that is forbid-
den anyway.  

We shall here consider the question of which future we should aim for from the 
point of view of Scanlonian Contractualism. According to this view, an act is morally 
right if and only if, and because, it is permitted by a principle that no one could rea-
sonably reject. Otherwise, the act is morally wrong.11 More specifically, Scanlonian 
Contractualism offers a criterion of moral rightness and wrongness narrowly con-
strued as what people owe to each other. This excludes certain impersonal conside-
rations that might matter within morality construed more broadly. Unsurprisingly, 
we find it utterly plausible that in a choice between populations A and B, not only is 
it true that we ought to bring about A, but to bring about A is a requirement of moral-

 
9 Arrhenius is grateful to Michael Zimmerman for pressing this point. 
10 See Heyd (2008). 
11 Scanlon (1998), p. 4. 
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ity as narrowly construed by Scanlon. It is a requirement of what we owe to people. 
If not, we think that Scanlonian Contractualism has to be rejected, along with any 
morality that violates Normative Egalitarian Dominance.12 

It has been surprisingly hard, however, for Scanlonian contractualists to reach 
this conclusion about choices between populations such as A and B. When he first 
put forward his theory, Scanlon claimed that his view was well equipped to deal with 
future people who are affected by our actions. However, he admitted that it was “less 
clear how it can deal with the problem presented by future people who would not 
have been born but for actions of ours which made the conditions in which they live 
worse”.13 Scanlon thus appeared to think that his theory was unable to deal with the 
normative version of the non-identity problem, the version that considers what we 
ought to do when our decision will determine who will, or will not, exist. In his later 
work he seemed to have changed his mind but was rather coy on the issue. Rather 
than expressing doubts over whether his theory could handle the non-identity 
problem he claimed that it “is a substantive question about when we have wronged 
someone, not a question about who can be wronged”.14  

Despite these later remarks by Scanlon, it is in fact unclear how his view can 
handle non-identity cases. To see why, consider the element of his contractualism 
that is usually referred to as the Individual Reasons Restriction: A person can rea-
sonably reject a principle only on the basis of personal reasons—i.e. those that refer 
exclusively to the consequences for that person of others acting in ways permitted 
by the principle.15 This requirement entails that certain considerations, such as the 
aggregate value of outcomes or the combined force of two or more individuals’ 
personal reasons, do not provide grounds for reasonably rejecting a principle. This 
feature of his view Scanlon considers to be of central importance, since it is, accord-
ing to him, “what enables it to provide a clear alternative to utilitarianism and other 
forms of consequentialism”.16  

This central element of Scanlon’s theory creates a problem regarding how to 
handle the Two Futures case. If the theory is to imply that it would be wrong to 
create population B, it must be the case that there is someone who has a personal 
reason of sufficient weight to reasonably reject B. For this to be the case, there must 
be someone who is personally burdened by this act. But the people in B are created 
with lives worth living, and the only alternative for them is non-existence. This 
suggests that they are not burdened by the creation of population B -- they are not 

 
12 Those who disagree with this claim will face a different kind of problem, which we discuss in Section 3. 
13 Scanlon (1982), p. 115 n.10. 
14 Scanlon (1998), p. 186. 
15 Scanlon (1998), pp. 220, 229–230. 
16 Scanlon (1998), p. 229. 
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made worse off than they otherwise would have been since the only alternative is 
non-existence–and hence cannot reasonably reject such an act. Since Scanlonian 
Contractualism does not allow any other grounds for reasonable rejection, and since 
there seems to be no one else who is burdened by the creation of population B rather 
than population A, the theory appears unable to support the claim that it would be 
morally wrong to choose A over B. Thus, it appears unable to support Normative 
Egalitarian Dominance. 

2. Can Scanlonian Contractualism Do Better? 
In his most recent work Scanlon suggests, though very hesitantly, a possible solution 
to the non-identity problem. It may be possible for his contractualism to account for 
the wrong involved in bringing about B rather than A, he now says, by recognizing 
that “the objections that are relevant in the process of contractualist justification 
are not objections of particular individuals”, but rather those objections that “any 
individual would have in virtue of being in a certain position”.17 Would, then, the 
people who find themselves in the position of those in B – who live under very bad 
conditions, but for whom the alternative would be to not exist at all – have an 
objection to a principle that allows the choice of B over A? About this Scanlon says 
that it is “not obvious to me that people in this position do not have such an objec-
tion, although I do not have a worked out view of the matter”.18 

As Scanlon admits that he has not worked out the details of this kind of solution, 
it is not surprising that he stops short of claiming that it will in fact be successful. 
But there are others who have already attempted to work out the details of the view 
that Scanlon appears to have in mind. In a series of influential papers, Rahul Kumar 
has suggested that Scanlonian Contractualism can be rendered immune to the nor-
mative Non-Identity Problem by conceiving of what is owed to particular individ-
uals as being dependent on what is owed to them as “types”, or as occupying certain 
“standpoints”. A standpoint, as Kumar understands it, is not a determinate person. 
It is instead “a way of referring to a cluster of normatively significant characteristics 
(and related interests) that may aptly characterize certain actual particular indi-
viduals in actual situations in which they find themselves”.19 An example of what 
Kumar has in mind is provided by the case of a couple who are to conceive a child. 
What this couple owes to their future child does not depend on the particular 
psycho-physical identity of the particular person who will turn out to be their child. 

 
17 Scanlon (2021), p. 143. 
18 Scanlon (2021), p. 143. 
19 Kumar (2009), p. 261. 
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They owe a certain kind of consideration to whoever will instantiate the standpoint 
of their future child.20  

We can now apply Kumar’s suggestion to the case Two Futures. Even though 
there will be different people existing in A and in B, there need not be different 
standpoints. Since this is a same-number case there is a fixed number of possible 
standpoints, which will be occupied by the people in A or the people in B, or so we 
can assume (so for any standpoint in A, there is a corresponding standpoint in B – 
more on this below). Just as there is the standpoint of a couple’s future child, there 
are the standpoints of future people; we need to consider what is reasonably 
rejectable from the point of view of the relevant standpoints, not the point of view 
of the particular persons who will turn out to occupy them. 

More exactly, we can say: 

Standpoint Contractualism 1 (SC1): If, for two populations A and B, each stand-
point in A has a corresponding standpoint in B so in a bijection from A to B, every 
standpoint is better off in A than in B, and thus each standpoint can complain if B 
rather than A came about, then A is the right choice. 

However, it might be unnecessary to compare the situation for each standpoint in A 
and B. Determining what is reasonable to reject involves a comparison of possible 
objections to proposed principles. But since there is no aggregation of personal 
objections, we only need to identify those standpoints that would be the most 
burdened by the relevant alternatives. A principle that no one can reasonably reject 
is thus, as Kumar puts it, “the principle whose implications are the most acceptable 
to the person to whom it is least acceptable”.21 An alternative to SC1 would then be: 

Standpoint Contractualism 2 (SC2): If the standpoint(s) with the biggest potential 
welfare loss(es), and thus the biggest complaint(s), in the choice between two 
populations A and B, are better off in A than in B, then A is the right choice. 

In Diagram 1, every standpoint has the same potential loss if B came about rather 
than A so SC2 will imply that A is the right choice.  

Both SC1 and SC2 yield the correct verdict in the case depicted in Diagram 1. But 
while this case is a different-people case, it is greatly simplified by being a same-
number case. In different-number cases, the focus on standpoints runs into trouble. 

 
20 Kumar (2003), pp. 113–114. 
21 Kumar (2018), p. 248. 
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Consider now: 

The Repugnant Conclusion: For any population consisting of people with very 
high positive welfare, there is a better population in which everyone has a very 
low positive welfare, other things being equal.22  

Many find this conclusion implausible. Moreover, there is a normative version of it, 
what we might call the Normative Repugnant Conclusion, according to which for 
any population consisting of people with very high positive welfare, there is a 
population in which everyone has very low positive welfare, such that in a choice 
between the former and the latter, one ought morally to choose the latter, other 
things being equal. The two populations described in the above statement of the 
Repugnant Conclusion are labelled A and Z in Diagram 2: 
 
 

Very high positive welfare 

Very low positive welfare 
Population Z is much larger than A 

Z A  
Diagram 2 The Repugnant Conclusion 
 
SC1 is not applicable to the comparison of A and Z, since there is no bijection from A 
to Z (we will get back to SC2’s implication in this case). We have a lot more people in 
Z than in A. Thus, we have a lot of new standpoints. Ideally, we want a version of SC 
that can not only accommodate Normative Egalitarian Dominance, but also avoid 
the Normative Repugnant Conclusion.  

One suggestion is: 

SC3: As SC1 but we only look at the standpoints that exist in both of the compared 
populations and ignore all the other standpoints (and hence reduce the compari-
son to a same-number case). 

 
 

22 Here’s how Parfit (1984), p. 388 formulates the conclusion: “For any possible population of at least ten 
billion people, all with a very high quality of life, there must be some much larger imaginable population 
whose existence, if other things are equal, would be better, even though its members have lives that are 
barely worth living.” Hence, our formulation is more general than his. 
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SC3 will give the right result and yield that A is the right choice in Two Futures 
(Diagram 1). It would also deliver the result that we ought morally to choose A over 
Z in Diagram 2, provided that we assume that the standpoints in A also exist in Z.  

So far, so good. However, consider: 
 

 

B D C 

Diagram 3  
 
In Two Futures, we saw that Kumar’s view is compatible with the claim that the 
people in A and B occupy the same standpoints. But in cases such as the one depicted 
in Diagram 3 it is not clear which standpoints overlap. Does B overlap with C, with 
D, or with some portions of both? The answer to this question is crucial, as it 
determines the implications of SC3. If we assume that at least some of the 
standpoints in B overlap with some of the standpoints in D, SC3 will yield that B is 
the right choice. But if we instead assume that the standpoints in B correspond to 
the standpoints in C, SC3 will counterintuitively yield that C∪D is the right choice.  

To avoid this embarrassing result, Kumar has to find a way of individuating 
standpoints that rules out that the standpoints in B correspond to those in C on 
some description of these populations. We see no non-arbitrary way to do this.  

However, a revision of SC3 might handle this problem: 

SC4: We make a bijection between the worst off standpoints and ignore the rest 
of the standpoints that are left over in the bigger population. 

SC4 would imply that B is the right choice since the bijection of B onto D shows a big 
complaint from the D-standpoints if C∪D were picked. 

Let us get back to SC2’s implications. Since it focuses on the biggest complaints, 
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it also yields that B is the right choice above. Moreover, it also yields the right answer 
to the Repugnant Conclusion in Diagram 2. 

However, a problem with individuation of standpoints arises here. As we noted 
above, Kumar hasn’t provided any sharp criterion for individuation of standpoints. 
But he does claim that psycho-physical identity is “of no moral relevance”. This 
suggests that the fact that the same person exists in either of two compared 
outcomes is neither necessary nor sufficient for correspondence of standpoints.23 
Given this, we simply cannot say whether the B- and C-people in Diagram 3 occupy 
the same standpoints. Hence, SC2 and SC4 do not get any support from the idea of 
standpoints and cannot be taken to be a revision of Scanlonian Contractualism in 
terms of standpoints.  

There are further problems for SC2 and SC4: 
 

 

E F 

 
  
Diagram 4  
 
In Diagram 4, all the involved people have negative welfare and suffer, and just 
slightly less so in F as compared to E. SC2 and SC4 imply that F is the right choice, 
irrespective of how many suffering people there are in F and how much they suffer. 
Given either SC2 or SC4, there is a description of E and F according to which there 
are corresponding standpoints in E and F. SC2 and SC4 would imply that F is the 
right choice even if only one person in F was better off than the E-person (and 
assuming a correspondence of the standpoints occupied by the one F-person and 
the E-person). Moreover, if all in F were as badly off as the E-person, SC2 and SC4 
would imply that it is right to choose either E or F.  

One solution here would be to count the welfare losses of standpoints in both of 

 
23 For discussion of a related point, see Valeska Martin (2022). 
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the compared populations, but then also take into account the welfare of uniquely 
realisable standpoints, that is, standpoints that only exist in one of the two com-
pared populations. Basically, we compare the welfare of each uniquely realisable 
standpoint in one population to its non-existence in the other; if the standpoint has 
negative welfare then its existence counts as a relevant welfare loss, and if it has 
positive welfare then its non-existence counts as a relevant welfare loss. But then we 
are in the aggregation game and will get all the aggregation problems that standard 
“impersonal” theories get. For example, if we assume that it is better for a person to 
exist than not to exist, then we would be led to the Normative Repugnant Conclu-
sion. 

Another solution would be to abandon the assumption that the number and 
correspondence between standpoints must be determined strictly by the number of 
people in different populations. Perhaps when we are creating different numbers of 
future people, there is but one standpoint that we can denote with the term ‘future 
person’. On this proposal, there is, for example, only one relevant standpoint in E 
and only one relevant standpoint in F, and there is a correspondence between them. 
Standpoints are “elastic” in the sense that any positive number of people can occupy 
a single standpoint.  

However, we will then need to say how to aggregate welfare within a standpoint. 
One possibility is that the welfare within a standpoint is the total welfare of the 
individuals that occupy it. But that takes us back to the Normative Repugnant Con-
clusion. Another possibility is that the welfare within a standpoint is the average 
welfare of the individuals that occupy it. But that leads to the crazy conclusion that 
it is right to choose F in a choice between E and F. Basically, on this “elastic stand-
point” view, we end up with the same aggregation problems that standard “imper-
sonal” theories get, accept that these problems will be exemplified within, rather 
than across, standpoints. We don’t think that this difference makes these aggre-
gation problems any more palatable.24     

3. Pluralism 
We have argued that Scanlonian Contractualism either cannot explain the wrong-
ness of an act or policy that causes people to exist who are substantially worse off 
than others who would have existed under some alternative act or policy, or that it 
leads to the same kinds of aggregation problems the avoidance of which motivates 
one of its central features—the Individual Reasons Restriction. All the while, we 

 
24 We thank Per Algander for pointing out that Kumar’s view can be interpreted in terms of “elastic” 
standpoints. 
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have assumed that contractualism ought to accommodate Normative Egalitarian 
Dominance, and that otherwise, it should be rejected.  

However, it is worth considering what happens if the contractualist denies this 
assumption. In a recent paper addressing the non-identity problem, Scanlon con-
siders the possibility of a pluralistic morality that views the non-identity problem as 
being outside the purview of what we owe to each other, and hence, outside the scope 
of his contractualism.25 According to Scanlon, this pluralist response to the non-
identity problem concedes “that contractualism cannot explain the wrongfulness of 
a policy that makes people who live at some future time much worse off than the 
people who would have lived at that time if some alternative policy had been fol-
lowed” but explains the wrongness of the policy “simply by the fact that it brings 
about a situation that is much worse than the situation produced by such an alterna-
tive” (2021, 142).   

The question is how this moral pluralism should work. One possibility is that 
consequentialist considerations are relevant only in the non-identity cases, or per-
haps in a wider range of cases in which our decision will not make anyone worse off 
than they would otherwise be.  

But the problem is that there is no reason to believe this. If the fact that one 
outcome is much worse than another is morally relevant in the non-identity cases, 
then it is also morally relevant in same-person cases. This means that consequen-
tialist reasons will be relevant even in cases that Scanlon would want to say are given 
an attractive treatment by his contractualism. But it is hard to see how the conse-
quentialist and contractualist reasons can be combined in a way that avoids the 
problems that each of these theories face when considered separately. Suppose that 
the consequentialist and contractualist reasons can be compared and weighed 
against each other. Then it seems likely that the consequentialist reasons will often 
spoil Scanlon’s preferred contractualist treatment of certain cases, such as cases in 
which we can either give a huge benefit to one person or a tiny benefit to many 
others. Since interpersonally aggregated goodness is relevant even in these cases, 
there will be some number of tiny benefits that outweighs the huge benefit, even 
when both consequentialist and contractualist reasons are taken into account.   

4. Summary 
We have argued that Scanlonian Contractualism cannot accommodate Normative 
Egalitarian Dominance, and hence, cannot offer a plausible treatment of the part of 
morality that concerns future generations. If the non-identity problem and other 

 
25 Scanlon (2021). 
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problems concerning future generations are deemed outside the scope of Scan-
lonian Contractualism, and consequentialist considerations are brought in to deal 
with these problems, then these consequentialist considerations will be relevant 
even in the same-person cases where Scanlonian Contractualism is relevant. A 
pluralism that incorporates elements of the two different moral theories is 
therefore problematic, as there is no apparent way of combining the consequential-
ist and Contractualist elements in a way that Scanlonian Contractualists would find 
acceptable. Moreover, pluralism runs the risk of inheriting what is deeply problem-
atic in both Scanlonian Contractualism and consequentialism, rather than solving 
the problems that each theory faces.26   
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